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Foreword 

The accumulation of information for this account of the Lake Sturgeon be
gan in 1922 when Dr. W.J .K. Harkness, then a recent graduate in biology of the 

University of Toronto, undertook a study of the sturgeon in Lake Nipigon. 

At that time, Lake Nipigon had an almost virgin population of sturgeon since 
commercial fishing had only begun on the lake in 1917. 

Field studies on Lake Nipigon continued during the summers of 1922 to 
1926, with some observations on Lake Nipissing in 1926 and 1929 to 1935, and 
on Lake Erie during the summers of 1941 and 1942. 

While Dr. Harkness was a member of the staff of the Department of Zoology, 
University of Toronto, 1924 to 1946, and Chief of the Fish and Wildlife Branch, 

Department of Lands and Forests, 1946 to 1960, he continued to compile infor
mation on the sturgeon, but never found time to organize it for publication. 

Dr. J .R. Dymond's contribution has been in extracting additional informa
tion from published accounts of the sturgeon and in organizing it in the present 
form. The work of organization and editing had been almost completed in co
operation with Dr. Harkness before his death on July 5th, 1960. 

J.W. Spooner, 
Minister, Lands and Forests 
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I THE L AKE STRUGEON 

Th e early hi s tory of European set tlement in Norch America has been marked 

by the profligate usc, amou nting in many cases to deplorable waste, of natural 

resources. Classic examples of reck less des truction a re afforded by the hi s to ry 

of [h.c bi son and o f the passenger pigeo n. Not as well known, bu t equally in

cons 1derate, was the early treatment of t he s turgeo n once found in abu ndance in 
our more productive wa ters. 

Common to most of these examples of rhe destruct ion of living resources 

was th e wish to e liminate th em in the interest of o thers considered a t the time 

to be of more importance . The s turgeon was no t onl y a nuisance but a de tri

ment in e fforts [ 0 catch th e kinds of fi sh sought when the fi s heries of the Great 
Lakes began to be exploited . 

Patrick Campbell, ( 13) in an account of his travels in the ince rio r inhabited 

parts of North Am erica in 179 1 a nd 1792, re cords tha t on th e north s ide of the 
Niagara River where it empties into Lake Oncario he IIsaw 1008 (fish) caught 

at on e hawl of the seine net, mostly what is called here whitefi sh and a few 

herrings. . . ..... I saw severa l other kinds caught here, parti cu larly the 
sturgeon which is a bad, useless sort o f fi sh." 

Sturgeon, being bottom feeders like whitefi sh, were common l y taken in 

seines used to capture thi s species. It can be im agined how a fi she rman felt at 

findin g that the difficulty in ha uling hi s net ashore was due to the wei ght of 

worthless fi sh , some weighing up to 150 pounds. Although s turgeo n today sell 

for more per poun d th an any o the t freshwater fi sh, they coul d at that time sel

dom be sold a t all. No t only were they worth less, but the we ight of the bi g 

ones a nd the bony, serrated plates of sm aller ones injured the ne t s so that i t 

som etimes required days to repair them afte t a catch of s everal sturgeon. 

Some fi sherm e n were co ns iderate e nough to lower the corner of their seine 

ne t s a nd a llow the s tu rgeo n to escape, but one ge ts the impression from reading 
the accoun t s of th ese early fi shin g e ffort s th at th e s tu rgeon were more common ly 

drawn out of the net. wi th a ga ff-hook and let go wounded or taken ashore a nd 
thrown on th e refu se heap with th e remark th at there would be so many less to 

cause trouble in fu ture . 

Another picture of s turgeon des tru c tion befo re thei r value became appreci

ated i s a fforded by a n account (98) of rhe prac ti ce of s pea ring them from a 

bridge ove r th e Miss iquoi River flowing inca Lake Champla in. When speared, 

they were hauled over th e bridge by means o f a cord at tached to the spear, 

lithe eggs comin g from the sturgeon so fre e ly th a t they covered the bridge". 

Thi s practice was s topped, not because of the was t e of eggs and fi sh, but 

"because th e bridge was smeared with s turgeon eggs . . ...... . . they ac-

tually s topped the s turgeon fi sh ing because they wanced to avoid the stench 

from th e eggs . II Even a fter their value began to be apprecia ted, th e imm a ture 
and unmarketable young inciden tall y caught, we re roo frequently des troy e d as 
nUI sances. 

Many picturesque account s are given of early effort s to d i spos e o f sturgeon . 
In p laces , they were piled on th e beach like cordwood and, a fter they had been 
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lyin g in th e s un long enough for the fa t to run , they were set afire and burned . 

Mr. A. F. Lang lois, fa the r of Dr. T .H. Langloi s, told Ha rknes s tha t in the days 

of wood~bu rni ng s teamboats on the Great Lakes, s t urgeon were pi led on the 

wood~dock at Amhe rstburg, taken aboard th e bo ats and bu rn ed under the boilers. 

Another us e was co di g chern in to the groun d as fe rtili zer. 

In 1942, Bere M~llen, ha tchery supe rintendent at Put~in~Bay, Ohio, told 

Harkness that his grandmother, who was born about 185 0, used to live at Point 

Pe lee. She remembe red when s turgeon came to the. bar off th e Point in ~'fay and 

June i~ such numbers that her fa th er, s tanding in ' a fl at~bo ttomed boa t, killed 

numbers of them by hitting them on the head with an axe . Only the largest were 

taken. The s e th ey bo il ed in a bi g po t us ing driftwood along the shore . . When it 

coo led, the oi l was skimmed o ff and sold in De troit a t 7S cents a ga llon . . It wa s 

probably us ed as a paint oi l. The fle s h was fed to pi gs or ' ploughed into the 

the ground . Thi s would be be tween 1860 and 1879 . . Small quantiti es were 

smoked and eaten, or so ld to people who came for i t from Detroit. Othe r ways 

of prepari ng it was by drying or putting it in bri ne like corned beef. 

French~Canadian people are said to have prepa red s tu rgeon in the form o f 
soups (bouillon). !!With a good, hea rty out~doo r appe tite, thi s is very palatable 

food, but too rich in the fl avour of th e oi l of the fi sh for ordin ary use . . Th e fl a

vour of sturgeon meat has very littl e of th e tas te of fish, and the boui llon , when 

carefully prepared by skimming off th e oil , i s very much li ke ch ic~en soup . . A 

very good pickled meat i s made of it by bo iling it and preservin g it in vin egar. '.' 
(67) Small , writing in 1865, (8 3) said its fles h , if properly cooked , wa s ve ry 

goo d, re s·embli ng vea l more than fi s h; it was , he s aid, generally cut into s teak s 

an d fried . 

Un til long after the colonial period in the United Sta tes, sturgeon roe was 

regarded as worthl ess except as feed for hogs or as bait for oth er fish. 

Prejudice again s t eat ing sturgeo n seems to have had two ba s es ; one wa s 

not knowing how to prepare it , and th e other was that it was the food of inferior 
people , such as servants, slaves and Indians. 

The low opinion o f s turgeo n was based not .on ly on its dest ructiveness to 

nets and its worth lessness as a commercial fish but to the belief that it was 

des tructi ve to more valuable food fi shes . . E.J?: . . Prince, Dominion Commissioner 

of Fisheries, writing in 1899, (73), refers to li the charges al most universally 

made against the s turgeon that it i s the most voracious of a ll fi sh-eati ng spec
ies, that it scours the spawning grounds o f the great lake trout , the whitefi sh, 

and every o th er kin d of valuable market fi sh, sucking up the eggs with its tube ~ 

like mouth and scooping in whole schools of defenseless fry". The foo d hab~ 

it s of s turgeon, di scussed in deta il below, give no s upport to this exaggerated 

and ill~founded st~ t ement. 

The s ligh t deman d and the abundant supply resulted in a very low price. 

Before 1860, i f it was possible to sell them at a ll , they did not bring over 10 
cents apiece . . When they began to be smok ed in Sandusky in 1860, the price 
rose to 25 cents ap iece, but th ey had to be at .leas t fou r feet long to comm and 

thi s pri ce . . A littl e la ter, Indians are said to have taken them to Detroit, pi led 
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on wagons like cordwood, and sold them a r 50 cem s apiece (98). 

It was the practice of smoking sturgeon and the use of thei r roe In the mak-

109 of caviar that led ro an ac tive demand. The s uppl y was so a bu ndant a t 

tha t time on Lake Eri e thar, during 1872, 13,880 s turgeon averaging 50 pounds 

each were smoked. By 1880, the sturgeon fi s hery bad become an impo rtant 

branch of the fishing i ndustry. 

Another product in demand at the time srurgeon began to be fi shed commer

cially (wh ich contributed to rhe development of an appreciat ion of the fish) was 

isingla ss . Thi s was a form of gelatin obrained from the swi m-bladders of certain 

kinds of fish. Th e mo s t valuable source was the va riou s kinds of s turgeo n. 

Other uses of s turgeo n a t rhi s rime included the making of lea the r from ir s skin 

and oil from its fl esh. 
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Ii. STURGEON - LIVING FOSSILS 

Sturgeon a re fascinatin g fi s h for reaso ns other than the economic. They 

be long [O , a s mall group of.fis h living to-day. which have retained to the present 

many of the feature s, possessed by their ancesto rs . 

The sturgeons, C.S a group, have ' rhe appearance of relics of a past era. 
"!bey are livin g fossils in thac they arc so li ke their remote ancestors, impres

sions of which, essentially s turgeon-like in appearance, a rc found in rocks 

laid"down during the u~per Cretaceous period nearly onc hundred 'miilion years 

ago: At th at time, sturgeon-li ke fishe s were much more numerous than they a re 

today. 

11lese -ancestral sturgeons lived in what may be called the middle ages of 

fish .life. Like the knights in rhe middle ages of human history, most of the 

fish at that time were a rmoured. This armour they still wear in the form of 

large, bony shields . Ju st as the cumbersome armo ur of our middle ages has 

been abandoned in favour of freer movement, so modern fish wear s maller, 

thinner, overlapping scales which a lso favour freer movement. 

The sturgeo ns have many other primitive characters which have been lost 

o r radically modified through the slow evolutionary changes by which the kinds 
of fish which dominate ou r waters today have been derived from their ancient 

ances tors. 

One of thes e pnmlClve charac ters i s their large, cellular swim-bladder 

which contri.butes to the econpmi c worth of the s turgeon through its value in the 
manufacture of i sing lass. The swim-bladder which, in modern fish, is a thin

walled hydrostatic o rgan, has been derived from an a ir- sac used as a lung in 

ancient time s . In the sturgeon, it s till retains some of its lung-like characters. 

Still another primitive feature of sturgeons is the shape of their tail fin 

whose upper lobe is lon ger th an the lower, as in the shark . 

The lake s turgeon is only one of twenty-five kinds of sturgeon found in 

Europe, Asia a nd North America. They are most n~merou s in Europe and least 

so in Asia. Most of th em live in the sea except when they come into rivers to 

spawn; howcvcr, several kinds spend all their lives in fresh water, and our l ake 

s turgeon i s on e of these . A complete li s t of the sturgeons of the world may be 

found in Appen dix I. 

LA K EST U R G EON (Acipenler fu/velcenl) 
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III. SIZE 

Sturgeon arc fa mous fo r t he size to which they grow. I n c la rge s t lake 

s turgeon of whi ch we have aurhcmi c record weighed 310 pounds . It was caught 

in Batchewana Bay, Lake Superior, on Jun e 29th, 19 22, and a more recent fi sh 

of the s ame wei gh t was taken in Lake Michi gan in 1943. Each wa s nearly ei ght 

fee t long. La rger oncs a rc reported to have been taken in earl i e r ti me s, bu t the 

weight o f none of these can be au th enti ca ted. 

OUf lake s[Ucgeon, howeve r, has much la rger relat ives. Th e la rge s t Nort h 
American sturgeon fo r which we have a reasonably a uth entic reco rd (41), was a 

wh ite Orgeon stu rgeon (Ac ipense r rcansmontanus) 12.5 fee t long, we ighing 1,285 

pounds . It was taken in 19 12 in the Colu mbia River about 125 miles from the 
mouth . 

La rger American s turgeon have bee n repo rted, bu t the repo rts la ck the au· 

thent i ci ty of the Co lumbia River specimen. It is repon ed t ha t a 2,OOo-pound 

fish caugh t in 1892 near As to ria was mounted a nd exhibi ted at the World's Fai r 

a t Chi cago. However, i t i s impossible now [0 obta in confi rmation of the legend· 

a ry weigh t o f th i s fi sh . 

The world' s record s turgeo n appea rs to be Hu so hu so, oft en called beluga, 

al though thi s name is a l so appli ed to a wha le. The record I-I uso was taken at 

the mou th o f the Vo lga Rive r in 19 12. Its length was 14 fee t , 2 inch es, and its 

weight 2,250 pounds . (41) 

Repo [[ s o f la rger specimens, up to 3,200 pou nds, a re doubt ed by Gudger 

(41) who ca refully s ift ed a ll the reports o f g ian t fish es he could find . 

1. The King of Fishes and the Fi sh of Kings 

On tbe wbile sand oftbe boltom 

Lay tbe monster, Misbe·Nahma, 

Lay the stu rgeon, king offisbes. 

Longfellow, Hiawa tba. 

Sturge on a re ca ll ed the King o f Fishes because of the ir grea t s i ze a nd the 

Fish of Kings because in Grea t Bri tain the stu rgeon is a Royal Fish . By an 

Ac t of King Edwa rd II , s till unrepea led, Hthe King sh a ll have th e wrec k of th e 

sea throughout t he realm, wha les a nd great s tu rgeons . ... .. . .. . exc e pt in 

cereain places pri v ileged by kind". Th e Lord Mayor of London can cl a im a ll 

stu rgeons caught in the T hames above London Bridge. 

T here i s something about fi sh whi ch s timulates ta ll ta les, and s turgeon, 

being th e la rgest o f a ll fis h except for a few o f the la rges t sharks, a re respons i· 
bl e for their share o f le fi sh sto ries" An intc resting onc concerns a n event 

wh i ch a ll egedly occurred duri ng Revo lu t iona ry days in the United St a tes . Ac· 
.cording to th is s to ry, Silas Cancll, a colonia l mili ti a comm ande r, hook c d into a 

migh ty sturgeon in the Sh rewsbury Rive r , a nd was taken fo r a "Nantucket 

sIeigh ·ride" wh ich cominued unti l the fi sh ran into shoal wa ter. Silas jumped 
overboard and wrcstled the s turgeo n into th e boat . 

Bu t , the fi sh was so long tha t its t a i l hun g over th e s t ern , and it soon 
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found that by wiggling its tail i t could propel the boac. So, off they went again 

at a rurious pace until the boat upset and the sturgeon go t away. Silas felt 

badly about losing the fish, but the next time he went OUt in his boat he found 

the sturgeon hanging around. He baited the big fish, the bai t was accepted, and 

off they went again on their joy-ride. 

This happened frequentl y, until one day the sturgeon varied procedure by 

veering into a small side creek. Silas looked up JUSt in time to note that they 

were approaching at break-neck speed a log bri dge on which some cattle were 

passing. Sila s didn't think he could clear the bridge, so CUt th e line. But th e 

s turgeon ran into the piling of the bridge and knocked it into the stream, indu

ing the cactle. Silas had been using bee f for bait and the sturgeon had become 

quite fond of it. The fish grabbed a calf for himself and disappeared. 

Sturgeon stories less fantastic but more credib le, illustrati ng it s strength, 

have been told. In March, 1951, it was reported from Haileybu ry that a Lake 

Timi skaming s turgeon burned down an ice-fisherman's s ha ck. The fi sh erman 

hooked a five-foot sturgeon and landed it afcer a terrific battle. Dragging the 

fish into his hut, he dashed out to tell hi s friend s about his luck . ~h rashing 

a round the flo or, the sturgeon upset the fi sherman's s tove. By the time he 

retu rned with his friends , a pile of glowing embe rs was a ll that was left of his 
hut, fish and equipment. 

Another Story conceens a sturgeon that broke th e leg of one of tWO fisher

men who were trying to spawn her. She dealt the leg such a terrific blow with 

her tail as to fracture it. 

2. Some Record Lake Sturgeon 

Whether larger sturgeon were to be found in ou r lakes before their numbers 

were so drastically reduced is not known. Mi ln er, who in 1872 visited the fi sh

eries on L akes Michigan, .Superior, Huron and Er ie, heard report s of nine-foot 
stu rgeon "in the good old days" , but saw none that attained a length of even 

si x feet , (67). One of the two largest lake scu rgeon for wh ich we have adequate 
data was taken as recently as 1943. 

Following a re details of all th e sturgeon over 100 lbs. in weight of which 

we have record. Many of these records a re taken from newspaper accounts and, 

therefore , cannot be given the same credence as scientific records, but the lar
gest ones have been reasonably well authen ti cated: 

310 lbs. , 7'11", Lake Michigan, 1943. Van Oos,en. 

310 lbs.,. 7' 6", Batchewana Bay, Lake Superior, Jun e 29, 1922. This re
cord is well authenticated. 

287 lbs., Olga Lake, P.Q., 1956. Report by Gordon Kel so , Sturgeo n Falls 
co District Forester, North Bay. 

275 lbs., Lake Winnipeg, July, 1941, (45). 
242 Ibs., 7' 2", Georgian Bay at Wasaga l3each, July 1951. Toronto Star, 

July 11, 1951. 
240 lbs., Lake Erie, about 1900. Verbal repon to Harkness. 

236 lbs., about 8 feet long, off Long Po int, Lakeof the Woods, June, 1911. 

( 29). 
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235 lbs., S. Lake Huron near Samia. Toronto Globe and Mail, May 24, 
1948. 

230 lbs., 6' 8", Niagara River, Oct. 28, 1946. Reported by Overseer 
Muma. 

225 lbs., 6' 7", Georgian Bay, June, 1951. Toronto Star, June 29, 1951. 
220 lbs., Lake Erie, 1948, (92). 
217 lbs., Ottawa River near Montebello, Toronto Globe and Mail, March 26, 

1931. 
215 lbs.,. 7' 4", Lake Erie, June, 1934. Toronto Star, June 1, 1934. 
215 lbs., 6' 9", Lake of the Woods, 1953. Dept. of Lands and Forests, 

Fish and Wildlife Management Report, No. 34, 1957. 
212Ibs., 7' 6", Beaumont, P.Q., 1945, (105). 
212 lbs., tcLargest fish to be caught in Bay of Quinte waters in almost 

half a century." Toronto Globe and Mail, Aug. "20, 1952. 
200 lbs.,. 7' 1", Niagara River, foot of Porter Ave., Buffalo, May 14, 1935. 

Dr. Emmeline Moore, N.Y. Conservation Department. 
200 lbs., Alexandria Bay, Lake Ontario, April, 1937. "Largest Sturgeon 

caught there in the past twenty years." Toronto Globe and Mail, April 14, 1937. 
197 lbs., Lake Ontario near Niagara-on-the-Lake, June, 1944. "Believed 

to be the largest fish ever taken from Lake Ontario." Toronto Star, June 23, 
1944. 

189 lbs., 6' 8", Lake Erie, Letter, Ray B. Lambert, Sept. 9, 1942. 
180 lbs., near Kelley's Island, Ohio, Apr. 20, 1935. 
180 lbs., near Kettle FaIts, Rainy Lake, June, 1936. International Falls 

Journal, Aug. 19, 1952. 
180 lbs., "Believed to be the largest sturgeon ever taken from Lake Ont

ario in the Beamsville area." Newspaper report, July 13, year? 
175 lbs., 6' 2", Georgian Bay, Apr.,. 1932. Toronto Globe and Mail, May 

17, 1932. 

175 lbs., 5'6", May 15, 1927, Lake Deschenes, Ottawa River. Toronto 
Globe and Mail, May 17, 1927. 

165 lbs., Lake Nipigon, 1923. Largest Lake Nipigon sturgeon up to that 
time. Harkness diary. 

163 lbs., 6' i", Lake Erie, June 8, 1942. 
157 lbs., 6' 6", Port Elgin, Lake Huron, Oct. 23, 1927. Toronto Telegram, 

Oct. 31, 1927. 
157 lbs.,. 6' 2", Nottawasaga Bay, Georgian Bay. Net and Twine, Sept. 

1, 1959. 
154 lbs., Bay of Quinte, Lake Ontario, about 1920. 
153 lbs., 6' 2", Lake Erie, Apr. 26, 1944. 
152~ lbs., 78", Mullet Lake, Mich.," (110). 
140 lbs., Red Lakes, Wisconsin, about 1942. Letter, Lloyd L. Smith, Sept. 

10, 1942. 
140 lbs., Georgian Bay near Waubaushene, May 21, 1958. Toronto Star, 

May 22, 1958. 
138 .lbs., Lake Erie near Wallacetown, Ont.,. May, 1949. Toronto Globe and 

Mail, May 9, 1949. 
135 lbs., 6' 10", Lake Erie at Kingsville, Apr. 14, 1928. Found dead on 

shore by Jack Miner 
129 lbs., 6' 7", Rainy Lake, Aug. 1952. International Falls Journal, Aug. 

,19, 1952. 
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IV. DESCRIPTION 

Two of the extern ::tl features which distinguish the lake sturgeon from a ll 

other fresh water fishes of our area are it s covering of large, bony plates and 
its shark-like tail fin. 

',' 

On small s lurgeo rl, the bony shi elds nearly couc r the back and sides, a re 

To ugh and termiuat c: in a sharp-{Joirlted slJur. Their ma rked dil/crcnce I rom 

large stu rgeon led La their being long regarded as a differenl kind. They we re 

called Rock Stu rgeo rl. Tbe one shown he re was 5.7 incbes long. 

In genera l shape , it is heavy in front and capering behind. The s nout is 

long and tapering, longer and sharper in the-young, becoming relatively sho rte r 
and blunter with age, with a crosswise row of four sensory barbels or feelers 

on the lower s ide of its snout in fro ne of the mouth. These help th e sturgeon 

to exp lore th e bo[[om in search of food. The mouth, in relation to it s bonom

fee ding habit is on the lower s urfac e of the head; the li ps can be protruded in 

feeding and retracted wh en not in us e. It lacks teeth . 

The s tomach is gizzard-li ke, with thick walls, especi a lly a t its pyloric 

end. This i s no doubt an adaptat ion to some item s of its food. For ins tance, 
sma ll clams and snai l s sometimes make up a large part of its food. 

The bony plates are arranged in fi ve longitudinal rows, two on either s ide 

and one along the back. The s ides between tbe larg.er places are roughened 
with much smaller p lates. In young , up to a length of about two fee t , the plates 

have well -developed kee l s, terminating in a sharp-pointed hook or spur. With 

age the plates gradual ly become smooth and over grown by skin so that in spec-
imens over three feet in len gth the body is usually qu ite smoo th. The spiny 

appearance of the young i s in s trong contrast to the smooth adu lts. 

The character of the bony plates wh ich cover so much of the sturgeon ' s 

body is indicated by the following description by Frank Buckland, (l2),""the 

stud-like bones are most beauti ful objects, being as hard o r harder than ivory, 
with the outer surface indented a nd mark ed as though they had been carved by 

a Japan ese arti st. When set in silve r, sel ected samples of these shac kles 
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Th e sturgeon is equipped for feeding 0/1 the lalee bottom by having its 

mout h on th e unde rside of t he head. p receded by fou r barb els o r feelers which 

help in f ind in g food . . T he tillS ca ll be p ro truded in feeding. 

form very beautiful ornoments for lad ies' d re sses, a nd I cenainly would advise 

my lady readers who are always look in g ou t for something new and preny to 

ny dle effect o f s[Urgeon' s shackl es wh e n worn as ornaments." 

1 Co lour 

The young have dark blotche s on the s ides; th ese disappear with age. 

Th ere i s con s iderable variation in colour, the meaning of which is not clear. 

Some of the variation is due [0 age, but there a l so appear to be diffe rence s 
from one locality [0 ano th e r. See d iscussion of Kinds below. 

Some shade of tan, buff, brown, o live o r go lden is frequently mentioned in 

descriptions. The scientific name fulvescens, mean in g ful vous or'tawny, wa s 

given to spec imens taken in the Great Lakes . Others a re grey or slate-colou red 

while some a re black. Youn g, whether grey o r some browni sh s hade, are usually 
lighter-co loured tha n o lde r a nd la rger ones. 
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A reddi sh colour is frequen tly mentioned in published descriptions. L e 
Sueur (56), described the sturgeon of the Great Lakes as yellow-red on the 

back and olivaceous-red on the s ides. The scienti fic name, rubicundus, which 

he s uggested fot the lake s turgeon, means reddish. Recent accounts have de
scribed occasional specimens as rcd, reddish, rose-colouted, and yellowish red. 

Sturgeon over three feet lon g are mostly smoo t h, owing to t he wea rin g away 

0/ the su. r/ace roughness of the plates, which cover the young, and to their 

being overgrown by skin. This.specimen, taken in the Niagara River about lour 

miles Tiorth 0/ Fort Erie in 1946, was six feet, eigh t inches . in total length and 

weighed 230 pounds. 
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The impossibility of making any generalized colour description of the stur
geon is i~dicated by a few attempts at such descriptions by various authors. 
A selection of these is as follows:- Young, usually dark olive above, sides 
paler; adults, greenish-olive or reddish. Young, tan or buff, mo~e uniformly 
dark as they grow older; adults, slate gray to black. Young, drab; adults, green 
or red, occasionally brownish or rose-coloured; a yellowish-red colour on the 

back and olivaceous-red on the sides. 

2 Kinds 

Variations in colour, and especially differences in appearance between 
young and older individuals, led earlier students of fish life to believe there 
were several kinds of freshwater sturgeon. Nearly thirty scientific names were 
proposed for it before most scientific students of fish life agreed that all of the 
sturgeon spending their whole lives in the fresh waters of North America were 
of one and the same kind, the oldest scientific name for which is Acipenser 
fulvescens, the name given by Rafinesque in 1817. (76). 

Even until comparatively recently, many still thought there were two kinds 
of freshwater sturgeon, one of which with longer, more pointed snout and of 
smaller size was known popUlarly as ICrock sturgeon". This is now known to 
be the young of the species. 

Even yet, suggestions are sometimes made that there is more than one 
"kind" of sturgeon. Roussow (83,84) has regarded the sturgeon of the Pro
vince of Quebec as belonging to two rrmorphae", the brown or lake sturgeon 
and the black or rock sturgeon. The former he calls A. ful vescens acutirostris, 
and the latter, A. fulvescens obtusirostris. The brown form, he says has a 
smaller head and more pointed snout; the black, a relatively larger and flatter 
head and a more rounded snout. There is no difference in age of maturity or 
spawning dates, but there is said to be a slight difference in growth rate, brown 
individuals of the same length being younger than black ones. This, Roussow 
suggests, may result from a better nourished condition and the colour difference 
to melanism which .he says is often observed in poorly nourished fish. 

Greeley (38) was disposed to regard specimens collected from the St. Law
rence River at the Massena power canal and at Red Mills below Ogdensburg as 
of two types -- gray or rock sturgeon, and black or mud sturgeon. The former 
which he regarded as Acipenser fulvescens, had sharp plates which, although 
becoming dull and obscure with age, were much sharper than those on the other 
species at comparable sizes. The black or mud sturgeon, which he called 
Acipenser sp., was characterized by greater head width and darker colour. 
The two types, he said, taken on the same grounds and by the same apparatus 
(trap lines) were about equally common, although the mud sturgeon was the more 
common commercially because of its larger, average size. However, he finally 
admitted that subsequent collections bridged over these differences and it was 
therefore advisable to refer all to the same species. Roussow also found inter
mediates between his two morphae but was disposed to regard such as hybrids. 

3 Common Name 

Many have been the common names applied to the freshwater sturgeon 
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throughout its range -- hike sturgeon, rock stur-geon, common sturgeon, red 
sturgeon, ruddy sturgeon, Ohio sturgeon, stone sturgeon, shell-back sturgeon 
and bony sturgeon. Commonly, although not universally, the name rock sturgeon 
was applied to thesmallet fish. with prominent plates and a long snout. 

The common name recommended by a committee of the American F.isheries 
Society (2), is lake sturgeon .. 
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V. DISTRIBUTION 

1. Geographic Range 

The area within which the lake sturgeon occurs, or has occurred, is out
lined in the accompanying map, fig. 5. Few North American freshwater fish 
have a wider geographic range. It comprises three drainage basins -- the Miss
issippi, the Great Lakes and Hudson Bay. 

The area, within which lake sturgeon occur, is outlined by the outcTline. 

The three drainage basins included in its range, Mississippi, Great Lakes -

.St. Lawrence and Hudson Bay, are outlined by broken, double .lines. 
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The Mississippi drainage basin constitutes almost all of the lake stur
geon's range in the United States. Besides being found in the Mississippi, 
itself, it occurred in virtually all of the larger tributaries southward, almost to 
the southern border of Arkansas. It appears to have occurred in varying abun
dance throughout the course of most of the larger tributaries until stopped by 
impassable falls or as the streams became too small. 

The Great Lakes basin, including the St. Lawrence, is inhabited by the 
sturgeon in both Canada and the United States. Lake Otamplain and its trio 
butaries from the east constitute the sturgeon's northeastern limit in the United 
States. In the St. Lawrence, it occurs eastward to St. Roch des Aulnaies about 
70 miles east of Quebec City where the salinity apparently becomes too high 
for it. 

Northeastward, it has been reported from the Fort George (Big) River on 
the east side ·of James Bay (530 50'N). On the western side of Hudson Bay, it 
extends to the Seal River (59003'N), a few miles north of Oturchill. Northwest
ward, it. extended nearly to the foothill.s of the Rockies at Edmonton. 

2. Sturgeon As a Place Name 

The prevalence of CCsturgeon" as a place name attests to the wide distri
bution and interest in this fish. At least 43 geographic locations in Ontario 
have been designated by the name Sturgeon. These apply to the following kinds 
of places. 

Ri vers or creeks 11 
Lakes 8 
Bays 8 
Falls 4 
Points 4 
Island~ 3 
Narrows 4 
Beach 1 
Channel 1 
Cove 1 

Although most of these names no doubt originated as a result of the occur
rence of the lake sturgeon, at least one, namely Sturgeon Lake in Victoria Coun
ty, apparently had some other origin as there is no record of sturgeon ever hav
ing been found in this lake. 

3. Habitat 

The sturgeo.n is a shallow-water fish. Most of those for which we have 
actual records were taken at a depth under 30 feet, and a high proportion under 
15 feet. However, some are taken at 60 feet, and a few still deeper. In Lake 
Nipigon, large specimens have been taken at 90 feet, and we have a small one 
taken at 100 feet. Some have been taken at a depth of 140 feet in a deep hole 
in Lake Beauchene, a lake-like expansion of the Ottawa River seven miles be
low Lake Timiskaming. 

Its ventral, suction-like mouth, without teeth, confines it to living on bot
tom organisms, and it is chiefly in shallow water that these are numerous enough 
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to support any considerable population of a fish that grows to such a great size. 
Adamstone{l) on the basis of extensive sampling of the bottom in Lake Nipigon, 

found that animals living on the bottom reached a peak of abundance both in 
weight and in number of different kinds at a depth of 30 feet. From there, they 
decreased until at 50 to 100 feet they were less than one third as abundant as 
in the shallower water. Sturgeon are taken over all sorts of bottoms, but mud 
is most common; next is gravel, with some mud. They will, of course, feed over 
any sort of bottom that supports the kind of animals they can use as food. In 
the 140-foot hole and in other parts of Lake Beauchene mentioned above, they 
fed on the ccworms" living in decaying pulp mill waste which .had settled on the 
bottom. 

In his efforts to learn as much as he could about the habitat of the young!. 
Harkness set nets in many situations in Lake Nipigon. Most of the small stur
geon, ranging from 7.7 to 30 inches in length, were taken in summer within the 
mouths of rivers or on rocky, gravelly shoals near the mouths of rivers in depths 
varying from 10 to 15 fee~though one, 17.5 inches long, was taken in a gill
net in 90 feet of water. 

The smallest sturgeon taken by Harkness, * measuring 5.7 inches in length, 
was collected in a seine at a depth of four feet in a bay at the side of the Gull 
River, Lake Nipigon, about two miles below the rapids in which the sturgeon 
spawned. This one was one year old. Whether this indicates that sturgeon 
remain in the river throughout the first year of life is not known. It is possible 
tbat it had returned to the river after having been down to the lake. It is known 
that many immature sturgeon go up rivers in spring at the time mature fish are on 
the"ir. spawning migration. 

It is only in lakes or large rivers with extensive areas of shallow water 

where abundant food is produced that lake sturgeon were abundant. Localities 
in which they are reported as having been very abundant in the early days in
clude areas among the islands of the western end of Lake Erie, Green Bay and 
the southern end of Lake Michigan, the north Channel of Lake Huron, Keweenaw 
Bay and the vicinity of the Apostle Islands in Lake Superior, Lake of the Woods 
and such large rivers as the Mississippi, Ohio, St. Lawrence, Rainy, Winnipeg, 
Nelson, Churchill and Moose. 

What influence, if any, the geological history of an area has on the stur
geon's occurrence is not known. In Manitoba, it was reported by Hinks (45), 
that the sturgeon occurred in all the large rivers whicn enter Lake Winnipeg 
from the east, and was very common in the Nelson and OlUrchill River, but was 
practically absent from the western portions of this lake and also from Lakes 
Manitoba and Winnipegosis. 

The eastern shores of Lake Winnipeg are Archaean rocks whereas the 
western shores and Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegosis are underlain by sedi
mentary rocks of Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian ages. Rapids and falls 
where sturgeon spawn are much commoner in rivers flowing through the Archaean 
area than in the sedimentary area. Whether the scarcity or absence of sturgeon 

* This specimen is preserved in the Royal Ontario Museum. 
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in the sedimentary area is due to the lack of suitable spawning sites or to some 
other ecological factor is not known. 

The lake sturgeon does not enter full salt water but it does resort to brack
ish water in the lower St. Lawrence and in Hudson and J ames Bays. In the St. 
Lawrence, it occurs in brackish water near Cap St. Ignace and, occasionally, 

• even at St. Roch des Aulnaies, about 70 miles below Quebec City. (105). Fol-
lowing the opening up of the rivers in spring and the clearing of the water, stur
geon go down to James Bay where they occur in brackish water. 

Along the east coast of James Bay, it was reported in 1914 (66) that Has a 
coastwise fish, it inhabits the estuaries, and travels up the rivers early in June 
for spawning, . . . . . .. . . .. They stay in the rivers about three weeks"; also, 

along the west coast, C'It is never caught in the sea, but a few are taken every 
year in the rivers and river estuaries." (58). 
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VI. HA:BITS 

1. Movement 

Apart from a spawning migration in spring, usually to rapids in rivers, re
ports of other seasonal movements are conflicting.. Many fishermen say they. 
find sturgeon in fairly shallow water in spring, and in deeper water in summer. 
Some believe there is a return to shallow water in autumn, and that winter is 
spent in comparatively deep water where they are relatively inactive. 

In Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin, where there is a winter sport fishery for 
sturgeon, they are active throughout that season. Since 21 feet is the maximum 
depth, the sturgeon cannot resort to water deeper than this, but are confined to 
the large mud flats{115). 

In Lake Winnipeg (5), large sturgeon are reported to have been caught in 
shallow water, four to five fe et, in June,· but later in the summer in deeper 
places; in August, in about seven fathoms. In winter, they were said to lie in 
schools in the deepest holes. A concentration of sturgeon found. iIi Lake Huron, 
particularly in spring, at a depth of 60 feet, 22' miles N.N.E. of Point Edward, 
were thought to move into shoal water (four to five feet) in summer. 

A population which fed in a deep hole of the Ottawa River, south of Lake 
Timiskaming, cOl\8regated at the foot of rapids in May, fell back intq the deep 
hole in June where they continued to feed throughout July and August. In the 
fall, they moved downstream to what was thought to be their wintering grounds. 
It is possible they were forced out of the deep hole as a result of'oxygen deple
tion due to the active decomposition of the pulp mill wastes during summer. 

A strong homing tendency has been shown by tagging studies in Wisconsin 
lakes. Lake Winnebago fish pass through lakes Winneconne and Poygan on 
their way to spawning grounds in the Wolf River but return to Lake Winnebago. 
No mixing of populations between Lake Winnebago and the upper small lakes 
has been found, (115). A similar conclusion was reached as a result of t.agging 
in lakes of the St. Lawrence. Sturgeon tagged in Lake St. Francis rarely wan
dered to other lakes (82). Also, young lake sturgeon, tagged in the St .. Law
rence between Lotbini~re and Montmagny, were mostly recaptured withfn 30 
miles of the point where they were tagged, generally less than ten miles away 
(61). 

On the other hand, there is evidence that sturgeon sometimes wander 
widely. Dr. J.P. Cuerrier has reported that a specimen 31~" - long, released 
in the St. Lawrence River on Aug. 23rd, 1942, was recaptured 80 miles distant 
on June 14th, 1944, when it was 32 2/3" long. A sturgeon bearing a tag num
bered 41 was recaptured in Lake Michigan. When tagged in Lake St. Clair 
twenty-eight years before, it weighed 41 Ibs. When recaptured, it weighed 75 
Ibs. (3). 

Another specimen to which. a tag was attached when it was above the dam 
at Valleyfield, P.Q., on July 2nd, 1946, was caught nine miles west of Brock
ville on July 15th, 1958. When tagged it was 29 inches long and weighed seven. 
pounds; when caught it weighed 21~ pounds. 
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2. Jumping 

A spectacu la r habit of the sturgeo n is JumpIng. Most reports of rh i s be-
/ haviour are of sturgeon in rivers at or near spawning time. Ha rkness observed 

fi s h in the Gu11 River (at spawning time) leap vertically out of the water until 

th ey were completely out and appeared to be s tandi ng on their rail. They then 
assumed a horizonta l position and fell back into the water with a resounding 

splash . 

This habi t is we ll attested by the observations of many others. Milner 

(67), one of rhe. earliest to report on the habits of th e s turgeon in the Great 

Lakes, wrote "They may be seen in thi s (Kalamazoo) river (at spawning ti me) 

leaping from the surface, throwing the ir bu lky forms enti re ly out of the water" . 
Surber' s ( 102) descripti on was as fo llows . nThough , in general , the sturgeon 

fe e ds at the botto m, in fin e weather it often ri ses to the s urface and frequently 

jumps some time s to a height of s even fee t above th e water . This ac tion was 

observed on the Winnipeg and other rivers ." Another account says that in the 

old days in the Sturgeo n River, Ontario s turgeon jumped ni ght a nd day below 

the fa lls. n One could leave the bedroo m wi ndow open at ni ght and hear th e 
s turgeon as they jumped and splashed in the poo l below the fa ll s ". 

A Thomas Williams is quoted (97) as saying that " a peculiar habi t of the 

s turgeon i s observed aft er spawn ing . They are no ti ced rolling over a nd over 

on the bo ttom, faster than one can counti then s uddenly spoutin g to the surface, 

they leap completely out of tb e water, fa lling back with a loud splash . " 

Goldsmith in his Anima ted Nature, describing the same behaviour 1n th e 

sea s turgeon, says that in May, Jun e and July Ilthey are seen spoccing 10 the 

wate r and leaping from its surface several yards in the ai r. When they fa ll 

aga in upon thei r s ides, th e concussion i s so v io le nt that the noise i s he a rd , in 

s till weather, at some miles' distance". Thi s description gives point to th e 

criticism that s trict veracity was never one of Golds mith 's virtues. 

More c redible i s the newspaper sto ry (Aug. 8th, 1949) that a 50-lb. s tur
geon, 58 inches long, leaped OUt of the wa ter and landed in a rowboat ma nned 

by t wo girl s in the Ottawa River. Ryder (87) says that the sea sturgeon has 
been known in leaping to jump into small boats. 

3. Timidity 

In describing the spawning habits of s turgeon (under Reproduction), it is 

said tha c spearing on their s pawning grounds usually leads to their abandoning 
the area . Others (89) have found that, in spearing them through holes in the 
ice, quiet i s a n absolute essential as fast or noisy movements scare the fish 
away . 

Goldsmith's account of the s turgeon ' s timidity i s just as exaggerated as is 

his description of th eir jumping. He says that it flie s from small fish and that 
"the smallest fish i s a lone suffi c ient to terrify a s hoal of sturgeon " 

4. Curio si ty 

It is a common observation that many kinds o f bird s and mammal s a re cu r: 

iou s and will cautiou s ly investiga te unu sual s igh ts, but the curiosi ty of fish is 
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not so commonly observed. Schlumpf (89) says that the sturgeon is a very cur
ious fish and examines objects in the water. When they come into the area be
neath a hole in the ice, they will often approach the decoy and try to touch it 
with their snout and look it over as if curious. Sometimes, they will attempt 
to take it into their. mouth. The success of such objects as oranges, lemons, 
ears of com and tin cans in attracting sturgeon within spearing range is pro
bably to be accounted for on the basis of curiosity. 
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VII. FOOD 

Most fish which grow to a la rge s ize eae large food items, chiefly other 

fi sh, a nd when they cannot ge t them do not grow very big. Not so the sturgeon; 

in spite of its large size, most of its food is of relatively sma ll animal s which 

it takes from the bottom by means of its pro trus ible, tube-l ike mouth . 

Harkness (43) measured the volume and counted the number of a nima l s 

foun d in the s tomach s of more than a hundred s turgeon of a ll s ize s from La ke 

Nipigon, Lake Erie, Lake St. Loui s (an expans ion of the St. Lawrence River 

nea r t,fontreal), a nd the Moose River . The findings combined with the res ults of 

simi lar studies by others in Wi nni peg River, Lak e Winnipeg and a number of 

lakes in Wi sconsin, a re summarized in the fo llowing s tatement s . 

Almost a nything living on the bottom i s ea ten by s turgeon. Naturally, 

when very small , they cannot handle crayfi sh and clams wh ich are sometimes 

taken by large sturgeon. The food eate n appears to depend more on what i s 

most readily available tha n on the s i ze of the fish. Th e practice of eating 

whatever is most eas ily come by, is not pecu li a r to th e sturgeo n; the same has 

been found to be true of the feedin g habits of many other kinds of an i mals. A 

few kinds restrict their feeding to a narrow range of food items but mo s t appear 

to put forth no more effort than necessary to satisfy th ei r hunger with wh atever 

comes easiest, within the s iz e range they are equi pped to dea l with. 

Although the sturgeon' s normal food consists of anima ls, it has been known 

10 the vicinity of e levators where grain is spilled into th e water, to fill its 

stomach with wheat or corn . Sturgeon, kept in confinement for long periods ·in 

the L ake o f the Woods, apparentl y thrived on such gra in s as wheat and baeley 

( 29). It i s said, too, tha t sturgeon have been kept i n hatchery ponds to keep 

down the growth of objectionable algae and to clean up excrement of fish kept 
10 th e ponds. 

The kinds and numbers of a nima ls li ving on the bottom of lakes and rive rs 

depend on the na ture of the bottom, whether sand, mud, clay, gravel, e tc .•. and 

on depth. In L ake Nipigon, where many of the observation s on the food habits 

of stu rgeon were made, Adamstone (1) , as reported above, found tha t by fa r the 

great es t concentta tion of such animals was from the shore out to a depth of 30 

feet . 

1. In sects 

In sect la rvae of many kind s live in and on the bottom of l akes and a re 

eaten by s evera l kinds of fi sh besides sturgeon, including whitefish a nd suc

ke rs . In s treams, trou t , especially the s ma ller ones , a l so depend to a con s ider
able extent on in sect la rvae. 

(a) May fly nymphs normally make up a greater bu lk of th e sturgeon' s food than 
any other s ingle item in most of the a reas fo r which information is available. 

They us ually constitute from 30 to 90 per cent by vol ume of the food found in 
s tom achs . 

Mayflies live for mos t of th ei r lives in small burrows in the bo ttomj it is 

only when th ey attain the winged adult condition that they live in air. Their 
ae ria l life is very brief - the briefest known in the winged state a mong in sect s . 
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O~ten~ they live for only a few hours but sometimes for a day or two: - During 
thlS tlme, they mate; the females deposit their eggs; then, all die. " , , 

In the water, they live in a variety of bottoms, including mud; sand and 
clay. The only kind they do not inhabit is'rock'or gravel. This fact was strik
inglyevident in the difference between the stomach contents of sturgeon caught 
over a niuddy bottom at the mouth of the Sturgeon River, a tributary of Lake 
Nipigon, and those caught over a rocky bottom near the neighbouring Black

water River. Mayflies made up nearly 50 per cent of the' stomach contents of 
those caught over the muddy bottom, while none was found in th~' stomachs of 
sturgeon taken over the rocky bottom. ' 

M~yflies live mostly In shallow water under 30 feet in depth. However, 
there are several kinds, and each has its preferred depth. 

The immature stages of mayflies are exceedingly abundant on the bottom 
of many lakes. It is only when they emerge from the water on approaching or 
reaching maturity ,that their abundance becomes apparent. In the vicinity of 
some waters they emerge in s,:!ch numbers as to bec~me fl ,great nuisance, cov-. 
ering buildings and falling to the ground i~ such numbers as to require the atten
tion of street cleaners in urban communities. So well known are they that they 
have been given popular names, including (besides mayflies') shadflies, fish
flies;' dayfiies, and ciscoflies. 

It is not only bottom-feeding fish such as sturgeon, whitefish and a few 
others that feed on mayflies. 

When they are making their way to the surface of the lake in preparation 
for taking to wing, many other kinds of fish turn from their more usual diet and 
for a week or ten days gorge themselves on mayflies. Even lake herrings (which 
for much of the year' are plankton feeders) take to eating mayflies at this sea
son. Many kinds of birds and even mice tum to a mayfly diet at this time. Rec
ognition of the fact that trout feed on mayflies when they are at or near the sur
face is responsible for the fashioning of artificial flies by trout fishermen. 
The Green Drake, Quill Gordon and a variety of nymphs are imitations of may
flies. 

(b) Chjrooornjd Jarvae also live in the bottom in most lakes in enormous num
bers and form a most important part of the pasture on which the sturgeon feeds. 
However, because of their small size (most are about 1/16" in diameter and 
an inch long) they usually do not make up as large a volume in the stomach 
contents of sturgeon as mayfly nymphs, the usual proportion by volume being 
from 1 to 15 per cent. 

Like mayflies, they are found most abundantly in shallow water on mud, 
sand and clay, al~hough most numerous on mud. Like mayflies, too, their num
bers become evident when they emerge as adult midges or gnats, sometimes 
forming masses so large and dense as to appear in the distance like clouds of 
smoke. On approaching a cloud of midges, one hears a high-pitched humming 
sound. In the aquatic, stage, ,they are soft-skinned and worm-like, usually 
yellow or yellowish-green in colour; som~ red ones are called blood worms. 
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Besides sturgeon, several other kinds of fish including whitefish, common 
and northern 'suckers and some others, feed extensively on chironomids. 

(c) Caddis Dies are the only other group of insects which contribute signifi
~antly to sturgeon food. These are the insects which in the aquatic phase 
construct cases of sticks or stones about their, bodies. In the adult stage, 
they resemble small moths. Like mayflies, they are eaten by many other kinds 
of fish including trout. This occurs when they are preparing to assume the 
adult condition. Like mayflies, also, they are imitated in making artificial 
flies; the Despair, for instance, is based on a caddis pupa. Like mayflies and 
chironomids, caddis flies are numerous only in shallow water. 

(d) Dlamnfly nymphs seldom make up any appreciable amount of the sturgeon's 
food. Still rarer are immature stages of beetles, alderflies and other kinds of 
in'sects. 

2. Molluscs 

Molluscs, both. of the snail. and clam types, are a regular feature of the 
sturgeon's diet wherever they occur; because of theit relatively large size, 
they ohen bulk large in the food eaten, sometimes amounting to as much, as 95 
per cent of stomach contents. The usual range is from 1 to 40 per cent. 

Most of the clams taken are of the kind called thumb-nail clams (Sphaerium 
and Pisidium) which seldom exceed a half inch in length. Our only reports of 
larger kinds (Lampsilis and Anodonta) are for the Winnipeg River, (5). 

3. Crustaceans 

(a) Crayfish are often regarded as favourite items of sturgeon food. The extent 
to which they are eaten varies greatly, probably depending on their availabili·, 
ty. Crayfish are usually found where there are rocky crevices in which to hide. 
In Lake Nipigon, where most of our studies were made, crayfish were found in 
only five of 78 stomachs examined, whereas, it is reported that in Lake of the 
Woods, they were found in 28 of 55 stomachs. They were also lound in numbers 
in more than balf the sturgeon from the Winnipeg River and Lake Winnipeg, (5). 
On the other hand, Cuerrier and ~is co-workers found no crayfish in sturgeon 
hom Lake of Two Mountains and Lake St. Louis near Montreal. 

Nor did Harkness find any in 21 specimens from Lake Erie. However, it is 
quite possible that they might occur and in significant amounts in special parts 
of any of the waters for which, we have no records of occurrence. This pos
sibility is emphasized by the fact that four of the five Lake Nipigon sturgeon 
that had eaten crayfish . all came from one locality. 

(b) Smaller crustaceans are eaten in some numbers but because of their small 
size seldom make up much of a bulk. Occasionally, however, they as much. as 
90 per cent of the food found in- individual stomachs. The commonest are fresh~ 
water shrimps (PQotpporeia and Hyalella), Gammarus, Mysis (freshwater rela
tive of a small marine crustacean), Cladocera and aquatic sowbugs(AseJlus>' 

4. Fish and Thei~ Eggs 

Before the food of the sturgeon had been determined by actual examina
tion of stomach contents, extravagant charges were made that it consumed 
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great numbers of the spawn of other fishes and decimated their young when hat
ched out. Prince (73), quotes a published statement to the effect that ccExperi
ence goves to prove that sturgeon feed almost exclusively on the eggs of other 
fish". This is the sort of wild statement too often made on the basis of mis
information or of no information. Of more than two hundred sturgeon whose 
stomach contents are known as a result of actual examination, less than a doz
en had eaten fish eggs. The usual number was quite small. In only one did 
they constitute any significant proportion of the food that had been eaten. This 
stomach contained 5,700 eggs believed to be those of the walleye (yellow pike 
perch). 

Small fish are sometimes caught and swallowed by sturgeon. These are 
usually kinds that rest on the bottom. Sculpins are perhaps the commonest, 
although sticklebacks and a few other small kinds have been found. 

5. Miscellaneous 

Almost anything small enough to be taken into the mouth is occasionally 
found in sturgeon stomachs including, in addition to the items already mention
ed, leeches, round worms (nematodes) plant fragments including needles of con
iferous trees, pieces of decaying wood, gravel and sand. Some of this is pro
bably taken in along with the more nutritious food materials and left in the sto
mach. when the rest is digested. 

6. Food of the Young 

There is little definite information on the food of the very young. Harkness, 
who hatched sturgeon artificially on the Gull River, Lake Nipigon, failed to 
find food which. the young could or would eat. Mter the yolk sac had been ab
sorbed, plankton and somewhat larger forms collected in ponds and in bays 
along the rhrer were placed in the containers in which the fry were confined, 
but this material failed to keep them from dying. When they were about % inches 
long, they were observed trying to eat small chironomid larvae. They would 
take them into their mouths but after a short struggle would let them go. 

Ryder (87), who hatched the Atlantic sturgeon (A ,oxyrbyncbus) in 1888 
and tried to raise the young, expressed the opinion that the food of the very 
young "must be microscopic in character and probably consists of rhizopods, 
unicellular algae, infusoria, minute larvae of insects and worms, crustacea, 
etc." Some subsequent accounts of the food of the young are apparently based 
on this statement, without, however, indicating that it is a presumption rather 
than an observed fact. 

As a matter of fact, no one knows what food the very young lake sturgeon 
eat, because, so far as we know, the smallest specimen caught in natural waters 
was about 5% inches long. However, it is quite certain that the food must be 
very small, presumably consisting of animals found on the bottom. Thomas 
Wirth .of the Wisconsin Conservation Department, who has hatched lake sturgeon 
and attempted to rear them, reported in a letter to Harkness that ctOur biggest 
difficulty was in supplying them with live food of a small-enough size during 
the period of time between absorption of their yolk sac until they could feed 
on small chironomid larvae. We finally discovered that they would ingest new-
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Iy ha tched brine shrimp at th is c riti cal s i ze . . . ... . ... They ar e bottom 

feeders (at least in an aquarium) from the moment they begin to fe ed and are 

not pelagic during the fry stage . They did not ingest any items un less they 

were a live or juSt recently killed ." 

Harkness found that the fry which he hatched did not eat bread soaked in 

milk nor soda cracker crumbs but did eat tiny pieces of pike liver . 

By th e time they are nine to ten inche s long, Lake Nipigon sturgeon feed 

on mayfly nymphs and chironomid larvae. The average proportion of these two 

items fou nd in the s toma chs of four Lake Nipigon speci mens of these lengths 

was 72 .5 pe r cent mayfly nymphs and 27.5 per cent chironomid larvae. As chir

onomids a re considerably smaller than may fl ies, it i s altogether likely th at 

chironomids are ea ten when the sturgeon are quite smal l. 

7. Feeding Habits 

The feeding habit s of sturgeon in aquari a were observed by Harkness. So 

fa r as could be determined by observation, neither sight nor smell played a 

part in locating food. In seatching for food, the sturgeon swi ms close to the 
bottom wi th the ends of the barbels or feelers, which are located on the under

s ide of the snout in advance of the mouth, dragging lightly over the stones, 

gravel and sand . 

As soon as the feeler s touch food, there i s an in s tantaneous reaction : the 

tubular mouth is rapidl y protruded and the food sucked in a long with silt , gravel 

and, sometimes, fairly large pebbles and other debris. Some of the smaller gra

vel and debris is washed out between th e gills, while the la rger s tones are cast 

out of the mouth. 

The food i s worked over in the mouth in a way suggesting mas tication. 

During this process the food i s pardy ejected from the mouth and then sucked 

in aga in . Although the food is not actually masticated, some pulping of it 
occurs in the mouth. 

In fishing for s turgeon , pi eces of fi sh, often sucker, soaked in brine, a re 

comm only used as bai t; ba ll s o f dough have a l so bee n used. The most unusual 

item of which we have heard as being found in a stur geon' s s tomach is an iron 

cross. The newspaper despatch reporting on this fin d was as follows:-

IIHarlen, Germany, April 9 , 1927 -- An Iron Cross in the stomach of an 80-

pound sturgeon, caught in the Rhine near Harlen in Westphalia, has solved the 

myste rious disappearance of a crippled war veteran who was believed to have 

hu rled him self in to the river in a fit of despondency brought on by the real i za

tion that he could never recover from' the effects of sh rapnel wounds. 

"Two fi s hermen landed the huge fi sh from a small boa t a fter an hour's 

banle. Among numbe rous objects in the s tomach was foun d the Iron Cross , 

second class, with the name "Sergeant Augus t Stiefthaler" engraved on the 
back . Police identified the medal as one worn by the veteran when last seen 
seven years ago. The po lice now a re convinced Stiefthalercommitted suicide. 

II Ouring the esti mated 25 years of its li fe, the fi sh had feasted on two 
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unopened cans of sardin'es, a vanity case contalDlDg a powder puff and $5 in 
Holland coins, two packs of German cigarettes and more than a dozen fish~ 
hooks." 
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VIII GROWTH 

1. Age Determination 

The earlier determinations of the age of sturgeon in America were made 
from a study of the otoliths or ear stones (43, 90). More recently, rays of the 
pectoral fins have been used. Both .methods depend on the differential season
al growth of the structure examined. To use fin rays, the pectoral fin of one 
or, preferably, both sides is cut with a knife at the articulation with the carti
laginous basal piece. Thin cross sections, 0.3 to 0.5mm. thick, of the marginal 
ray are made by a thin blade saw. Under a binocular microscope, wide opaque 
zones alternating with narrow clear zones are seen. These correspond to sum
mer and winter growths respectively. By counting the number of narrow clear 
zones, the number of winters through which the fish has lived and hence its 
age can be determined, (22, 84). 

2. General Features of Sturgeon Growth 

The statement is frequently made that the sturgeon is a slow-growing fish. 
This is not strictly true. At comparable ages, sturgeon weigh more than some 
other common species, but information on which to make such comparisons is 
available for a few lakes. 

In Lake Nipigon, sturgeon weighed four ounces at three years of age, and 
sixteen ounces at five years, whereas the corresponding weights for whitefish 
were two ounces and five. ounces. Thus, sturgeon grew in actual weight much 
faster than whitefish. These rates of growth were for specimens taken in the 

1920' s, shortly after the lake was opened to commercial fishing. However, 
growth rates are usually slower in unfished lakes in which populations are more 
crowded and grow more slowly than in lakes subjected to fishing. It is there
fore likely that the rate of growth of both whitefish and sturgeon may subse
quently have increased. 

Rate of growth of the sturgeon differs from lake to lake depending on sever
al factors including temperature and amount of food available. 

Rates of growth in length in Lake Nipigon, Lake St .. Francis (an expansion 
of the St. Lawrence River), Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin, Lake Huron and Nelson 
River are shown in Fig. 6. Rates of growth. in weight for three of these lakes 
are shown in Fig. 7. These curves indicate that there is a marked difference 
in rate of growth, both in length and in weight, in these waters. Sturgeon are 
as long (50 inches) at approximately 20 years of age in Lake Huron and Lake 
Winnebago as they are at 36 years of age in Lake Nipigon. At 20 years of age, 
they weight as much (about 27~ lbs.) in Lake Winnebago as they do in Lake 
Nipigon at age 37 years. 

Sturgeon at first grow much more rapidly in length than in weight; later, 
growth in length slows down and growth in weight becomes more rapid. These 
facts are brought out by the following tabl:, -
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Rate of growth differs from lake to lake. The above graphs indicate that, 

in the five areas represented, sturgeon grew fastest in Lake Huron and Lake 

Winnebago, and slowest in Lake Nipigon and the Nelson River. They were as 

long (50 inches) when approximately 20 years of age in Lake Huron and Lake 

Winnebago as they were at 36 years 0/ age in Lake Nipigon. 
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Period 

0-5 yrs. 
5-10 yrs. 

10-15 yrs. 
15-20 yrs. 
20-25 yrs. 
25-30 yrs. 
30-35 yrs. 
35-40 yrs. 
40-45 yrs. 

TABLE 1. 

INCREMENTS IN TOTAL LENGTH AND IN WEIGHT 
DURING SUCCESSIVE FIVE YEAR INTERVALS 

Lake Nipigon Lake St. francis 
Increase in Increase in 

!&n&Ih ~ Length ~ 

19 ins. lIb. 22 ins. 2 lb. 

7 ins. 2 lb. 9~ ins. 4 lb. 

5~ ins. 2 lb. 6~ ins. 6 lb. 

5 ins. 3 lb. 5~ ins. 6 lb. 

4~ ins. 4 lb. 5~ ins. 18 lb. 

4 ins. 5 lb. 
4 ins. 7 lb. 
3~ ins. 9 lb. 
3 ins. 12 lb. 

Fig. 8 which represents the relationship between length and weight illustrates 
the same principles. Stated in other words, sturgeon, as well as fish in gen
eral, weigh much more per inch of length as they grow larger. 

3. Weight-Length Relationship 

The weight-length relationship of sturgeon is represented in Fig. 8. This 
curve must, however, be used with caution in determining the probable weight 
of a specimen whose length is known. 

The upper part of this figure gives the length-weight relationship of the 
larger specimens of which we have record. (See Tabulation under SIZE). Since 
many of these are based on newspaper reports, their accuracy may in some 
cases be open to question. The lower part of the curve is based on information 
recorded by Harkness during the course of his studies on Lake Nipigon. 

There is no fixed relationship between the weight and length of fish. It 
not only differs from species to species but in the same species there is often 
rather wide variations in the weight of individuals of the same length. These 
differences are due chiefly to differences in the stage of sexual maturity and to 
a factor known as "condition". 

Female sturgeon with mature, or nearly mature, eggs weigh about 20 per 
cent more before spawning than after, and are heavier than ripe males of the 
same length. Dr. Scott of the Royal Ontario Museum is authority for the state
ment that the testes of a two-hundred-pound Lake Erie sturgeon weighed thirty 
pounds or 15 per cent of the total weight. 

Immediately after spawning a sturgeon contains small eggs, but these 
constitute a very small percentage of total weight. As the eggs grow, the per
centage of total weight which they constitute increases until after about four 
to seven years, depending on locality, it. again amounts to 20 per cent. 

Sturgeon of the same sex and stage of sexual maturity from different waters 
differ in weight attained at comparable lengths. Such differences are referred 
to as differences in C ccondition", and may be regarded as representing differ-
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Sturgeon increase in weight, as well as in length, last.er in 'southern than 

in northern lakes. The above curves indicate that a 20.year old sturgeon weighs 

about 27~ pounds in Lake Winnebago and eight pounds in Lake Nipigon. 
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ences in the suitability of the environment. Fig. 9 illustrates the average 
difference between weights of sturgeon of the same length. from Lake Nipigon 
and Lake St. Francis. It shows that, at every length, Lake St. Francis stur
geon weigh more than Lake Nipigon sturgeon. Lake St. Francis being a more 
southern and shallower lake than Nipigon, no doubt provides more favourable 
Ii ving condi clons. 

A difference in condition has been found between sturgeon in two Wiscon
sin lakes in the same river system. Fish from Lake Poygan, where the growth 
was slower, were consistently lighter at the same length than fish from Lake 
Winnebago. The latter is the lower and larger lake of the system, and presum
ably a more favourable habitat for sturgeon. 

Sturgeon also appear to vary in weight from season to season. Three fish 
taken by Dr. Cuerrier in Lake St. Louis during June and July, 1941, and reported 
to Harkness by letter, were much heavier than fish of practically the same 
lengths taken in the same lake the following February and March. Details of 
these are as follows:-

20 inches 

26.0 " 
28.1 " 

Summer Specimens 

1 lb. 14 oz. 

5 lb. 6 oz. 
6 lb. 12 oz. 

Winter Specimegs 

20.3 inches 
20.7 " 
26.0 " 
28.1 , ) 

lIb .. 6~ oz. 
1 lb. 6 oz. 
3 lb. 1~ oz. 
3 Ib .. 9 oz. 

4. Age and Size at Sexual Maturity 

Of all our freshwater fish, the sturgeon takes by far the longest to' attain 
sexual maturity. The age at which sturgeo\l first spawn is different in the two 
sexes, males maturing at a younger age than females. It also varies from one 
locality to another as indicated in Table II. 

~ 

22 
19-20 
14 
15 
22 
12-19 
14 (18-22) 
15-20 

TABLE II 

AGE AT WHICH STURGEON BECOME SEXUALLY MATURE 
IN DIFFERENT AREAS 

Females Locality 

Lake Nipigon, Onto (43). 
26 Ottawa River (25) 

25 Lake St. Peter, P.Q. (21). 

23 Lake St. Fran!=is, P. Q; (23). 
·25 Lake Winnebago, Wisc. (115). 

14-23 Province of Quebec (84) 

25 Wisconsin (91) 
25-33 Nelson River, Manitoba (100, 101). 

Statements about the age at which sturgeon reach sexual maturity do not 
always indicate whether the age given is that at which eggs and milt are found 
in the fish or whether it is the age at which they first spawn. In the case of fe
males, as discussed under Infrequency of Spawning, it requires several years 
for eggs, after they appear, to reach the stage at which they are actually spawn
ed. 
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Weight-length relationship 0/ lake sturgeon. This curve will give only an 

approximation to the weight 0/ a sturgeon whose length is known, since actual 

weight differs with sex, stage 0/ sexual maturity and "condition". 
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As is the case in most species, not all individuals spawn for the first 
time' at the same age. Schultz (91) says that although. some males (in Wis
consin) spawn at 14 years of age and a length .of 42 inches, the average male is 
18 to 22 years of age and 50 inches long before he spawns. The same is un
doubtedly true of females. 

The size at which a species first spawns is sometimes considered import
ant in fixing the minimum size at which it. may .be legally caught. The sizes 
corres·ponding to the ages at which sturgeon first spawn are approximately as 
follows;-

~ 

37-38 inches 
30 inches 
30 inches 
50 inches 
50 inches 
37-40 inches 

Females 

33 inches 
46 inches 
55 inches 
54 inches 
42~-46~ inches 
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Locality 

Lake Nipigon 
Otta wa River 
Lake St. Pierre, P.Q. 
Lake Winnebago, Wise. 
Wisconsin 
Nelson River, Man. 
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Lake St. Francis sturgeon are heavier than Lake Nipigon sturgeon of the 

same length. This difference is called the '!condition" factor. It reflects 

differences in the suitability of different habitats. 
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IX. REPRODUCTION 

1. River Spawning 

Information on where and when sturgeon spawn was slow in accumulating, 
owing to several conditions peculiar to it. The first is that females, with ripe 
eggs that actually elm when the fish is taken from the water, are seldom en
countered. This is due to the very brief period over which the sturgeon is in 
spawning condition. Another factor is that only a relatively small percentage 
of sexually mature females spawn in anyone year. This in turn is due to the 
circumstance that female sturgeon spawn only at four-, to seven-year intervals. 

Sturgeon spawn in the spring, usually in rapid water in rivers. . Most of 
what is known about the subject was learned when attempts were being made to 
develop means for artificial propagation. Since the main purpose of these 
studies was not to observe natural spawning, few of the observations were 
carefully made. 

Apparently, as late as 1901, it had not been agreed that sturgeon spawned 
in rivers. For instance, one of those investigating the possibdity of artificial 
propagation in that year gave it as his opinion that if reports that many of the 
fish caught in rivers were ripe and that they are found in rivers only a few 
months during the year were true, one would seem to be justified in drawing 
the conclusion that 'the fish ascended the streams to spawn. 

The most thorough of the studies of the spawning of the lake sturgeon are 
those of Harkness as part of his investigation of every aspect of sturgeon life 
history and ecology. As these studies were concentrated on Lake Nipigon, the 
follov.ing account is based on observations made there. 

On their. spawning migration, sturgeon leave the lake not long after the rivers 
in which they spawn are free of ice and before it has disappeared from the lake. 
Indeed, local Indians said they had seen sturgeon going up river under the ice. 

The date of the spawning migration varies with latitude and other factors 
affecting temperature. It is thus earlier in the 'south and later in the north. 

Actual spawning appears to be rather precisely determined by temperature. 
Again, there are few precise records of temperature when sturgeon were act
ually spawning; most of the published statements give temperatures \\hen ripe 
sturgeon were caught, and it isn't always clear whether the record is for water 
or air temperatures. 

Following are dates for actual spawning so far as the records can be in
terpreted. 

Missisquoi River, Lake Champlain 

" " " 
Lamoille River " 
Detroit River 
Lake Pokegama, Minnesota 
Wolf River, Wisconsin 
Pigeon River, Manitoba 

" 
II 
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1900 
1901 
1901 

1959 
1924 

May 20-27 (98). 
May 13-20 (99). 
May 23. (99). 
May 31. (64). 
May 6-25 (6). 
First week of May (114) .. 
June 12-13 (80). 



Gull River, Lake Nipigon 1922 June 2 and 3. 

" " " " 1923 May 25-June 4. 

" " " " 1924 June 2-3 and 
June 12 & 13. 

" " " " 1926 June 4-12. 
Ottawa River at Fritzroy-Quyon 1949 May 29-June 6. (25). 
Northern Quebec 1954-56 First 3 weeks of June (84). 

Melvill (66) reported that sturgeon travel up the east coast rivers o,f Hudson 
Bay early in June for spawning. Dr. Richardson, (79) who spend the winter of 
1819-20 in northern Saskatchewan, reported that cethe great rapid which forms 
the discharge of the Saskatchewan into Lake Winnipeg appears quite alive with 
these fish in the month of June." 

These records indicate not only that there is a difference in the time stur
geon spawn in different areas but even in the same area (Lake Champlain) there 
may be a difference between different rivers in the same year (Missisquoi and 
Lamoille) (99) and in the same river (Gull River) from one year to another. 

Sturgeon reach the vicinity of the spawning beds sometime before the tem
perature of the water has reached the optimum for spawning. Some observa
tions suggest that males reach the vicinity of the actual spawning site ahead 
of the females. This is true in many, perhaps all, kinds of fish, and is quite 
likely to be the case with the sturgeon. 

Whether sturgeon in different areas spawn at different temperatures, or 
whether the differences reported are the result of recording air temperature in 
one area and water temperature in others, or to estimates rather than precise 
records, is not known. The following statements on the temperature at which 
sturgeon spawn have been published. 

Stone (99) said sturgeon ceWill not spawn until water reaches a temperature 
of 60 of'' but in another discussion (18) he expressed the opinion that celt must 
be at least 66°F." 

Paulson did not record the actual spawning temperature, but the waterin 
which he hatched eggs was 57°to 58°F and this water was taken from the river 
from which he had taken the spawning fish (80). 

Dubreuil and Cuerrier, (25), reported the largest concentration of spawning 
fish at the Fitzroy-Quyon Rapids in the Ottawa River to have occurred in 1949 

o 0 
at temperatures of 56 to 60 F. 

In Wisconsin the minimum spawning temperature is reported as 53°F. (113). 

Harkness recorded that ttWhen the water reaches a temperature of 12.50C 
(54.5

c 
F), sturgeon appear on the spawning beds, and when it rises to 13°C 

(55.4°F) they ascend in numbers, and spawning is on." He recorded spawning 
at temperature of 130e (55.4°F) to 18°e (64.4°F). 

How sensitive sturgeon are to changes in temperature, so far as spawning 
is concerned, is shown by their behaviour on the spawning beds in Gull River, 
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Lake Nipigon. On June 4th, 1924, Harkness saw large numbers of sturgeon in 

the Gull River, apparently spawning when the temperature was 140e (57. 2°F). 
When the weather turned colder and the temperature of the river water fell to 
12ce (53.6°F), the sturgeon left the spawning area and did not return until the 
temperature had again reached 1~. 5°e (56. 3°F). 

On the other hand, there is evidence that spawning is inhibited by a temper
ature of 70

o
F. That other conditions affect the temperature at which sturgeon 

spawn is indicated by the fact that sometimes they spawn at a temperature at 
which at other times no sturgeon are seen. 

On the basis of the best available infonnation, the optimum temperature for 
sturgeon spawning appears to be between 570and 60°F. 

In rivers, sturgeon spawn v.nere the water is quite swift - in other words, 
in rapids. Several of the accounts of spawning speak of them congregating in a 
pool or cchole" after reaching the vicinity of the actual spawning site, and re
maining there until certain temperature and perhaps other conditions are suit
able, when they move on to the spawning grounds and spawn. This reminds one 
of the habit of the Atlantic Salmon of resting in pools until conditions are right 
for spawning, except that, in the case of salmon, the pools occur over a greater 
stretch of the river. There is a further similarity between the habits of stur
geon and of salmon, namely, that of jumping, already described under Habits. 

All accounts agree in suggesting that sturgeon pass through minor rapids 
in the course of a spawning river and only spawn in rapids at the foot of falls 
which bar their farther progress upstream. Unlike salmon, which are able to 

leap over ten-foot falls, much lower ones stop sturgeon. 

They are known to travel as far as 80 miles up the Wolf River, major tri
butary of Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin, to spawn. (115). 

In Gull River, Lake Nipigon, they spawn in the swiftest water in which 
they can swim, among large rocks in the river bed. Indians, in describing the 
appearance of sturgeon on the spawning beds, placed their hands parallel, 
about six inches apart, and said: ccThe sturgeon are so thick, their tails are 
sticking from the water like this." 

In the rapids, the fish, particularly the females, are frequently carried by 
the current against rocks where they remain for a time with half, or even three
quarters, of their great bodies out of the water. One gains the impression that 
they co-operate in pennitting themselves to be washed against the rocks. They 
extricate themselves from such a position by a powerful stroke of the tail. 

Dwight Lydell, who was in charge of the experiment in artificial propaga
tion on the Detroit River in 1893, writing to Harkness in 1923, said: "The stur
geon, just before spawning, works up into the strong current where the bottom 
is rocky, and then rolls down over the rocks to bring them to the stage where 
spawning takes place." Sometimes, however, they become stranded on the rocks 
and perish there. Several of those, who have seen sturgeon spawning, have 
suggested that this washing against the rocks helps to loosen the eggs within 
the, ovary. 
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When the female is fully ripe, her abdomen sags and when she is lifted by 
the tail the eggs flow easily, so that it is difficult to hold her long enough to 
collect them for artificial propagation. At other times, they cannot be pressed 
from her by the usual methods used to obtain eggs for hatchery work. 

During the spawning act, they lie in groups of two or three. Where there 
are two, it is a male and a female; where there are three, there is a male on 
either side of a female. The male swims higher than the female so that his 
dorsal fin protrudes from the water. Although it is difficult to make accurate 
observations in the swift water, it is likely that the vent of the male is placed 
so that the milt is poured over the eggs as they are extruded. This has been 
observed in the Adantic Salmon by photographing fish spawning in artificial 
spawning beds. 

Most of the male sturgeon actually taken in the spawning act have been 
much smaller than the associated female. _ A pair caught by Mr. Geary of the 
Gull Harbour (Manitoba) Hatchery on June 12th, 1924, consisted of a male weigh
ing about 15 Ibs. and a female of 70 to 80 Ibs., (80). Males, of course, reach 
sexual maturity at a smaller size and younger age than females. 

There is reason to believe that all of a female's eggs are not spawned in 
one spawning act, and that an individual may spawn over a period of one or 
more days. However, this has not been definitely proved. 

When actually spawning, sturgeon are very timid. The Indians, long acq
uainted with the habits of sturgeon during the spawning season on Gull River, 
Lake Nipigon, warned Harkness that as soon as they began to spear to get 
specimens from which to take eggs and milt for experiments in artifical pro
pagation, the sturgeon would desert the spawning rapids. In 1923, the camp 
established in connection with the experimental work was pitched on the shore 
close to the rapids. This did not appear to alarm them but, when an attempt 
was made to capture some fish, most of them disappeared. The next year, 
when a number were speared, the rest left, and no more were seen in the rapid 
that season. On the other hand, they readily passed under extensive log booms 
on their migration from the lake to the spawning rapids. 

The streams to which sturgeon resort for spawning are used by other fish, 
notably the walleye (yellow pikeperch), the suckers (common and northern) and 
two species of red-horse (Moxostoma), and the pike (Esox lucius). However, 
direct competition for actual spawning sites is avoided by each species being 
adapted to spawn at a different time or different place from the others. 

The walleye is the first to spawn after the ice has left the river and the 
. 0 0 • () 60 water has warmed to 38 to 40 F, whereas It must reach 57 to 0 F before stur-

will spawn. Moreover, the walleye spawns in the first rapids of a stream where
as, if there is a sequence- of rapids, sturgeon pass through the lower ones and 
spawn only men they reach a falls which they cannot surmount. They spawn 
in the rapids immediately below such a fall. 

In the Gull River, Lake Nipigon, Harkness found that the common white 
sucker spawns after the walleye and before the sturgeon, although some late 
spawning suckers may have overlapped early spawning sturgeon. Moreover, 
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the sucker appeared to spawn among the rocks in any rapid. It cannot, however, 
maintain its position in such swift water as the sturgeon. This, in addition to 
time of spawning, serves to segregate the spawning suckers and sturgeon. The 
pike chooses the quiet backwaters of the river as its spawning place. 

It is significant that the eggs of the sturgeon, walleye and sucker are 
adhesive and heavier than water. If they floated, they would be carried out of 
the stream by the cnrrent, and scattered to situations mO$t of which would pro
bably be unsuitable for the hatching or survival of the fry. Through their ad
hesiveness, the eggs become attached to rocks and other solid bodies in the 
water and are thus retained throughout incubation under conditions for which 
they are adapted. Their adhesiveness was one of the features which caused 
trouble when artificial propagation was first undertaken because, when the 

eggs were collected into vessels, they stuck together in large masses so that 
the inner ones were smothered through lack of contact with the air. However, 
when the eggs are spawned in swift water, they are dispersed, settle indivi
dually and are kept apart through attachment to solid objects in the stream. 

2. Lake Spawning 

Sturgeon are known to have spawned in shallow water on the wave-washed 
shores of lakes. Two conditions frequently described in such situations sim
ulate the conditions under which they spawn in rapids, namely, the presence of 
rocks and water movement through wave action. 

Lake spawning has been reported for Lake Erie (near Dunkirk, N.Y., near 
the mouth of the Detroit River and western end of the lake), Lake Michigan (at 
South Chicago, Pt. Sable, and especially at Saugatuck), Lake Champlain (south 
of mouth of Lamoille River), Lake Nipigon and Lake of the Woods (about rocky 
islands south of Kenora). Near the head of the Niagara River, spawning is said 
to have been "along the seams occurring in the rocky ledges so peculiar to our 
shores at this end of the lake" (97). Another account indicates that, in lakes, 
sturgeon preferred rocky ledges near shore. 

Depths most commonly reported for lake spawning are three to four feet, 
although spawning at much greater depths has been reported. It is likely they 
would spawn wherever the bottom and other conditions are suitable. 

Since lakes, especially large ones, warm up more slowly than streams, 
suitable spawning temperatures may not be reached as early as in rivers. In 
Lake Champlain, for instance, they were found to have collected for lake spawn
ing in 1901 about two weeks later than in the river (99). 

How important lake spawning is in maintaining sturgeon populations is 
not knpwn. Where access to spawning sites in the rapids of streams has been 
barred by dams, the availability of suitable spawning grounds in lakes would 
provide the possibility for continuing reproduction. 

3. Number of Eggs Produced 

Lake sturgeon are known to produce hundreds of thousands of eggs, but 
few careful estimates of the exact numbers have been made. The most careful 

. of these estimates are those by Cuerrier (20) and Dubreuil and werrier (25). 
Their results are summarized in Table III. 
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TA BLE III 

NUMBER OF EGGS PRODUCED BY STURGEON OF DIFFERENT SIZES 
IN DIFFERENT AREAS 

Weight of Fish Number of Fish Origin Number of Eggs No. of Eggs 

in pounds (A verage for per lb. of 

2 or more) Fish 

11~ 2 Ottawa River 49,835 4,333 

13 1 Ottawa River 64,470 4,960 

36 3 Lake St. Peter 184,913 5,136 

43 1 Ottawa River 308,680 7,179 

48 1 Lake St. Peter 277,560 5,781 

57 3 Lake St. Peter 323,817 5,681 

68 1 Lake St. Peter 485,500 7,140 

79 1 Lake St. Peter 370,910 4,695 

112 2 ? 667,472 5,960 

As will be seen, there is considerable variation in the number of eggs 
produced by fish of the same weight. For instance, one fish weighing 57 lbs. 
contained 273,940 eggs, while another of the same weight contained 412,420 
eggs. 

While the number of eggs increases with. size, and there is some indication 
that the number per pound of fish may be greater as the fish grows, there is 
great variation in this respect. Some of this is probably due to the stage of 
maturity of the eggs. The same number of eggs at an early stage of development 
may constitute a smaller percentage of the total weight than eggs approaching 
maturity, although the matter is extremely complicated. 

Harkness obtained the following information on three Lake Erie sturgeon: 

Weight of Fish in Lbs. 

96 
163 
175 

Weight of Eggs in Lbs. 

20 

35 
40 (23. pints of caviar) 

The diameter of these eggs is unknown. A table giving the number of fish 
eggs of different diameters per quart was published in 1910 by von Bayer (8). 
Assuming that the eggs were 2.6 mm. in diameter, the numbers in the three Lake 
Erie fish (on the basis of von Bayer's figures) were respectively 369,155.,643,520 
and 738,309 eggs, or 3,845, 3,948, and 4,105 eggs per pound of fish. 

These results are considerably lower than those obtained by Cuerrier. 
Since the latter's figures were obtained by weighing the ovaries and actually 
counting the number of eggs in sections of them of known weight, his estimates 
are probably more nearly accurate than those in which a number of assumptions 
have had to be made. 

We believe it is justified to assume that 5,000 eggs per pound of fish might 
be a reasonable number to expect in most sturgeon of 20 lbs. or more in weight. 

On this assumption, a 300-lb. sturgeon would produce 1,500,000 eggs. Whether 
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they co.ntinue to. produce eggs up to this weight and, if they do, whether their 
productIve capacIty remains as high throughout their whole lives is not known. 

It will be realized, from this account of the probable fecundity of lake Stur
g~on, tha~ there is still much to be learned on this important subject which, as 
w1l1 be discussed later, is of considerable importance in connection with their 
conservation. 

4. Sex Ratio 

Available information, although scant, suggests that in the young the sexes 
are approximately equally numerous but, among the largest and oldest sturgeon, 
there is a great preponderance of females .. This means that, on the average, 
females live longer than males. This condition is also known to occur in other 
species of fish and in other animals. 

It is true that males sometimes greatly exceed females on the spawning 
grounds, but this is a temporary situation due to the fact that males reach the 
areas where spawning will later occur ahead of most females. 

In a group of four lakes in Wisconsin, (74) it has been found that in the 
three smaller lakes the sexes were approximately equal, up to a length of 59 
inches or 29 years of age. Among fish over 59 inches in length, 96 per cent 
were females. In a larger lake (Winnebago) in the same chain, males were the 
more numerous up to a length. of 49 inches (approx. 20 years); above 49 inches, 
the proportion of females gradually increased as follows,-

50-59 inches, 
60-79 inches, 

67.3% were females. 
95.8% were females. 

In Lake St. Peter and in the St. Francis River, 83 per cent of the mature 
sturgeon over 30 years of age (caught in the spring) were females, with flO males 
above 39 years of age, (20). 

In Lake Deschenes, an expansion of the Ottawa River, few males exceeding 
45-50 years of age were caught (Cuet'rier letter). 

In the Nelson River, Manitoba, Sunde found males more than 50 years of age 
rare, (100). 

,In Spain, it has been found that only one male Atlantic sturgeon (A. sturio) 
out of 175 was older than 17 years, compared with 77 per cent of the female fish 
of the same age, (74). 

5. Infrequency of Spawning 

One of the most serious difficulties met by those who first undertook to 
spawn sturgeon and hatch. their eggs artificially was to secure fish in spawning 
condition. Although sturgeon were still abundant at that time, few ripe females 
could be found. 

One of the features of the sturgeon to which this condition is due is the 
fact that female sturgeon do not spawn every year. This is true also in some 
other kinds of fish, but the length of time between successive spawnings is 
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unusually long in the sturgeon, apparently varying from four to perhaps seven 
years in the case of different individuals, and in different areas. This con
dition is not peculiar to the lake sturgeon but has been reported for other kinds 

of sturgeon as well. 

The scarcity of individuals in spawning or near spawning condition is in

dicated by such statements as the following:-

At a site in the St. Clair River chosen in 1889 to carry out an experiment in 

artificial propagation (because a caviar factory was located there), from early 
June until July 27, only six spent fish and two ripe females were taken among 

4,000 handled. 

Of the females examined on the Detroit River in 1890, only five were in 

spawning condition; 23 had already spawned; six had nearly-ripe eggs; and 98 

were very immature. 

Geo. C.B. Smith, a Fort Frances fisherman, reported that, among 275 legal
sized sturgeon taken on Rainy Lake in 1959, only one had eggs large enough for 

making caviar. 

How it gradually became established that sturgeon spawn only at infre
quent intervals illustrates the slow growth of exact knowledge, and how easy it 
is to misinterpret observations. Before it became accepted that sturgeon do not 
spawn every year, observers were puzzled by finding eggs of quite different 
sizes in the same female. So long as it was believed that sturgeon must spawn 
every year, the finding of eggs of different sizes at the same time in the same 
female was interpreted as meaning that spawning was spread over several 
months. Gradually, as more and more observations accumulated, it was real
ized that the eggs at different stages of maturity were to be deposited in dif
ferent years, and not at different times in the same year. 

The suggestion that female lake sturgeon do not spawn every year was 
made as early as 1900. In that year, the secretary at a meeting of the American 
Fisheries Society (88) said that, teA scientist from the University of Michigan 
.......... intimated to him that it was quite possible, if not probable, that 
the sturgeon in the Detroit River spawned about once in two years." 

During his study of the sturgeon on Lake Nipigon, 1922 - 1924, Harkness 
concluded that they did not spawn every year, and made careful measurements of 
the eggs in the ovaries of many fish, on a study of which the conclusion out
lined below are based. 

About the same time, C.P. Paulson, superintendent of a Federal Govern
ment hatchery on Lake Winnipeg, reached the conclusion (80) that, "They do 
not spawn every year, .......... How often, or rather, how seldom these 
fish spawn, I, of course, cannot say but, judging from the apparently very slow 
development of the ova and the small percentage that spawn yearly, I would 
venture to suggest that at least five years elapse between spawnings." 

Working independently at the same time in Minnesota, Barney, (6), expressed 
the opinion that a given adult female will not spawn regularly year after year, 
and that the reproductive cycle is probably from four to eight years in duration. 
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Sunde (100) has estimated the average spawning frequency of Nelson River 
sturgeon ~s five years in the case of fish between 20 and 35 lbs., and four 
years for fIsh above 36 lbs. . 

Harkness' studies indicated that eggs of six different size classes were 
found in females taken during a single season in Lake Nipigon. Not all sizes 
were to be found in the same female, however. In anyone ovary, there were 
usually eggs of three different size classes. In the case of eggs large enough 
to be spawned in the year in which the fish were taken, or in the subsequent 
year, the largest eggs were 3.0 to 3.5 mm. in diameter, while, in the next size 
class in the same ovary, the eggs averaged 0.42 mm. in diameter. In addition, 
there were a few, still-smaller eggs, 0.1 to 0.15 mm. in diameter. In other 
ovaries, the largest eggs were 2 to 3 mm. in diameter, with smaller eggs of two 
sizes averaging 0.38 and 0.125: respectively. In still other ovaries, the lar
gest eggs were 1 to 2 mm., with smaller eggs of an average size of 0.35 and 
0.125, respectively. In some females, the diameter of the largest eggs was 0.7 
mm., with smaller ones averaging 0.34 mm. and 0.125 mm. 

These data suggest that the smaller and presumably younger eggs in an 
ovary develop much more slowly th an the larger ones until the latter are spawn
ed, when eggs of the next size class begin in their tum to develop more rapidly 
than the still smaller and still younger eggs. 

These observations suggest that female sturgeon in Lake Nipigon spawn 
at intervals of six years. 

In Minnesota, Barney (6) found eggs of only four sizes in anyone season 
and, on this basis, suggested that female sturgeon spawn at intervals of four 
years. It is not unreasonable to expect that southward, spawning may occur at 
shorter intervals than northward. 

In. the Province of Quebec, Roussow (84) suggested an interval of from 
four to seven years or more between spawnings. This estimate was based on a 
study of the annual growth patterns shown by cross sections of the first ray of 
the pectoral fin. Just as retardations of growth as a result of spawning is shown 
by the scales of fish in which age and growth can be determined by the scales, 
so retardation of growth of sturgeon is reflected by the annual growth record 
shown by cross sections of the first pectoral fin ray. 

In the case of males, Cuerrier, (21), has expressed the opinion that they 
spawn every other year in Quebec. On the other hand, Wirth and Cine (115) 
report that, on two successive years, two tagged male sturgeon were captured 
on the same spawning grounds in a ripe condition. They concluded that male 
sturgeon occasionally spawn after the lapse of one year, but most spawn only 
every other year. 

6. Development of Eggs and Young 

In his work on hatching sturgeon on Gull River; Lake Nipigon, Harkness 
determined that, at the temperature of 60 to 64 F., some eggs hatched after five 
days, and ali had hatched at the end of eight days. For sometime after hatching, 
the young are nourished by the yolk stored in the egg and contained in a yolk sac 
beneath the young sturgeon. 
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Externally, the yo lk sac disappeared at an average age of about nine days 
after hatching, but the fact that the fry continued to grow in length for another 

week s ugge s ts that some yo lk may have remained even though there was no 

extern al evidenc e of it . (See Fig. 20). 

(0) 

S tages i n development of stu rgeon. 

a. Tbree days after fe rtili z ation . 

yolk inside egg memb ra n e. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Embryo co iled around and still attached to 

b. fmm ediately befo re hatching, six days after fe rt ilization. Emb ryo has be. 

com e detached from yolk fo r mos t of i t s l ength bu t i s still w ithin egg mem 

b ra ne. 

c . Newly hatched, after rup turin g egg memb ran e , seven days af t er fe rtili za 

tio n. Abundant yo lk in yolk sac benea th young. 

d, Twen ty days aft e r ha t chin g. Yolk bas dis ap pea red and yOUTJg has become 

mo re elonga t e. more like shape of adult. 
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Length increased steadily from not much more than 1/3 inches long on 
hatching to nearly 7/8 inches, 16 days after hatching. At this size and age, 
growth ceased through lack of nourishment, owing to failure of the young to eat 
the food supplied. In nature, the fry would have started to feed on natural food 
by thi s time. 

For sometime after hatching, while the yolk sac lasts, the young sturgeon 
is relatively short and deep. When the yolk disappears, the fry assumes a more 
elongate £.orm more like that of a larger sturgeon. The snout becomes quickly 
longer, more slender and dorsoventrally flattened, and the fins become more 
rapidly differentiated from the fin folds within which they first appear. 

On hatching, the fry huddled together in dark corners or under stones 
placed in the aquarium. At the end of about a week after hatching, however, 
they began to move about more freely as if searching for food. By this time 
the yolk-sac from which they had been nourished had shrunk, thus forcing them 
to seek more of their own food. Details of the development of the eggs and 
young may be found in Appendix IV. 
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X. EXPERIMENTS IN ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION IN CANADA 

Beginning in 1875, many attempts were made in the United States to deve
lop means of propagating sturgeon artificially. A history of these attempts may 
be found in Appendix III. 

Confidence in the efficacy of artificial propagation to increase fish pro
duction was, at that time, much stronger than it is now. The early success in 
hatching such species as salmon, trout and whitefish by the millions led to the 
very general belief that, through artificial fish culture, the problem of making 
the waters yield abundant fish harvests had been solved. In Europe, where 
artificial propagation was practised before it was taken up in America, it was 
prophesied that ceIn a very short period of time, the rivers and lakes and even 
the bays of France will be teeming with shoals of fish where they had become 
very scarce." Dr. Theodatus Garlich, (35), often called the father of artificial 
fish culture in America, wrote in 1857: UIt should not be surprising that the 
subj ect (fish culture) is attracting the attention of some of the best minds in 
in our country; more especially, when we consider the impoverished condition 
of our rivers and streams, many of which are susceptible of being inhabited by 
innumerable salmon and trout, and since a replenishment is now no longer pro
blematical." In a similar vein, Samuel Wilmot (111) who initiated fish culture 
in Canada, wrote in 1870: uA repetition of this process (planting artificially 
hatched salmon in streams emptying into Lake Ontario) for a few years, aided 
by judicious enactments for their preservation and protection, would undoubted
ly soon replenish and restock the waters of Lake Ontario with salmon." 

Within a comparatively few years after this prediction, the salmon was 
extinct in Lake Ontario. It is possible that if artificial propagation had never 
been discovered we would be further ahead than we are today in fish conserva
tion, because then such complete dependence would not have been placed on 
hatcheries as the cure-all for the maintenance of fish populations. It would pro
bably have been learned much sooner that, unless natural conditions favourable 
for a species are maintained, a body of water cannot be made to produce it. in 
numbers. 

Hatcheries have a place in fisheries management, but it is not as large as 
was once believed. A carefully considered opinion of the place of fish culture 
in fisheries management is contained in a fish policy adopted by the American 
Fisheries Society in 1954. This is the organization through which those engag
ed in research or administration meet to consider problems in fisheries manage
ment. Their pronouncement contained the following statement:- ((Periodic re
planting is desirable of lakes that winterkill infrequently or of waters which are 
occasionally depleted by pollution; otherwise, the stocking of the young of any 
species in waters having adequate spawning conditions is considered of doubt
ful value" 

At the time when interest in the sturgeon was at its height, belief in the 
efficacy of hatcheries to maintain populations was unquestioned and explains 
the almost frantic efforts made to learn how to propagate sturgeon artificially. 
H.M. Smith, Commissioner of Fisheries for the United States, wrote in 1890: 
(94), "The question which presents itself is - How shall the supply of sturgeon 
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10 L ak e Ontario be preserved? It i s s ugges ted (1) tha t legal restrictions should 

be plac ed on the capture o f imma ture fi sh , and tha t the adult individua l s s hould 

be pro tected during the spawning season; and (2) , tha t artifi ci a l propagation 

s hould be reso rted to. As to the expediency o f enac ting more fi s he ry l aws for 

Lake Ontario, there may be cons iderable d iffe rence of opinion; but in regard to 

the desirability o f cnrryin g out the second suggestion th e re can be no doubt , 

fo r the feasi bility o f ha tching the la ke s turgeon artificially has bee n full y 

demons t rated by both the Uni ted States a nd the Michigan Fi sh Commiss ion. " 

Two outs tanding features of t he stu rgeon led to demands fo r deve lopme nt 

of me thods for reari ng the young in ha tcheri es. TIle firs t was the pri ce whi c h 

the sturgeon commanded . By abo ut 1905, it brought a hi gher pri ce per pound 

than any o th er freshwater fi sh, if rhe va lue of cavia r and i s i ng lass i s added to 

th at o f the fl esh. The second fac to r which gave urgency to e ffort s for the deve

lopment o f a rt ific ia l propagation was the rapidi ty wi th which the fi shery de

cl in ed co very low levels. In some waters, thi s decl ine amo unted to 90 per 
cent over a period of ten years. 

In Canada, two a ttempts were made to develop methods for the artificia l 

propagation of sturgeon . 

In 1924, c.P. Pau lson, Superintenden t of a Federal Governme nt Ha tchery 

at Gu ll Ha rbour on Lake Wi nnipeg, succeeded in fertiliz ing and hatching eggs 
secured wi thou t ki lli ng the fish. About 8,000 fry were re leased soon after ha t
ching, (80). 

Paul son's observations confirmed th e experience of those who had pre

viously t ried to secure eggs by squeezing the abdomen, name ly, that th e Stur

geon canno t be spawned in this way even when she is ripe. The eggs wh ich 

Paulson got were a po rtion of those expelled by the fema le as sh e \\as be ing 

lifted from the water. When it was found that the fish was spawni ng, tWO men 

attempted to ho ld i t in position over a tub bu t could not do so, with the resu lt 

thac on ly a few of the eggs were caugh t. 

The other attempt at artificial propagation was part of a much broader 

field s tudy of the sturgeon undertaken by Harkness working in the Ontari o Fi sh

eries Re search Laboratory, Dept . o f Zoology, Universi ty of Toronto, du ri ng the 

years 1922 to 1926, inclus i ve . 

This work was undertaken foll owin g a s ugges ti on on the des irability of 

such a s tudy by the Biological Board of Canada, now the Fi s heries Research 
Board of Canada. Th i s s ugges ti on appears to ha ve o ri ginated in a memorandum 
da ted August 1s t , 19 19, from W.A . Found, Director of F is heries to th e Cha irman 

of the Biological Board. In this memorandum, Found poi nt ed out that the a rti

fi c i a l culture o f s turgeon had no t been s uccessful so fa r on thi s co ntinent but , 

on' account of the high va lue of the sturgeo n and of caviar produced from the ir 

eggs, it was eminen tl y impo rtan t th at th eir c ulture s hould be undertaken if such 
could be feasibly carri ed out . He asked if t he Biological Board could take up 

such a s tudy. Th e Board had recentl y un dertaken a comprehens i ve investiga
tio n of the na tu ra l and a rtific ia l propagation of fish. As part of this e ffort, they 

sough t the co-o pera tion o f the recently organi zed Onta rio Fi s heri es Research 

L abora tory. 
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The diffic ulties met with in efforts to obta in eggs, to fe rt ili ze them, and to 

ha tch and rear the young encountered by Ha rkness, were those met with in 

every other s imila r attempt , and explain s the reason why e fforts to develop 

means for artifici al propagation of stu rgeon were eventually abandoned. 

-
In the Gull RiveT, Lake Nipigon, stu Tgeon spawn iTl swilt wateT among rocks 

at the loot 01 rapids, up which they cannot ascend. 

Since most s tu rgeon spawn in swift wa ter, it was usually necessary to 

trave l some di s tance up ri ve rs to secure fish ready to spawn. No success had 

a ttended effort s to secure spawn from fish caught before spawn in g time and 
re ta in ed until th ey were ripe. 

Lake Nipigon, where the Onta rio Fisheries Research Labora tory ca rri ed 

on limnologica l s tudies from 1921 to 1926 and where the s turgeon s tudy was con

cent ra ted, had not been fished commercially until 19 17; i t s s turgeon popul a 
tion had, th e re fore, not yet been seriously reduced. 

Aft er searching fo r a place convenient to the central research sta t ion 

wh ere sturgeon could be secured in adequare numbers, it was decided tha t no 
more s uitable location could be found chan one 20 mil es up the Gull Ri ver whe re 

good numbers spawned each year. 

It was now J une 2nd, 1922. The ice had moved out of Gu ll Bay on May 

16th . The temperatu re o f the rive r and bay wate r was 64°F but, in th e open 
lake, spring warming had scarcely begun. Although the peak of th e spawn ing 
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migration had passed up Gull River between May 18th and 22nd, some spawning 

was still taking place at Twenty Mile Rapids . . And so, travelling by canoe 

wi th cwo In dian helpers and a minImum of equipment, Harkness arrived at the 
spawning site 'a t 7 : 30 p.m. 

Transportirlg supplies and equipment up Gull River, Lake Nipigon, for ex

periment in artificial pro/Jagation of sturgeo n. 

Picture the difficulties under which it was being attempted to solve the 

problem of artificial propagation when o th ers, working in more convenient loca

tions with more adeq uate equ ipment, had failed . Camped in the primitive bush, 
80 miles from the nearest wh ite settlement - and it a pioneer bush settlement, 

with none of the equipment one is used to associate with the prosecution of 

scientific reasearch, the work was begun. The firs t camps ite near the rapids 

had soon to be abandoned because the mosquitoes were unbearable. Even on a 

small rocky i sland in a nearby lake, the mosquitoes could s till scarce ly be 

endured. 

The Indians, wbo had spea red spawning s tu rgeon here all 

ed that soon after spawnin g began the s turgeon would leave. 

'50 

their live s, warn

At fir s t, attempts 



were made co haul sturgeon out of the water by graspIng them just in front of 

their tails. When th i s proved unsuccessfu l , spea ring the fish and taking the 

eggs and milt by cutting them open had to be resort ed (0. \Vhen a quantity of 

eggs estimatcd at 50,000 had been secured and fertilized, the tri p to head

quarters camp on th e railroad and from there to th e Provincial Governme nt 

hatchery at Port Arthur wa s undertaken. It is perhaps not surpri s ing th a t, after 

all the vicissitudes through which the eggs passed on their way to the hatchery, 
none ha tched. 

Because it had been found impracticable to take eggs to th e hatchery, it 

was decided to try to hatch them in floatin g boxes and in hatching jars through 

which water would be led by divert ing the required amo unt of the river flow. 

Accordingly, a second trip wa s made to Twenty Mi le Rapid s on Jun e 10th in 
the hope that eggs migh t still be secured, fertilized and hatched on th e SpO t. 

However, by this rime, spawning for the year had ceased, and so ended the 

first year' s attempt to develop means of propagating s turgeon artifi c ia ll y. 

The rest of the 1922 season was spent in ga thering information on och er 

features of th e s turgeo n's life hi story, cspeciall y its s ummer habits, its food 

and its rate of growth. 

In 1923, Ha rkness wa s determined to reach th e stu rgeon 's spawning grounds 

In time to secu re an abundant supply of eggs. He a rrived on Lake Nipigon on 

April 30th . The ice had not disappeared from th e lake , but i t was unsafe to 

cross . It was not unti l t-,.·fay 23rd that it was pos s ibl e to cross the lake by boat. 

Thi s time , th e equ ipment necessary to in s ta l fac iliti es for hatching eggs on th e 

spot, and to make a comfortable camp , req uired t wo freight canoes and th e 
assistance of four In dian s . Harkne ss was accompanied by a University student 

as assistant and companion. 

Imagine th eir di sappointment when they discovered that spawnIng for the 

year had prac tica lly e nded, and that it was not possible to s ecure eggs and 
milt ( 0 tes t th e feasibility o f hatching eggs in their field ha tch ery . 

It wa s not until 1924 that a ll condition s combined to make it possible to 

secure an adequate s upply o f eggs, to fertili ze them, and co ha tch and rear the 

young to a s ize o f nearl y one inch in length. 

Having again fai led to secure eggs by th e method usually employed in 

ha tchery operations, that is , by squeezing the abdomen of the female to fo rc e 

ou t the eggs, th ey were forced to take the eggs by open ing the body cavity. 
The eggs were fertili zed on June 12th and placed in modified Seth Green float

in g hatchery boxe s anchored In the s tream. TIle temperature of the wa te r 1n 
6 

wh ich development began was 57.6 F . The fir s t eggs ha tched a ft er five days 

and all had hatched afte r eight days. During thi s ei me, the temperature of the 

water had graduall y ri sen to 59. 5°F. 

It is es timated that approximate ly 150,000 eggs were taken from the fema le 

and that over 95 per cent or 140,000 were fertilized and underwent segmentat ion. 

During deve lopment , abo ut 20 per cent were attacked by Saprolegnia a nd di ed, 
or died firs t and were then a ttacked by Saprolegnia. 
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Above. Floatin g boxes w ith screen bottoms in wh i ch s turgeon eggs were 

hatche d in Gull River. Lake Nipigon. 

Below. Boxes supplied by rubber tubing wi tb wat e r f rom river. in which 

young stu rgeon were rea red afler hatching. 
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The newly hatched fry, being of a jelly-like consistency, readily squeezed 
through the meshes of the screen which had successfully retained the eggs. In 

this way, over 90 per cent of the newly hatched fry escaped into the stream, 
leaving about 10,00Q to be transferred to aquaria. Most of these appeared 
healthy and to be developing normally until some time after the yolk s~c was 
absorbed when they began to die in numbers. Efforts to feed the fry were un~ 
successful and, by 30 days after hatching, only eight remained. These were 
preserved for scientific study. 

The chief features of the sturgeon which defeated attempts to culture it 
artificially are the small percentage which spawn in anyone year, the failure 
to ~ipen when confined, and the inability to express the eggs from the living 
fish as is done in the case of most other species for which artificial propaga
tion is practised. Means for artificially ripening fish had not at that time been 
devised. 

Development of techniqJles for artificially ripening fish began with the 
discovery of the effect of a secretion of the pituitary gland on the ripening of 
the sex products. According to Atz and Pickford, (4) by far the most extensive 
use of pituitary extract in fish culture has been made in the Soviet Union. 
With the construction of more and more dams on their rivers, fewer sturgeon 
were able to 'ascend to their spawning grounds and, since they failed to ripen 
if retained in ponds, natural spawning was made impossible in many places. 
With the advent of artificially induced ripening through the injection of pituitary 
extract, artificial propagation could be carried on near the mouths of sturgeon 
riv~rs. Information available to Atz and Pickford was to the effect that, at that 
time, all' sturgeon eggs for culturing in Russia were obtained from pituitary-

'treated fish. . What contribution artificial propagation has made i~ maintaining 
the Russian sturgeon fisheries is not known. 

Efforts devoted to attempts to develop artificial propagation of sturgeon 
were not 'entirely wasted. Directly and indirectly, these efforts resulted in the 
accumulation of a great deal of information on the life history and habitat re
quirements of the sturgeon which has contributed to an understanding of con
ditions necessary for their successful natural propagation. 
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XI. CAVIAR 

The radical change in the value placed on the sturgeon is strikingly illus
trated by the fact that its eggs, once fed to pigs, came to be used to make 
caviar, the food of epicures. Although there was a comparable change in the 
regard in which the flesh was held, as already pointed out, establishment of the 
lake sturgeon's reputation as a valuable fish was due as much or more to the 
demand for caviar than the increasing use of its flesh. 'The earliest caviar 
making on Lake Erie was at Sandusby in 1855, (97). 

Some idea of the EurQpean demand for caviar at the time the sturgeon 
fishery was developing is indicated by Ryder's statement (88) that a single 
dealer, operating on the Delaware River during the season of 1888, put up 
about 50 tons of it for the German market, all produced from the roe of the At
lantic sturgeon. 

Caviar has been a highly prized delicacy in Europe, at least since the six-
teenth century. Shakespeare makes Hamlet say, "His play ........ pleased 
not the million, 'twas caviare to the general' ", indicating its rating as luxury 
food. 

Although the eggs of other kinds of fish are used for making a product sold 
as caviar, this name properly belongs to prepared sturgeon eggs. Among the 
species whose eggs are said to be used in making a kind of caviar are alewife 
cod, haddock, shad, whitefish, and salmon. (49). 

Caviar is made by separating the eggs from the ovarian membranes by 
pressing them through sieves of suitable mesh, and then salting them. As a 
result of adding salt, a brine is formed. When this is poured off, the salted eggs 
that are left is the caviar of commerce. 

The highest grade is made from hard roe, the nearly full-sized eggs, not 
yet fully mature. When ready to be spawned, the eggs are so soft that they are 
likely to be crushed in the screening process. It is said that caviar produced 
from the lake sturgeon is the best, the eggs being somewhat larger than those 
of the marine species. 

Although there is a difference in the quality of caviar, depending on the 
size and stage of maturity of the eggs, the practice, at least in Ontario, is to 
recognize two grades. Grade I is made from the larger eggs 2.5 to 3.5 mm. or 
larger in diameter. Smaller eggs down to a size of approximately 1.8 mm. con
stitute Grade II. Within these grades, the colours are kept separate. The colour 
depends on the stage of maturity. The matter is complicated, however, by the 
fact that fully-ripe eggs are of a different size in different parts of the stur
geon's range. Thus, in Lake Nipigon, Harkness found ripe eggs to be 3.1 to 
3.4 mm. in diameter, dark brown in colour, with a greenish cast. In Minnesota, 
Barney (6) found that eggs about to be spawned were on the average 2.72 mm. 
in diameter, olive brown in colour, sometimes giving a golden reflection. Eggs 
of the next following year were smaller and black. Cuerrier (20) has reported 
that in Lake St. Peter mature eggs were about three in diameter, dark gray in 
colour, spotted with olive-green and surrounded by dark rings. Eggs of the next 
smaller size, presumably requiring a year or two to mature were about two mm .. 
in diameter, of a dark greenish tint mixed with a little orange. These, he says, 
may be used to prepare caviar. 
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The price of caviar is illustrated in figure 14. Tower (104) is authority 
for the statement that caviar, which had brought from $9 to $12 per keg of 135 
'lbs., in 1885; was worth $20; five years later; $40; in 1894 and before the end 
of that decade it had risen above $100 per keg. 

The price continued to rise until it reached a peak of $4.33 per pound in 
1952. Since then, there has been a decline to approximately $2.50 per pound. 
The temporary decline between 1927 and 1943 may have been due to increased 
export of Russian caviar. It has been reported that, about this time, large 
quantities of Russian sturgeon, particularly the sterlet (A. ruthenus) were im
ported to the New York market, resulting in a sharp decline in the price of 
American sturgeon and of caviar. 



XU. ISINGLASS 

Isinglass was another product, former~y in demand, which added to the 
value of the sturgeon. This was a form of gelatin obtained from the inner lin
ing of the air-bladder of certain fish, of which sturgeon were the most important. 
That the sturgeon may have provided other sources of isinglass is suggested 
by Campbell (1793) who says that uIn place of a backbone .......... they 
have only a large sinew full of gristle of which the best isinglass is .made." 

The principal use of isinglass was for clarifying wines, beers and other 
liquids. Of secondary importance was its use for culinary and confectionery 
purposes, as in making jellies, stiffening jams, etc. Isinglass was considered 
a great delicacy by the Otinese. 

Dr. Neal Carter, of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, has informed 
us that although, isinglass was widely used as a clarifying agent and as an 
adjunct in certain food products, it nevertheless had a somewhat residual taste 
unless it was most carefully purified. Therefore, with the increasing use of 
carrageenin and other materials derived from certain species of seaweeds, the 
demand for isinglass has virtually disappeared. 

The sale of swim-bladders for making isinglass was never an important 
source of income from the sturgeon fishery. In contrast to the great increase 
in the price of caviar, the value of isinglass declined. From 1888 to 1902, 
the price was steady at $1.00 a pound, falling to 50 cents in 1904. Russell 
(86) says that, during the winter of 1892, sturgeon swim-bladders were being 
purchased at the Hudson's Bay Company's posts for 67 cents a pound and that 
it took ten fish to furnish one pound. 
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XIII. COMPETITORS, PREDATORS, PARASITES AND DISEASE 

l. Competitors 

In desclibing the spawning of the sturgeon, it was pointed out that, while 
several species spawn in or near the places where sturgeon spawn direct com
petition is avoided bi differences in time and site of actual spa~ing of dif-
ferent species. " 

At other than spawning time, the species most commonly found associated 
'with the sturgeon in Lake Nipigon (and taken during the summer in experimental 
gill-n ets set on known sturgeon grounds) were, in descending order of fre
quency - common sucker and walleye (yellow pikeperch), equal; common wh"ite
fish; northern sucker; and red-horse, pike and sauger, equal. Actual numbers of 
these species occurred in the following order: walleye, common sucker, north
ern sucker, common whitefish and pike (Esox lucius). Dr. K. H. Doan found, in 
an eaperimental net in which sturgeon were caught in Lake Erie, that other 
fish taken were, "in order of abundance - saugers, walleye, perch, catfish, com
mon suckers and sheepshead. 

The common sucker is probably the most serious competitor of the sturgeon 
for food. In Lake Nipigon, its food included substantial quantities of molluscs, 
mayfly nymph's, chironomid larvae, caddis larvae and a freshwater shrimp 
{Pontoporeia hoyD, all important items in the food of the sturgeon. 

The common whitefish, another bottom feeder, also eats large quantities 
(in order of abundance) of the freshwater shrimp, (Pontoporeia hoyi), chironomid 
larvae, molluscs, terrestrial insects, and mayfly nymphs. However, the white
fish ranges through a much wider range of depths than the sturgeon. In shal
low water, it comes into direct competition with the sturgeon for the kinds of 
organisms listed but, I since the sturgeon does not occur in numbers in water 
deeper than 30 feet, the whitefish at such depths is not a serious competitor. 

While the walleye is commonly found over many of the same grounds as the 
sturgeon, it is not a bottom feeder and does not come into direct competition 
with it. At the time mayfly nymphs are rising to the surface in preparation for 
emerging, the walleye consumes significant numbers, but such feeding is not 
in direct competition with the sturgeon. " 

The most abundant items in the food of northern suckers are Pontoporeia 
hoyi. molluscs and chironomid larvae but, owing to the fact that this species 
is usually taken in relatively deep water, it does not appear to be serious as a 
competitor of the sturgeon. 

2. Predators 

There is no evidence that adult sturgeon are normally attacked by pre
dators; their size makes such attacks unlikely. The young, before they reach 
a size which makes predation unlikely, may be preyed on by larger fish but, so 
far as we know, there are no records of young sturgeon having been found in 
the stomachs of fish or other animals. 

Milner (67) has expressed the situation in this way: HIt is not likely that 
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the "oung sturgeon, except in the earliest stages of their growth, suffer from the 
attacks of other fishes (as they are too well defended by shields to make a com
fortable mouthful) and, after the spine disappears, have attained a size large 
enough to render them safe." 

There are many reports of lampreys attacking sturgeon. Before 1921, when 
the sea lamprey was first reported above Lake Ontario, the silver lampre.y 
(Ichthyomyzon unicupspis) was the parasitic lamprey common in most of the 
range of the lake sturgeon other than in Lake Ontario. Hubbs and Trautman (47) 
say, etThe species best fitted for parasitism, I. unicuspis, inhabits the lar
gest waters, where the greatest number of large host fishes, particularly the 
scaleless fishes of the catfish and sturgeon groups occurs, or did occur before 
their depletion by the white man." 

Milner, (67) whose studies are the basis of much of our knowledge about 
sturgeon in the Great Lakes in the early days, reported that eta parasite that 
troubles the sturgeon is the lamprey-eel, Petromyzon argenteus Kirt, which is 
found very frequently attached to the skin. The circular scars and raw sores, 
sometimes found upon the sturgeon and attributed to this cause by the fishermen 
are correctly accounted for in this way .......... They frequently retain 
their hold upon a spot until they have eaten through to the flesh, and deep, 
ulcerous cavities occasionally result from the sore". This is the species to 
which the scientific name Ichthyomyzon unicuspis is now applied. 

Scars made by the attacks of lampreys are still reported on sturgeon taken 
in the upper lakes, especially Lake Huron. It is probable that most of these 
are due to the sea lamprey which has become so abundant in those waters in 
recent years. The sea lamprey is known to attack sturgeon in salt water. 

Since the sturgeon is so well protected by large bony plates over much of 
its body, the lamprey's wounds probably do not penetrate to the body cavity as 
they are capable of doing, especially in the case of fish protected by ordinary 
scales. 

3. Parasites 

Comparatively few parasites have been reported as attacking the sturgeon, 
and there is no indication as to how serious they may be in affecting its wel
fare. Lack of knowledge of the relation of parasites to the sturgeon is due, in 
part, at least, to the small number of sturgeon that have been examined for 
parasites. 

Parasites reported from the sturgeon *belong to most of the groups com
monly found in and on other fish - flukes, spiny-headed worms, thread worms 
and tape worms. The number of species of each of these groups reported from 
the lake sturgeon is as follows: 

Trematoda (Flukes) 6 species 

Acanthocephala (Spiny-headed worms) 4 species 
Nematoda (Thread worms) 5 species 
Cestoda (Tape worms) 1 species 

In addition a crustacean fish louse, Argulus canadensis has been reported once. 
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The number of specimens reported from individual sturgeon has usually 
been small, although one fish from Wisconsin carried forty extemal parasites 
(flukes) and hundreds from its gills. 

• We are indebted to Dr. Allen Mcintosh of the Parasitological Laboratory 
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture for the list of parasites attacking the 
lake sturgeon. 

4. Disease 

The sturgeon is not free from disease and abnormal functioning which af
fect its welfare. Roussow (85) has recorded the following anomalies of the 
gonads. 

Lipoid degeneration is said to be a very frequent anomaly in the sturgeon. 
If the female, in captivity or free, does not find the conditions necessary for 
shedding the eggs (current, temperature, spawning grounds, meeting with the 
male), in some days lipoid degeneration commences. The eggs are transformed 
into fat which is then resorbed. This abnor~al condition is believed to post
pone reproduction for one or two years. 

ttCement" is the name applied by fishermen to another form of degenera
tion of the eggs. This condition manifests itself as a greyish liquid in which 
the remainder of the eggs float. Ovarian cysts appear as clusters on the ovar
ian tissue. Their size varies from that of small peas to that of a prune. Rou
ssow has found these growths not only on the ovaries but also on the testes of 
at least one sturgeon. 
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XIV. FISHING METHODS 

Many and ingenious have been the methods used to catch sturgeon. The 
first sturgeon taken in commercial fish operations in the Great Lakes were 
caught incidentally in seining for whitefish and other species. At that time, 
when sturgeon were regarded as a detriment, the effort was to avoid taking them 
since they added to the labour involved in fishing operations and injured the 
seines. When gill-nets and pound nets were introduced, sturgeon continued to 
betaken unintentionally and were still regarded as a liability. 

According to Koelz, (53), gill-netting was begun in Lake Huron around 
Alpena about 1835, and at about the same time in Georgian Bay. In Lake Erie, 
pound nets were introduced about 1850 in the shallower water at the westem 
end of the lake and, about the same time, gill-nets were used for fishing the 
deeper waters in the eastem part of the lake. The deptfl of water and nature of 
the bottom usually dictate the kind of gear used. 

When only a few sturgeon were sought intentionally, especially in con
nection with efforts to develop methods of artificial propagation, the use of 
hooks and the spear was common. L. W. Crewe, an early commercial fisher
man on Lake Erie, has said that, from 1890 to 1900, sturgeon caught for making 
oil were taken by spearing from shore and from wharves. Killing them by st~d
ing in a boat and hitting them on the head with an axe has already been mention
ed. 

A productive method of sturgeon fishing is by pound nets. These consist 
of nets running out from shore which lead the fish outward into a heart open
ing into a pound. Such' nets have been used in all the Great Lakes and in such 
large inland lakes as Lake Nipissing and Lake Nipigon. They are adapted for 
use only in shallow water and in places where stakes to support the lead and 
heart can be driven into the bottom. According to Koelz, it is impossible to 
set pounds at greater depths than f5 to 80 feet. 

In the Province of Quebec weirs made of wire mesh are used (l05). 

Where gill-nets are· set specifically' for sturgeon, only large mesh is per
mitted. In 1903, a' Federal Order-In-Council prohIbited the use of gill-nets hav
ing meshes of less than 12 inches extension measure, but in 1932 Ontario was 
given authority to specify the use of 10 inch gill-nets in inland waters. Smaller 
mesh usually take too many undersized fish. Where water is too deep for 
pound nets, gill-nets must be used. 

Smith and Snell (97) are responsible for the statement that in 1885, at the 
eastem end of Lake Erie, some sturgeon were taken in gill-nets on their spawn
ing grounds, but that at this season Hthey usually tear the nets into shreds and 
most of them escape." This is an example of the reckless and wasteful prac
tices in taking sturgeon at the time they were so abundant. 

A common method of catching sturgeon is by hooks. Many hooks are attach
ed to a long horizontal line by shorter lines. The hooks eIther lie on the bottom 
or are anchored a few Inches off bottom. Such lines are fished with both baited 
and unbaited hooks. There is a confusing variety of names applied to the dif
ferent arrangements of hooks and lines and the way they are fished. These 
include set lines, bait lines, snag lines, trap lines and night lines. In Ontario, 
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only baited set lines have been pennitted since 1903. 

In New York the principal method of fishing has been by set lines. Bait or 
trap lines must not exceed 1200 feetin length; they must use 8-0 hooks, set not 
less than two feet apart, and be anchored on the bottom. Unbaited set lines, 
known as trap lines, have been the most effective method for taking sturgeon, 
but they are suited only to river conditions. Lines using number 10~0 hooks, 
set not less than six inches apart, are anchored not over three feet from the 
bottom. When bait is used, only dead bait is permitted. The use of minnows 
dead or alive is prohibited; worms are considered as dead bait. 

Angling, using rod, hook and line, is practised in several provinces and 
states. 

Variations of the bare-hook method of catching sturgeon (formerly in use) 
were known as hooking-up, twitching, jigging or soa-gging. Carter (18) has re
ported that hooking-up or twitching was the only feasible method of catching 
sturgeon (for artificial propagation) which were lying in a hole 40 feet deep. 
The equipment used consisted of a heavy handline, a two-pound sinker, six or 
eight extra large fish hooks, and a strong pole eight feet long and about two 
and one-half inches in diameter at the butt. The hooks were fastened together, 
back to back, anchor-shape, and then attached to the line at distances of eight 
inches, the lowest pair being about this same distance from" the sinker. Fish
ing by such a device was from a boat, anchored at a suitable place in the river. 
The weighted line was cast into the swift water at the upper end of the hole, 
and as soon as it touched bottom the hooking-up began. This consisted of 
a succession of yanks, continued while the sinker was being carried by the cur-. 
rent along the length of the channel with the object of forcing one of the hooks 
into a sturgeon's body. 

Carter admitted that "hooking-up" sounded extremely barbarous but re
ported that of the fifteen sturgeon so taken, thirteen were hooked on the under 
side of the caudal penduncIe, and the others in the thick portion of one of the 
fins. It may be that these were the most vulnerable locations owing to the 
absence of plates. 

The practice of fastening several hooks to a weighted line and jigging or 
snagging sturgeon from rivers was not uncommon in earlier times. 

A variation of the method of using hooks has been reported from Lake Erie 
where sturgeon were caught by having them rub against hooks strung on a line 
rub up a pole. It was suggested that the sturgeon were caught when they came 
to root around or rub against the pole. 

Indians apparently discovered that sturgeon could be caught on unbaited 
hooks attached to lines between two stakes. Various suggestions have been 
offered as to the reason for sturgeon becoming impaled on such hooks. It has 
been said for instance that the hooks pierce the skin when the sturgeon are rol-
ling on the bottom. , 

Pieces of. sucker are a favourite bait on set lines, but pieces of other fis0 
and crayfish are also used. Balls of dough have also been employed. 
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Spearing has been practised both by holding the spear in the hand and by 
throwing it. Spearing through the ice in winter is a legalized method of fishing 
in some of the inland lakes in Wisconsin and Michigan. The method is describ
ed elsewhere in this report. 

A variation of the spearing technique was grappling. Richardson (79) said 
the Indians at the rapid, which forms the discharge of the Saskatchewan into 
Lake Winnipeg, used to spear sturgeon with a harpoon or grapple them with a 
strong hook tied to a pole. 

Grapples used at the eastern end of Lake Erie are described as "somewhat 
similar in shape to a small boat anchor and provided with three or four prongs 
which come to a sharp point and are slightly barbed.. The shank of the hook is 
heavily leaded" (97). Grappling was carried on in this are~ during and immedi
ately following spawning which here occurred along the lake shore. During 
June and July, farmers and others are reported as grappling from small boats, 
each of which frequently took 10 to 15 sturgeon in three or four hours. In 1885, 
about 75 men were engaged in grappling in the vicinity of Buffalo. 

The use of grapples has been prohibited in Canada since 1903. 
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xv INDIANS AND STURG EON 

Forth upon the Gitche Gurnee, 
On the shining Big-Sea-Water, 

. With his fishing line 0/ cedar 

0/ the twisted bark 0/ cedar, 

Forth to catch the sturgeon Nahma, 

Mishe-Nahma, king 0/ Fishes, 
In his birch-canoe exulting 

All alone went Hiawatha. 

Longfellow, Hiawatha. 

Sturgeon appear to have been highly prized by Indians. Their large size 
must have made them· a greatly· esteemed quarry; one sturgeon would provide 
as much food as very many smaller fish. Then, their oily flesh meant that it 
would take smoke. well and could thus be preserved for a long timeo Another 
advantage the sturgeon had was its habit of congregating in rapids and their 
vicinity at spawning time, thus making many readily available for capture. An 
Indian hunter is recorded as saying, HIt is to us Indians in the water what the 
buffalo was on land." The Jesuit Relations contain a number of references to 
the use made of sturgeon by Indians. 

Richardson, (79) who accompanied Franklin on his first expedition in 
search of a northwest passage to Asia, when they spent the winter of 1814-20 
on Pine Island Lake, a tributary of the Saskatchewan River, recorded that, 
HThe great rapid which forms the discharge of the Saskatchewan into Lake 
Winnipeg appears quite alive with these fish in the month of June, and some 
families of the natives resort thither at that time to spear them with a harpoon 
or grapple them with a strong hook tied to a pol eo " 

That they were not universally important to Indians is indicated by Richard
son when he wrote, "The sturgeons of North America, though almost equally 
numerous with those of Asia, are of comparatively little benefit to the nativeso 
A few speared in the sunpner time suffice for the temporary support of some 
Indian hordes, but none are preserved for winter use, and the roe and sounds 
are utterly wastedo" 

However there are enough references in the literature to make it certain 
that in some areas Indians did smoke or dry sturgeon for future use, but it is 
not clear to what. extent they depended on such food. It probably varied from 
place to placeo 

Drying appears to have been the most widely and commonly used method 
of preserving fish in aboriginal North America. Smoking was probably a variant 
of drying through the use of fire to hasten drying. 

That Indians, when they became less dependent on wild food, did not hold 
sturgeon flesh in such high regard is indicated by a report Harkness had that 
at Moose Factory in 1927 both Indians and white men used to take six or seven 
tons annually, smoke them and feed them to their dogso 



One of the reasons advanced by the Ontario and Manitoba Fisheries Com
missions of 1909 for trying to restore the sturgeon fisheries was their import
ance to the northern Indians. In spite of very stringent regulations recommended 
for the protection of the fishery, it was suggested that they be relaxed in favour 
of Indians dependent on sturgeon for food.. More recently, their importance as a 
commercial product to supplement the Indians' income from trapping, has been 
recognized. 

The Indian mode of fishing was described by Charlevoix, (19) who came to 
Canada in 1720, commissioned by the French Government to seek a route to 
the western sea.. He journeyed to Lake Superior and down the Mississippi, 
visiting posts of what was then the extreme western frontiers of New France. 
He wrote: ccTwo men placed themselves in each end of a canoe, the one behind 
steered, the other stood holding a dart in one hand to which one end of a long 
cord was fastened, and the other end to the canoe.. When he saw a sturgeon 
within his reach he threw his dart and endevoured to strike where there was no 
scales. If the fish was wounded he darted off, drawing the canoe swiftly after 
him but after swimming about 150 paces the fish generally became exhausted 
and died, and was then drawn into the canoe by hand .. " 

The congregation of sturgeon in or near rapids at spawning time in spring 
made spearing the most feasible method of capturing the fish at this time. At 
other times and especially in winter, gill-nets were used .. 

Baron La Hontan who travelled through the Indian territory, including the 
Mississippi, in 1688-9 reported that sturgeon were caught with nets in winter 
and grapples in summer .. (54) Evidence of the use of gill-nets, especially in 
winter, is afforded by Champlain and numerous missionary reports contained 
in the Jesuit Relations describing conditiqns in the St.. Lawrence and Great 
Lakes areas. 

Rostlund, (81) quoting Zolo~arev, suggests that gill-netting in winter was 
necessary as a means of survival of Indians in many parts of northern Canada 
where fish were plentiful and game scarce. All the evidence supports the be
lief that gill-nets and also seines were used before contact with Europeans. 

Such roots as those of spruce and willow were probably used in making 
nets. Grooved and notched stones, which have been found in numbers in some 
areas, may have been used as sinkers for gill-nets, although the connecti on 
between fish nets and these stones has not been firmly established. 

Hook and line fishing was probably not of great importance in aboriginal 
fishing on this continent. For the taking of sturgeon, it was probably much less 
efficient than spearing or gill-netting. However, Longfellow describes Hiawatha 
as using a ufishing line of cedar, of twisted bark of cedar", presumably with a 
baited hook.. Indian fish hooks were of two types-composite hooks and those 
made of one piece. The former were made by lashing a point to a shank. The 
point, which was baited, was often made of bone. The shank was generally of 
wood, split for the purpose of receiving the point.. Sometimes, two bones were 
lashed together at an acute angle. Singlepiece carved hooks were commonly 
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made of boneo (81) 

Their rough bony scales are said (37) to have been used by Indians as 
rasps and graters. 
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XVI THE FISHERY 

I. History 

(a) Beginning of the Fishery. Attention has already been drawn to the fact 
that, before 1860, the sturgeon was not actively sought as a commercial fish. 
It was so little regarded as a food fish that only a few could be sold, and then 
at a very low priceo It was not 1,lntil it was found that smoked sturgeon could 
be sold, as a substitute for smoked halibut, that an active fishery for it began. 

The smoking of sturgeon began in Sandusky in 1860 (97)0 Sandusky, at 
that time, is said to have been the largest market for freshwater. fish in the 
world. Many fish from other Lake Erie ports, not only in the United States but 
in Ontario as well, were shipped to Sandusky. By 1866, two or three million 
pounds of sturgeon were handled annually in Sandusky. By 1885, half of the 
fish smoked were sturgeon. They brought a wholesale price of 12~ cents a 
pound, as compared with 10 cents for whitefish and trout. 

Other products of the sturgeon fishery at this time were caviar, of which 
1000 kegs were exported annually, 3000 lbs. of isinglass and 25 barrels of oil. 
When the flesh was smoked, the oil was extracted form the offal left when the 
fish were dressed. Previously, the flesh also had been used in making oil. 

The making of caviar from sturgeon roe was begun in Sandusky in 1855. 
It was apparently caviar rather than smoked sturgeon that first attracted at
tention to the sturgeon as a valuable fish. By 1880, sturgeon had become a 
maj or fishery; by 1890, many districts were beginning to show a decline. 

The early fishery for sturgeon in Ontario is not nearly as we 11 documented 
as that in the United States. In the 1892 report of an Ontario Game and Fish 
Commission, almost the only reference to sturgeon is that of Rams'ay Wright in 
his account of the Fishes of Ontario, (116) in which he says that the sturgeon 
was at that time hardly appreciated at its true value in Ontario, and that the 
greater proportion of the fish caught in Canadian waters were shipped to the 
United States. This, of course, is still true of the sturgeon and many other 
freshwater specieso 

(b) Rapidity of Decline A distressing feature of sturgeon fisheries is the 
rapid decline in yield which occurs when populations are fished. The result 
has always been the same-a relatively high, initial yield, followed by a sudden 
and permanent decline to very low levels. This is graphically shown in Figs. 
15, 16, and 17 illustrating the history of the fisheries in Lake Erie, Lake Huron, 
Lake Nipissing, Lake Nipigon and Lake of the Woods. 

Although the rapidity and extent of decline varies from lake to lake, the 
similarity in the curves strikingly illustrates how rapidly an accumulated 
stock of sturgeon can be fished out, and how low is the yield under continuous 
fishing. 

Within 10 years (1885-1895), the Lake Erie catch fell from over five million 
pounds to less than one million pounds, a decline of over 80 per cent. In the 
Lake of the Woods, it fell 90 per cent in seven years (1893-1900). The decline 
in Lake Huron, while substantial, was not as rapid-56 per cent in 10 years. 
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Similarly the size to which the catch declined varied from one lake to an
tthero In Lake Erie, the average catch over the last five years for which sta
tistics are available (1952-1956) was only 003 per cent of the maximum catch 
made in 1885. The corresponding percentage for Lake Huron was three per cent. 
For other lakes, the figures are: Lakes Omario and Superior, two per cent; 
Lake Nipissing, six per cent; Lake Nipigon two per cent, (1947-1956). In Lake 
of the Woods, the sturgeon fishery is now practically non-existent, the catch in 
the last five years for which statistics are available (1953-1957) being less than 
00005 per cent of the 1893 maximumo 
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(c) The Ontario Fishery The history of the Ontario sturgeon fishery for 
the Province as a'whole has not followed the pattern shown by individual lakes
a rapid and continuous decline to an ultimate yield of zero to six per cent 
(usually two or three per cent) of the maximum production. 

Figo 18 shows that, although the total Ontario production has declined to 
a low level as compared with the maximum, the decline differs from that of 
individual lakes in two respects-it has not been continuous and it has not 
shrunk to so Iowa level. The average catch for t~e last five years is about 10 
per cent of the maximum catch as compared with an average of two or three per 
cent for individual lakeso 

Although the catch began to fall rapidly after an initial peak in 1885, it 
recovered and reached an all-time high in 1895 from which it has followed a 
pattern similar to that of all other sturgeon fisheries except that it has not yet 
reached such a low point. 

TABLE IV. 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ONTARIO PRODUCTION 
CONTRIDUTED BY VARIOUS WATERS AT DIFFERENT PERIODS 

- indicates a production of less than one: 
per cent, usually much below this amount ... 

. 

1880 1885 1895 1905 1915 1925 1935 1945 

Great Lakes 95 98 58 44 61 33 46 24' 
Lake of the Woods 0 0 39 16 34 1 0 
Lake Nipissing 0 0 0 40 0 18 8 ' ·10 

Lake Nipigon 0 0 0 0 0 38 ti 
Other northern 
inland water s 0 0 0 0 0 7 45 62 
Other southern 
inland waters 5 2 3 5 3 1 

1955 

46 
0 

10 

44 

Both of these differences from the history of sturgeon fishedes in indivi-
dual lakes is due to the entrance into the fishery of new waters, not hitherto 
fished. 

Although the great bulk of the early fishery was in the Great Lakes, there 
was from the beginning some catch in other waters. For instance, in 1879, 
8,800 lbs. were taken in the Madawaska and Bonnechere Rivers and in lakes 
in Lanark and Renfrew counties. Fishing in the Stu Lawrence River also began, 
very early.. In the Ottawa, it began at least as early as 1883. Lakes Simcoe 
and Couchiching were fished from 1881 to 1898 during which a total of 136,500 
pounds was taken, (63)0 However, the species seems to have been extinct 
there for many years. 

Fishi ng began in the Lake of the Woods in the ~880's although the Ontari~ 
production did not become significant until 18920 Production, here was so large 
that by 1895 it constituted 39 per cent of the Ontario yield' which reached the 
highest poiiu it ever attained in this year.. By this time, production in the Great 
Lakes was rapidly declining (Fig. 15).. The total Ontario production was parti
ally supported by the opening of Lake Nipissing about 1900 and Lake Nipigon 
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in 1917. The contribution of these virgin lakes is strikingly shown by the fact 
that, in 1905, Nipissing contributed 40 per cent to the total Ontario production 
and Lake Nipigon 38 per cent in 1925, Table IV. As in the case of all other 
fisheries, production soon fell off rapidly, although the Nipissing yield has 
been much better sustained than that of either the Lake of the Woods or Lake 
Nipigon. The temporary cessation of fishing in Nipissing during 1908 to 1917, 
'inclusive, accounts for the relatively high percentage contributed by the Lake 
of the Woods in 1915. 

More recently, production has been extended to waters in the northwestern 
part of the Province, first in the Kenora and Thunder Bay districts, and later in 
Patricia. By 1935, when Lake of the Woods and Nipigon had virtually ceased 
production, and Nipissing was down to eight per cent of the provincial total, 
these northern waters were producing 45 per cent of the Ontario total and by 
1945, 62 per cent of it. However, their production too has been short-lived, 
and many of the waters which gave good yields when first fished have now 
shrunk to relative insignificance. 

Ontario is running out of previously unfished sturgeon waters, and pro
duction will settle down to a relatively low, continuous yield. 

2. Comparison with other Species. 

Sturgeon fisheries are unique in showing a sudden and permanent decline 
to very low levels. Most other species, when fished, while showing some de
cline from primitive abundance, usually give a relatively high yield so long 
as environmental conditions remain favourable. 

It is impossible to get strictly comparable figures for most other species 
for the reason that fisheries for them developed more gradually and at a time 
before adequate statistics were collected, with the result that the earliest 
available statistics do not represent such a vigorous attack on an accumulated 
stock. However, the following figures, which are average catches over five
year periods, indicate that whitefish and lake trout yield a relatively higher 
and more uniform catch than sturgeon, after the fisheries have been in operation 
for some time. These figures represent the catch in both United States and 
Canadian waters, including Georgian Bay. 

TABLE V. 

AVERAGE PRODUCTION FOR CONSECUTIVE FIVE YEAR PERIODS 
OF LAKE HURON STURGEON, LAKE TROUT AND WHITEFISH. 

1896-1900 1901-1905 1906-1910 1911-1915 1916-1920 

Lake Huron 417/7600 120,320 61,900 66,8~0 36,220 
sturgeon 
Lake Huron 5,555,680 6,257,940 6,076,470 5,491,650 5,756,300 
lake trout 
Lake Huron 2,168,360 2,408,040 2,477,170 2,146,525 2,481,340 
whitefish 

While It IS not suggested that these figures accurately represent actual 
numbers of trout and whitefish in the lake, it is suggested that actual popula-
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dons, in order to support a fishery of the magnitude indicated, remained at a 
very much higher level in comparison with original abundance than those of the 
sturgeon did. Since 1940, the trout fisheries have been seriously reduced owing 
to drastically changed. conditions, including the arrival of the sea lamprey. 

3. Factors Affecting Sturgeon Productivity 

While the reasons for the failure of the sturgeon to maintain a higher level 
of production are not fully understood, several features of its life history, as 
well as environmental changes, appear to be important. 

(a) Late Attainment of Commercial Size. While it is not strictly true to say 
that the sturgeon is a slow-growing fish, it does require a much longer time to 
reach a commercial size than most other specieso 

There is no fixed age at which a species reaches a given size. As in
dicated in discussing the growth rate of the sturgeon, this differs markedly 
from one body of water to another; for instance, in the south, they grow much 
more rapidly than in the north. There is no information on differences in growth 
rate of sturgeon from time to time in the same body of water, but it is known 
that this varies widely in some other species. 

The following list of ages at which species enter the fishery in significant 
numbers must therefore be regarded as rough averages. 

Lake Erie lake herring 
Whitefish 
Lake trout 
Lake Huron sturgeon 
Lake Nipigon sturgeon 

2 years 
4 years 
5 years 
10 or 11 years 
26 years 

How this characteristic of the sturgeon affects the productivity of the 
fishery will be discussed below (see Why Did Sturgeon Populations Decline 
so Rapidly?). 

(b) Late Maturity. This subject is discussed above where it is stated that 
of all of our freshwater fish, the sturgeon takes by far the lon~~st to attain 
sexual maturity. The actual age is different in the two sexes arid in different 
waterso The range in age at which sexual maturity is attained in different 
waters is as follows: 

Males 
Females 

12 to 22 years 
14 to 33 years 

(c) Infrequency of Spawning. Attention has already been drawn to the fact 
that female sturgeon do not spawn every year. The frequency of spawning 
varies from place to place, the usual range being from four to seven years bet
ween spawningso 

(d) Unfavourable Environmental Changes. To the above inherent character
istics· of the sturgeon, limiting its reproductive oapacity, have been added 
environmental changes affecting its spawning, hatching and survival. These 
have resulted from ind~strial and other developments. 
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The sturgeon is one of those species that thrive best under conditions 
which obtained before settlement began. In this respect, it resembles other 
species, such as the salmon, which spawn in streams. While the advance of 
civilization has affected conditions in lakes, these changes have not been 
nearly as great as they have been in streams. 

(i) ~ in streams have a detrimental effect on the reproduction of sturgeon 
in many areas. Its habit of spawning among rocks in rapids means that when 
its access to streams is interfered with, reproduction is seriously reduced. 

Very early in the history of settlement, dams to make available water power 
for grist and saw mills probably prevented many sturgeon from reaching their 
spawning grounds. Since the earliest settlement took place on the shores of 
Lake Ontario and Lake Erie, the injurious effect of dams must have been first 
felt in those lakes. By 1798, there were one grist and two saw mills in York 
Township on the shore of Lake Ontario. By the middle of the century, almost 
every stream flowing into this lake from the north had several mills on it. 

These dams are believed to have been a major factor in bringing about 
the extinction of the lake salmon in Lake Ontario. That sturgeon were not also 
eliminated may be due to the fact that the salmon's spawning grounds were in 
the upper reaches of the streams, which the salmon were probably completely 
prevented from reaching, whereas some sturgeon may have been able to spawn 
in the swift water below the lowest dam on a river system. The Niagara River 
may have been used by the sturgeon and not by the salmon. Also, some stur
geon spawn in lakes. 

With the advent of steam power, mills using water wheels and the as
sociated dams began to be abandoned. However, dams, later placed in streams 
to provide hydro-electric power, have interfered with the use of many falls and 
rapids so important as spawning grounds for sturgeon. Although hydro-electric 
developments may not seriously interfere with conditions affecting the spawning 
of sturgeon below some dams, elsewhere the spawning places of sturgeon have 
been completely destroyed. The time at which dams may have affected the 
reproduction of sturgeon has varied from quite early to very recent and, ac
cordingly, has had widely different effects in different places depending on the 
history of power developments in the areas concerned. 

The possible effect of the manipulation of river flow in power development 
is shown by the fact that large sturgeon are known to have been left stranded 
in shallow water below falls when the gates were closed to reserve water. 

(ii) Pollution is another accompaniment of industrial development which has 
been seriously detrimental to sturgeon reproduction in some places. 

Wood fibres escaping from pulp and paper mills are among the commonest 
forms of pollution in many streams to which sturgeon have resorted for spawning. 
Rainy River provides an example of the nature and probable extent of injury 
to sturgeon reproduction, from this cause. The Soo Rapids on this river are 
reported to have been the principal spawning ground of the Lake of the Woods 

sturgeon (32, 29). Carlander, (17) who found that the Rainy River had also 
been an important spawning area for the walleye, reported that in 1945 Hand 
for several years past, these (walleye) spawning beds are buried under a blanket 
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ofl pUlp fibre.') The paper mills at Fort Frances have been in operation since 
1907. 

A stugy of the pollution of the Spanish River in 1950 and 1951 (27) showed 
that deposits of fibre varying in thickness from a fraction of an inch to two 
and one half feet accumulated on tqe bottom during summer, autumn and winter 
in a 20-mile section. below a pulp and paper mill.. Occasionally a raft o(fibres 
two feet and more in thickness would rise to the surface and be carried down
stream. These bottom deposits of fibre were at times scoured out of the river 
by spring floods. 

In spring, floating fibres would be particularly detrimental to the hatching 
of sturgeon eggs which are deposited at this season and remain in the stream 
fer sometime, attached to rocks, stones and other solid objects to which they 
become attached, in virtue of their adhesive nature, when first deposited. While 
still adhesive, the eggs would be particularly susceptible to the accumulation 
of fibres on their surface. There can, therefore, be little doubt that waste 
fibres from pulp mills are seriously detrimental to the reproduction of the stur
geon. 

Wood fibres deposited on-the bottom of lakes and streams are also de
trimental to many of the bottom organisms constituting preferred food of the 
sturgeon, including mayfly nymphs, chlronomid (midge) larvae, aquatic snails 
and clams. In the Spanish River, it was found that all of- these were drastically 
reduced in the first 20 miles below the pulp and paper mill as compared with 
those in the same river above the mill. 

Waste liquor from sulphite paper mills have been shown to be lethal to 
fish life. During the Spanish River study, (27) it was shown that, on two oc
casions, "slugs" of toxic wastes released from the kraft mill killed large 
numbers of fish; on the second occasion, the kill extended to the mouth of the 
river. 

Pollution by other industrial wastes and by domestic sewage has occurred, 
and still occurs, in some places, but little or no information is available as to 
their possible effects on sturgeono 

Bark is another waste from paper mills which must have a detrimental 
effect, especially when it settles on the bottom where the sturgeon gets all 
its food. 

The widespread pollution of riv~rs is suggested by the results of studies 
reported by MacKay (59). 

Bark and waste pulp was found on the bottom of the Sturgeon River below 
the paper mill to the mouth of the river and for some distance into Lake Nip
issing. Vegetation at the water's edge was coated with slime and waste pulp. 
There was an absence of life on the bottom, particularly one mile below the 
mill. 

Below a pulp mill at Timiskaming, bark and waste fibres were carried 
downstream six or seven miles and settled out near Beauchene and beyond for 
some miles. 
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Below Iroquois Falls, the bottom of the river was very dirty with pulp and 
bark for at least six miles. 

Below Smooth Rock Falls, bark and pulp was found for seven miles down
stream, and reported to have extended 12 to 15 miles farther. Vegetation along 
the shore was coated with deposits of pulp. 

At Kenora, waste from a pulp mill polluted the river for about eight miles. 

(iii) Disturbance of Spawning. Reference has been made to sturgeon for
saking the spawning grounds in the Gull River, Lake Nipigon, as a result of 
disturbance. This type of interference with spawning must have been common 
in many places, even in the early days of commercial exploitation, and has 
been continually extending ever since. 

(iv) Where Have Environmental Changes Been Most Serious? Environmental 
changes detrimental to the sturgeon differ widely from one part of its range to 
another. It is quite possible that the extent to which production has declined 
during the history of the fishery in different areas is proportional to environ
mental changes which affect the sturgeon. 

In the Nelson River, where original conditions have been little affected 
by industrial development, the average catch for the last five years for which 
statistics are available is sti~l 13.9 per cent of the maximum catch. In the case 
of Lake Erie, the catch for the last years was 0.3 per cent of the maximum for 
that lake. In the Lake of the Woods, the corresponding figure was .0045 per 
cent. Natural conditions in the Lake Erie area have obviously been destroyed 
to a very much greater extent than on the Nelson River. As to the Lake of the 
Woods, the principal spawning beds have for many years been buried under a 
blanket of pulp fibres (see account of Pollution under The Fishery). The fact 
that, on the Nelson River, the percentage of young fish increased from 1953 to 
1956 suggests that a good deal of reproduction is taking place. The same con
clusion is also suggested by the fact that, after a five year closed period (1948 
to 1952), the catch rose from an average of 10,880 lbs. for the five years im
mediately preceding closure to an average of 27,200 lbso after closure. 

These percentages are not strictly comparable since, on the Nelson River, 
there have been, during the fifty-three years, four closed periods totalling 
twenty-one years, whereas in Lake Erie and the Lake of the Woods, fishing was 

continuous. Nevertheless, it is believed that reproduction on the Nelson River 
has been less seriously interfered with than has been the case of the Lake 
Erie and Lake of the Woods populations. Dams and pollution have not yet 
affected the Nelson River, whereas on Lake Erie and Lake of the Woods en
vironmental, changes have drastically reduced the suitability of these areas 
for the reproduction and, perhaps, also for other phases of the life history of 
the sturgeon. 

The fact that production in Lake Erie has declined to a much greater extent 
than in other Great Lakes is probably a reflection of the greater industrial 
development around this lake as compared with the others. 
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4. Why Did Sturgeon Populations Decline So Rapidly? 

It takes sturgeon much longer than most fish to reach a size at which they 
may be caught. This is, one of the features of this fish responsible for its 
rapid decline when it" is subjected to commercial fishing. How t his comes 
about may perhaps be understood by comparing the harvesting of fish to the 
cutting of trees. 

In a woodlot where no trees have previously been cut, there are usually 
trees of many ages and sizes. Every year, millions of seedlings spring up 
from ,seeds shed by the older trees, but practically all soon die because there 

,is no living room~ Similarly, 'in an unfished population, there are fish of every 
size and ageo Every year, millions of young, are hatched from eggs deposited 
by the mature fish and, as happens in a woodlot, practically none survive, and 
for the same reason-no living room. There is a limit to the number of fish 
that can 'find living room in a body of water at one time, just as there is a 
limit to the 'number of trees that can grow on an area of land. In the case of a 
population offish~. the number that can live' in a body of water is called its 
carrying capacity. 

When a large tree in a woodlot dies or is cut, there IS space for some of 
the seedlings to survive that would otherwise have died" As they grow, more 
and more of -the young die until, by the time one has grown to the size of the 
tr~ that had been removed, the others have lost out in the struggle for exis
tenceo Similarly, when an adult fish dies or has been caught, there is room for 
som~ 'young to survi~e that would otherwise have died early; but, as in the case 

,of trees, only one can find living room as an adult, 

Now, when unnatural death is introduced into the woodlot or water in the 
form of cutting trees or catching fish, more of the seedlings or yt>ung fish sur
vive than, under natural conditionsu If many big trees or fish are removed, 
large numbers of young begin to grow up to take their placesu Since it takes 
~any y~ars for a tree to grow, it will be a long time before there will be as 
many big trees as there were before, Similarly, in the case of sturgeon which 
in some areas take twenty years or more to reach catchable size, the yield of 
sturgeon to fishermen will rapidly fall if large numbers of adults are removed 
thr,?ugh fishing" In the case of lake herrings or whitefish, which reach catch
able size in ~wo to five years, a catch more nearly that of the original is main
tainedo 

This explains 'why the catch of a fish, that takes as long as the sturgeon 
does to reach catchable size, declines so rapidly when it is intensively fished. 

50 Sustained Yield 

If the comparison of a sturgeon' fishery to the cutting of trees in a woodlot 
has any validity, it will be obvious that the number of sturgeon of commercial 
size, which may be removed from a body of water year after year indefinitely, 
i~ 'yery much'~maJler"than the number that can be, taken for a few years after 
the fishery is first exploited,. One of the reasons for this; as discussed above, 
is the munber of years it takes a sturgeon to grow to commercial sizeo Other 
factors, including destruction of habitat conditions necessary for reproduction, 
survival and growth have also been discussed above .. 
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An unlished pop u lat i o n 01 s t u rgeon may be compared t o a s tand 01 m apl e s 

whe re none has ever bee'l cu t. So many years are requi red lo r a maple o r a 

sturgeon to reach market ab l e s i ze t hat only a lew can be h arvested eac h year 

wi t hou t deple t ing t he supply . 
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Another of the features of the sturgeon, which affects its productive capa
city, is that it is adapted to a shallow water habitato The effect of this char
acteristic is illustrated by figures presented in TABLE VI. From this table, 
it is seen that the catch of sturgeon even at the peak of its production in Lake 
Superior, a very deep lake, was only seven pounds per square mile, compared 
to· 522'pourids' per square miles in Lake Erie, a shallow lakeD However, when 
we compare the relative production per square mile of water less that 60 feet 
deep in the tw~ lakes, the comparative figures are Lake Superior 110 pounds, 
Lake Erie 1094 poundso. This means that, comparing total areas, Lake Erie 
was nearly 75 times as productive as Lake Superior, whereas, on the bas.is of 
the area of water less than 60 feet deep, Lake Erie was only ten times as 
productive... Other facta'rs notably temperature, are also involved in bringing 
about these resultso 

TABLE VI. 

MAXIMUM AND RECENT CATCH OF STURGEON PER SQUARE MILE 
OVER THE ENTIRE AREA AND IN RELATION TO THE AREA OF 

WATER LESS THAN 60 FEET DEEP IN DIFFERENT LAKES. 

Lake Superior 
Lake Huron 
Lake Erie 
Lake Ontario 

Maximum Catch 

Entire Area 

7 
45 

522 
77 

60 Fto Water 

110 
222 

1094 
587 

Average Catch 1952-1956 

Entire Area 60 Fto Water 

001 201 
103 604 
106 3.3 
106 1200 

In contrast to the present low yields of sturgeon in the Great Lakes, Lake 
Winnebago in Wisconsin produced an average of a little less than 160 pounds 
per square mile from 1955 to 1959, inclusive, after many years of intensive 
fishing. Lake Winnebago is shallow throughout its entire area, having a max
imum depth of only 21 feeto 

Attention has already been drawn (Table Vo) to the fact that, over a period 
of years, such species as whitefish and lake trout maintain a relatively high 
yield as compared with sturgeono In terms of pounds per square mile, Lake 
Huron produced only 606 pounds of sturgeon from 1891 to 1939, as compared 
with 134 pOQnds of whitefish and 248 pounds of lake trouto Soon after 1939, 
the depredations of the sea lamprey began to seriously affect the productivity 
of the fisheries, especially the lake. trouto While 1891 does not inel ude the 
peak production of sturgeon, the yield of the sturgeon fisheries in that year and 
for sometill!e thereafter were at a relatively high levelo See Figure 150 

From the point of view of management, the question arises as to what 
yield should it be possible to sustain under continuous fishingo In other words, 
what sustained yield is possible under proper management methods. It is quite 
certain that nothing approaching the yields obtained when sturgeon were first 
fished is possible under continuous fishingo 

The fact that sturgeon catches increase so little, after periods of closure 
up to twenty years, suggests that the sustained yield of the fishery is quite 
low; during closure, natural mortality removes most of the annual increment to 
the stock of legal-sized fish. A longer period of closure would probably result 
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in building up a much larger accumulation" Such closures, however, would 
result in economic loss through failure to harvest the fish which otherwise die 
nat ura II y each year 0 

Whether the low production yielded today, by waters that have been fished 
for- many years, is the maximum sustained yield is impossible to determine 
except by long-term experiments.. Such experiments would involve closing the-1 

fishery for perhaps forty of fifty years to determine to what size the population 
co,ld be built up, and the~ fishing under a given quotao Depending on the re-
suIt, the experimental quota could be increased or decreased until a catch was 
found which could be maintained indefinitely. The fact that environmental 
comitions affecting the success of spawning, hatching, survival and growth 

will undoubtedly continue to change in the future, as they have in the past, 
means that the possible sustained yield will also continually change .. 

6.. Value of Present Sturgeon Fishery 

In spite of the fact that the volume of the sturgeon fisheries are now only 
a small percentage of what they once were, they are still a significant item 
in the fisheries of Ontario.. This is due in part to the high price per pound at 
which their flesh sells and to the value of the roe for the making of caviaro 
The standing of the sturgeon in the Ontario fisheries is indicated in the follow
ing tableo 

TABLE VIIo 

VALUES OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SPECIES CONSTITUTING THE 
FISHERIES OF ONTARIO. 

Values are averages for the five years 1955 to 1959 .. 

Yellow Pickerel 
Whitefish 
Perch 
Blue Pickerel 
White Bass 
Lake Trout 
Smelt 
Sturgeon including Caviar 
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$1,783,437 
$1,184,851 
$1,155,176 
$ 926,618 
$ 402,838 
$ 244,859 
$ 219,792 
$ 162,201 



XVII CONSERVATION 

1. Histor y 

There is no more strik ing example of the reckless and wasteful exploitation 
of a natural re source than that of the sturgeono 

We look back with something akin to horror at the way in which the natural 
resource s of the continent were exploited by the pioneers . However, we shou ld 
not condemn them too scrongly; they had no experience to warn therr. of the con
se quence s of their reckless and wasteful methods . The concept of conservation 

or prudent use had not yet arisen o 

The decline oC the s turgeon was not ed as earl y as 1850. Kirtland, (52) an 
Ohio physician and natura list, repocted that , " Whi le the tribut aries of Lake 
E rie a nd the Ohio River we re unobstruct ed with dams a nd were not swept by 
seines, they abounded with large and valuable species of fish which, in their 
vernal migrations, crowded in immense s hoals on the ripples . St urgeons and 

muskel longe often run up the Cuyohoga seve ra l miles . . •••• .. ..•• •• The 
Sturgeon has nearl y forsaken this s hore of the lake . " 

Similar reports continued to be made as set tlement a nd industri a l develop
ment spread After the turn of the cent ury, this concern took on a new note of 
urgency It may be that the s tock-taking natural , in looking back over one 
century a nd forward to a nother, led to a realization of the reckless nes s with 
which ma ny resources had been exploited . 

Tower (104) summed uR what must have been the conclusion of anyone 
familiar wit h the history of. the sturgeon when in 1908 he wrote, lilt seems 
s carcel y comprehensib le that a fi s h so widely distributed through the country, 

s o abundant, and so little used le ss tha n three decades ago, has so rapidl y 
disappeared th at the end i s alread y in sight." 

Simil ar concern at the state of many other re sources led to the initiation of 
a conservation movement of which Gifford Pinchot was a leader. en his book, 
"Breaking New Ground,)I published in 1907 , he defined Conservation as "use 
of the natural re so urce s for the g reates t good of the greatest number for the 

longest time " which i s s till the defin ition accepted by most conservationists g 

T he Pre sident of the United St ates, Theodore Roosevelt, convened a North 
American Conservation Conference on Februa ry 18th, 1909, at which the United 
States, Canada , New foundland a nd Mexico were represented . This confe re nce 
s timulated much activity in conse rvat ion throughout North America ~ In Canada, 
a Nat ional Conservation Comm ission was created in 1910 and functioned until 

192!. 

At le a s t three commi ss ion s for the s tudy of fisherie s problems were set 
up at t hi s time, vjz~ , a n International Fis heries Commission between Canada 
and the United Scat es, an Ont ario Game and Fis heries Commission a nd a Mani
toba Fi s heries Commission. 
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The purpose of the International Commission was to bring about uuniform 
and effective measures for the protection, preservation and propagation of the 
food fishes in the waters contiguous to the Dominion of Canada and the United 
Stateso JJ A convention for these purposes was signed at Washington on April, 
11th, 1908, (15). 

In the matter of sturgeon conservation, the International Commission pro
posed that Canada and the United States should carry out a total prohibition of 
of sturgeon fishing in the boundary waters along the international border for a 
period of four years. A Code of Regulations, embodying this and other measures 
for the management of the fisheries, was agreed on. 

During the following session of the Canadian Parliament, the Fisheries 
Act was amended to enable these regulations to be proclaimed, but the United 
States Congress failed to approve the regulations and to provide the necessary 
legislation to enable them to be enforced in that country, (16). 

This was not the first International Commission that had tried to secure 
agreement on means for the better management of the fisheries in bO\.Wldary 
waters between Canada and the United Statesu A Commission which operated 
from 1892 to 1896 (50) had as its objectives 

L Prevention of destructive methods of fishing. 
2. Prevention of pollution and obstruction of watersu 
30 Adoption of close seasons 
40 Restocking, replenishing and other means of preserving 

and increasing "fish production. 

Among the measures recommended in the case of sturgeon were: 

All sturgeon measuring less than four feet long taken by any 
means should be returned to the water. 

Taking sturgeon by means of naked hooks or grapnels should 
be prohibited. 

Restriction of the number of nets to be used in fishing for 
sturgeon" 

Fishing for sturgeon in Rainy River, except for domestic use 
should be prohibited. 

While it was admitted that a close season covering the spawning season 
could not fail to be beneficial, in order to be effective it would require (because 
of the lack of detailed knowledge at that time) to begin at such a date and to 
be continued for so long a time as to interfere with the entire spring and early 
summer fishery which was the most profitable in the yearo 

We have been unable to discover how many of these measures were im
mediately adoptedo In 1903, a federal Order-in-Council was passed, fixing the 
minimum size for sturgeon at four feet, and prohibiting the taking of sturgeon 
by bare hooks and by grappling ironsu However, the Ontario Department of 
Fisheries, which took over administration of the Ontario fisheries in 1898, 
decided not to enforce regulations with reference to size and close season 
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until such time as the States bordering on the Great Lakes might pass similar 
legislationo To this day, there is no close season in most of the Great Lakeso 

In addition to these attempts to secure international agreement which dealt 
with all of the boundary waters between Canada and the United States, many 
international conferences have been held in efforts to procure uniform legis
lation for· the protectIon of Great Lakes fisheries.. A partial history of these 
efforts is contained in a supplement to the report of the International Board of 
Inquiry for the Great Lakes Fisheries established in 1940, (48) .. 

We have determined that at least 18 meetings between Ontario officials 
and those of States bordering on the Great Lakes were held, between 1891 and 
and 1938, before an International Board of Inquiry for the Great Lakes Fisheries 
was created in 19400 

At least on two occasions, 1917 and 1933, agreement among the officials 
concerned resulted in Orders-in-Council being passed at Ottawa declaring a 
close period of four and five years respectively for sturgeon fishing on Lake 
Erie, providing similar regulations were passed by the States bordering on Lake 
Erieo In neither case was the necessary legislation passed and enforced by all 
of the stateso 

So far as common regulations are concerned, the 1940 International Board 
of Inquiry recommended that "insofar as investigation shows fisheries to be 
dependent upon a common stock or to have the same conditions, regulations 
for management of these fisheries be formulated and tested by a common or 
joint agencyo" 

The Ontario Game and Fisheries Commission, 1909-1911, made a number of 
extreme and far-reaching recommendations, (70). Their two basic assumptions 
were: "Under economic management, these fisheries could have been made a 
permanent asset of enormous value to their owners" and HIn the hands of the 
ordinary commercial net fishermen, no matter in what class of water, the pursuit 
of the fish results in its rapid disappearance, and it would, therefore, seem 
advisable to debar the net fishermen, totally or in part, from profiting by the 
capture of this fish, for where there was little or no profit to themselves to be 
derived from its capture, they could at least be counted on not deliberately to 
pursue ito" 

Recommendations of the Final Report of the Commission published in 1912 
included the following:-
(1) That the sturgeon be declared a perquisite of the Crown, and that com
mercial fishing for the sturgeon be prosecuted, in such waters as may be deemed 
desirable, by or under the immediate direction of Government officials, the 
expenses being borne by the Government; and the fish sold for the benefit of 
of the public Treasury .. 
(2) That where, under the ordinary commercial fishing license a sturgeon is 
inadvertently captured and cannot be returned uninjured to the waters, it be 
required of the licensee to ship forthwith to the nearest government fish agency 
at the expense of the government .. 
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(3) That illegal trading in sturgeon be punished by a fine of $100.00 for the 
first offence on each of the parties concerned, together with the cancellation 
of the licences, if any, under which either or both parties are conducting their 
business. 
(4) That in certain localities where the sturgeon is one of the principal foods 
of the Indians, the above provisions be relaxed so as to allow of the Indians 
taking this fish for their own use in the vicinity of their reservations or habita
tions, but that under no circumstances shall Indians so privileged be allowed 
to trade or barter the fish outside of their reservationso 
(5) That special attention be paid to restocking the Canadian waters of the 
Great Lakes and of the Lake of the Woods with sturgeon. 
(6) That all trading, trafficking in, or shipping of the roes of the sturgeon or 
whitefish, or of black caviar composed of or secured from the roes of sturgeon 
or any other fishes of the Province whatsoever, be prohibited throughout the 
Province, excepting when such roes or caviar shall have first been secured 
from a duly authorized Government official and a certificate for the same issued; 
and that any infringement of this regulation be punishable by a fine of not less 
than 8100.00 on each of the parties concerned, together with a cancellation of 
the licence, if any, under which either or each of the parties concerned are 
conducting their business." 

The Manitoba Fisheries Commission recommended (62) the prohibition of 
the export of sturgeon and caviar from the Province. 

At the time these Commissions were studying the fisheries, two ideas 
appear to have dominated thinking about the sturgeon;-

I. It could have been made a .permanent fishery of great 
value; and that 

2. Unless some drastic action to protect the sturgeon were 
taken it would become extinct. 

Results of measures taken with special reference to the sturgeon, illumin
ated by accumulating knowledge of fisheries in general, has shown how ill
founded early measures and proposals wereo 

In Canada, Prince, (72) Commissioner of Fisheries, reported in 1896 that 
the methods of protection and restoration adopted by the Department of Marine 
and Fisheries were;-

1. Close seasons, preventing the capture of spawning fish; 
2. Fishing licences, specifying the kind of net, amount, 

mesh, etc.; 
3. Prohibition of obstructions, pollution, etco; 
4. Protection of spawning grounds, spawn, immature fish, 

etc. 
5. Artificial fish culture, as a means of supplementing 

natural reproduction, and introducing fish into new 
waters. 

·Experience has shown that some of these techniques are important while 
others are of doubtful value. 
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2. Conservation Techniques. 

Efforts to conserve the sturgeon have followed the same pattern as in the 
case of most other fish and wildIifeo Historically, the order in which manage
ment measures have usually been taken are: 

1. Restrictions on the catch including a size limit; 
2. Close seasons; 
3. Artificial replenishment; 
4. Preservation of the habitat. 

The following quotations make it clear that at the time the greatest con
cern was being expressed over the rapid and drastic decline of sturgeon fish
eries, most of the emphasis was placed on. restrictive measures. 

The United States, Commissioner of Fisheries, in his report for 1890-94 in 
discussing how the supply of sturgeon in Lake Ontario could be preserved, 
suggested three measures;- legal restrictions on the capture of immature fish; 
protection of adults during the spawning season; and artificial propagation. 
In his 1913 report, (96) he said that what was demanded was a closure for at 
least ten years. He also suggested the introduction of one of the Russian 
species. 

(a) Licensing. Limiting the nunlber of those permitted to fish sturgeon, 
through licensing a limited number of fishermen, is one of the devices early 
adopted in efforts to limit the catch. The first license for the taking of sturgeon 
in Ontario appears to have been instituted in 19150 Licensing, in itself, is not 
effective in limiting the catch so long as the catch permitted under license is 
is not fixed. 

If stocks decline in size and fishing techniques become more effective, 
fewer fishermen can profitably exploit the fishery. The question arises-which 
of several fishermen should be permitted to retain licences in the interest of 
economy and efficiency. Economic and sociological, as well as biological, 
problems are thus involvedo 

Unless the number of licensees is reduced, the situation is likely to arise 
where they take the attitude: c'What do I care for conserving for the future or 
for somebody else? I intend to live and get all I can now." This attitude leads 
to violations of regulations in efforts to make a living where this cannot be 
done legally by all licensees. 

(b) Size Limitsu Limiting the size, at which fish may be legally caught, 
has been one of the devices adopted in efforts to increase the yield of a fishery. 

The theory on which the value of permitting fish to grow to a large size 
before being caught, made two assumptions,-

I. By permitting fish to remain in the water to grow, a 
greater weight of fish would be available for capture. 

20 If fish are caught before they have grown to the size 
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at which they begin to spawn, reproduction is inter
fered withQ 

The first of these assumptions overlooks the possibility that natural mort
ality may outweigh increase in weight. If one hundred two-pound fish have 
been reduced through natural death to sixty by the time the fish have reached a 
weight of three pounds, a loss of twenty pounds has been sustained. In the 
case of some species, there is good reason for believing that mortalities in 
excess of the order assumed in the above example actually occur but we have 
no knowledge of \he mortality of sturgeon at different ages and sizes. 

So far as weight is concerned, fish should be taken before loss in weight 
through natural mortality is greater than gain in weight through growth. There 
is, however, a size below which each species cannot be profitably marketed. 
To determine the size at which fish should be harvested therefore requires 
knowledge of at least three factors-growth rate, natural mortality rates and 
market price at different sizes. For few, if any, species is all this information 
available. 

In 1922, the minimum size of sturgeon was fixed at 42 inches, measured 
from the point of the nose to the centre of the tail. In 1927, an exception was 
made in the case of sturgeon in Lake St. Francis and the Ottawa River where 
the minimum size was fixed at 36 inches. A new method of measuring length 
applicable to dressed sturgeon was adopted in 1954. See tabulation of fishery 
regulations under Conservation. 

With reference to the second of the assumptions mentioned above, it was 
long believed that the legal size at which a species might be caught should be 
fixed so as to permit females to spawn at least once before being subject to 
capture. One difficulty in administering such a regulation is that the same 
species reaches sexual maturity at different sizes in different bodies of water, 
so that a size regulation which permitted a species to spawn at least once in 
one body of water would not do so in another. 

If enough individuals escape capture to produce all the young .necessary 
to replace those removed by natural death, plus fishing, it does not matter at 
size they are permitted to be caught. The size limit should be that which per
mits the maximum poundage to be taken in view of the rate of weight increase, 
the mortality rate and number necessary to produce enough eggs to maintain the 
population. In the case of the sturgeon, we lack the last two of these pieces 
of information. 

Evidence is now available to suggest that even in fairly heavily fished 
waters, in which regulations permit the taking of a species before it reaches 
spawning size, enough escape and reach spawning size to produce all the young 
necessary to maintain good fishing, provided conditions for the successful 
spawning, hatching and growth of the species are favourable. Such conditions 
as temperature, food supply, predators and others do not appear to be favourable 
every yearo 
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There are still other factors which determine the size at which fish may be 
most advantageously caught" One is the price at which fish of different sizes 
sell. If big fish sell for more than small fish, it may pay to leave them in the 
water even if the total poundage is less at the larger size. 

The problem is complicated, in the case of sturgeon, because of the high 
price at which their eggs sell when made into caviar. The size of fish pro
ducing eggs and the weight of eggs produced by fish of different sizes, there
fore, have a bearing on the fixing of the weight at which sturgeon may most 
profitably be caughtu 

(c) Close Seasons are of two lcinds,-
Iv Annual close season (a) to limit the catch and/or 

(b) to protect the fish at spawning time. 
2u Closure of the fishery for a period of years. 

Reducing the length of the open season will not in itself restrict the catch 
unless, at the same time, the amount of effort as represented by the extent of 
gear used or other factors contributing to the number of fish caught in a unit of 
time are also controlled. The significant factor is the number of fish caught 
and not the length of time it takes to catch them. 

Close seasbns, designed to protect fish during the spawning season, are 
desirable if fishing so disturbs the fish that they desert the spawning grounds 
and fail to spawn. Otherwise, catching fish at spawning time is no more object
ionable than taking them at any other time. So far as number of eggs available 
for spawning is concerned, it makes no difference whether the female is killed 
the day before she spawns, a week before she sl'awns or a month or more before 
she spawns. 

The sturgeon is said to be unusually timid especially at spawning time and 
to abandon its spawning grounds if disturbed at that time. There is also evid
ence that, if the eggs are not deposited, they disintegrateu It is therefore pos
sible that a close season at spawning time is desirable in the case of the 
sturgeon. The fact that the value of the eggs for making caviar adds so greatly 
to the value of the sturgeon fishery and that fish with eggs suitable for making 
caviar can be taken much more readily on the spawning grounds, led fishermen 
to pursue them vigorously at that time. 

In 1903, an Order-in-Council passed at Ottawa prohibited fishing for stur
geon during May and June. In 1927, the close season in Ontario waters other 
than the Great Lakes was changed to June 1st to June 30th. No close season 
was designated for the Great Lakes and connecting. waters. In 1954, the dates 
of the close season were changed to May 15 to June 14th .. 

Closure of the sturgeon fishery for a period of years was formerly con
sidered necessary to permit the population to return to something like its orig
inal abundance., For instance, the United States Commissioner of Fisheries 
said in 1914, (96) "What is demanded in every State in which these fishes exist, 
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or have existed, is absolute prohibition of capture or sale for a long term of 
years, certainly not less than ten. To advocate any less radical treatment 
would only be trifling with the situation." It was hoped that such a close 
season would permit the population to build up to a much higher level, and that 
some form of management would then enable it to give greater annual yields 
than those then being realized. 

Another form of close season is complete closure every other year, as is 
now practised in some Wisconsin lakes. This is equivalent to reducing an 
annual close season to one half. It is doubtful if it has any other value so far 
as conservation is concerned. 

Experience has not fulfilled the expectations on which most of the closures 
were made. Lake Nipissing, Ontario, was closed for a period of ten years 
(1908-1917) without any evidence of improvement. The average catch for five 
years before closure was 144,856 lbs. and, after closure, 88,138 lbs. 

A twenty-one year closure of Lake Michigan (1929-1950) had no apparent 
effect on production. In the three years preceding the closed season, the 
average annual catch amounted to 2,282 Ibs. In 1951-1954, the average was 
2,732 lbs. (108) 

A ten-year closed period in Manitoba, beginning in 1927, was insufficient 
to permit the fishery to recover (45). During this period, the fishery was chiefly 
in the southern part of the Province. 

Failure of most fisheries to recover during a close period up to twenty 
years is probably due to the fact that in some waters it takes a sturgeon that 
long or longer to reach a size at which it may be legally caught, so that fish 
hatched at the beginning of such a close season only begin to enter the fishery 
when it is opened again. There is also the possibility that conditions for 
successful reproduction have been so interfered with that natural mortality 
removes most of those hatched before they reach commercial size. 

There are suggestions, however, that in some waters, especially those in 
which reproduction has not been seriously interfered with, closing the fishery 
for a period of years may be beneficial. On the Nelson River, Manitoba, the 
catch rose from an average of 10,880 IbsQ for the five years immediately pre
ceding closure to an average of 27,200 lbs. after closure from 1948 to 1952. 
In this area, conditions for spawning are essentially the same as they have 
always been .. 

In Michigan, sturgeon were completely protected in all state waters from 
1929 to 1950, inclusive. According to Gerald E. Eddy, Director of the Michigan 
Department of Conservation, nIt is apparent that these fish did increase in 
number. Spawning fish were evident in streams, and commercial fishermen 
reported that they took small sturgeon in their nets." 

(d) Prevention of Overfishing. Many of the devices that have been tried, 
in efforts to maintain or increase the number of fish available to be harvested, 
have had as their objective the maintenance of a sufficiently large spawning 
population to assure that enough young are produced. This objective has 
usually been described as an attempt to pre'!'ent over-fishing. 
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Comparing a fish population to a stand of trees helps us to realize that, 
if conditions remain favourable. a few trees or fish will produce enough seeds 
or eggs to provide all the young that can find living room in a woodlot or body 
of watero One mature tree usually produces enough seeds to cover a large area, 
and the number of eggs produced by most fish is so great that, if conditions for 
hatching and survival are favourable, a few spawners will produce all the young 
that can- find living room. 

In the open waters of lakes and the sea, the removal of so many adults as 
to affect reproduction is not usually to be feared. Under such conditions, 
fishing usually becomes unprofitable before the population is reduced to the 
point when not enough eggs are available to produce all the young needed to 
fill up the habitat if conditions remain favourableo 

That this conclusion has the support of authoritative fishery biologists is 
indicated by the following statement of Beverton and Holt (10) in a book in 
which they brought together the results of all the studies bearing on the dy
namics of exploited fish populationso They wrote, lCThe general indications 
from the behaviour of many species are that there is no marked relationship 
between the abundance of spawners and the number of recruits within the range 
of population size for which data are available." Because of characteristics 
peculiar to some species, they are no doubt more susceptible to over-fishing 
than mosto 

Although fishing, even in heavily fished waters, may seldom reduce the 
spawning population below the number needed to produce all the young that can 
be accommodated, the danger of overfishing cannot be overlooked. It is most 
likely to occur when a spawning population from an open lake or the sea crowds 
into a river, as in the case of salmon. Here the population is exposed to de
struction in a very restricted areao Although some sturgeon are bel ieved to 
spawn on beaches, most appear to enter streams where they may be exposed to 
heavy exploitation at spawning timeo 

However, so many of the spawning places formerly used by sturgeon have 
been destroyed by dam$, pollution and other conditions detrimental to their 
reproduction, that even a larger population could p~obably not spawn to ad
vantage in many of the sites which they formerly usedo The maintenance of 
habitar suitable for a species is therefore the most effective of all conservation 
measureso 

(e) Artificial Replenishmento Belief in the efficacy of planting hatchery
reared young in maintaining or increasing fish stocks was still widely held at 
the time sturgeon populations had drastically declined. The point of view 

held in 1892 is reflected in the statement of the U. S. Commissioner of F ish
eries, who suggested, (94) "(1) that legal restrictions should be placed on the 
capture of immature fish, and that adult individuals should be protected during 
the spawning season; and (2), that artificial propagation should be resorted 
to,," As to the expediency of enacting more fishery laws for Lake Ontario, he 
agreed there might be considerable differenc:e of opinion, c'but in regard to the 
desirability of carrying out the second suggestion there can be no doubt." 
For a statement of the place of artificial fish culture in maintaining fish stocks, 
see Experiments in Artificial Propogation. 
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(f) Introduction of Exotic Species.. One of the methods widely employed for 
adding to the biological productivity of an area, where environmental changes 
incident to clearing of the land and industrial development have made it un
suitable for native species, is the introduction of exotics.. It was for this reason 
that brown trout were brought to southern Ontario when streams became warmer 
and otherwise less suited to the requirements of the native brook trout.. How
ever, disastrous results have arisen from the introduction of some of these 
exotic species, e.g .. , the carp, 

As long ago as 1872, the possible value of introducing the steder (Ad
penser ruthenus), a Russian freshwater species, was suggested (67). Later it 
was proposed (96) that, etA possible relief may be afforded through the trans
planting in our waters of young sturgeon from other countries.. A supply of 
young fish of a very desirable species inhabiting the Danube River and the 
Caspian Sea has been kindly offered by the Roumanian Government." 

In view of the number of cases in which the introduction of exotic species 
has had disastrous results, every possible effort should be made to determine 
the probable consequence s of the proposed introduction. 

(g) Preservation of Habitat. It is now agreed, by those concerned with the 
maintenance of fish and wildlife populations, that the most important single 
factor in conservation is maintenance of conditions necessary for the reproduG:
tion, survival and growth of each species, The importance of this factor was, 
however, seldom mentioned in early discussions of ways to conserve the stur
geon. Most of the emphasis was on overfishing. In Tower's 1909 discussion of 
The Passing of the Sturgeon, (104) there is not one word about the possible 
effect of man-made changes in the waters. Neither does Smith, V .. S. Com
missioner of Fisheries, who discussed the decline of sturgeon fisheries in his 
1890 and 1913 reports, (94, 96) mention the possible effect of habitat changes. 

Kelly Evans, Ontario Game and Fish Commissioner 1909-1911, recorded 
(70), that, etVarious reasons have been advanced from time to time to account 
for the decrease in the fisheries, some maintaining that the increased shipping 
on the waters was largely responsible; and others that it was due mainly to the 
pollution of spawning beds and feeding grounds, owing to the sewage poured 
into the lakes, and other deleterious matter carried into them by streams boast
ing mills and manufactories on their banks .. " However, he adds, uDoubtless, 
each of these causes has played its part, but all experts seem now to be agreed 
that, without question, the main and outstanding reason has been and is over-

fishing. U The role of overfishing and the nature and extent of habitat changes 
affecting the sturgeon have been discussed above. There can be no doubt that 
these habitat changes have very seriously reduced the capacity of our waters 
to produce sturgeon through preventing access to spawning grounds, interfering 
with hatching of eggs, reducing the abundance of bottom organisms on which 
sturgeon feed, and in other ways.. It is likely that, with the continued growth 
of industry, our waters will become increasingly unfavourable for sturgeon. 
Something should. be done to reduce pollution, but dams and other changes 
involved in hydro-electric power development may be permanent unless atomic 
power makes hydro-electric power ?bsolete. In the foreseeable future, our 
sturgeon fisheries are not likely to improve and may decline still further as a 
result of man-made changes in our waters. This is one of the prices we pay 
for industrial expansiono 
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3. Management In Wisconsin 

Studies to determine the maximum take of sturgeon which may be permitted, 
year after year indefinitely, have been under way in a number of lakes in Wis
consin, (74, 89, 90, 112, 113, 114, 115). 

The lakes involved form a chain and include Winnebago, the largest inland 
lake in the State, having an area of 137,708 acres (215 sqo miles). Three other 
lakes (Poygan, Winneconne and Butte des Morts) have a combined area of 
18,761 acres (29 sq. miles). Winnebago is the lowest lake of the series and 
has a maximum depth of 21 feet. The three smaller, upstream lakes have a 
maximum depth of 11 feet or less. These lakes appear to be quite productive, 
as compared with most other waters in which sturgeon occpr .. 

Spearing, the only legal method of fishing, has been carried on for many 
years in Lake Winnebago, but in the upper lakes has only been permitted since 
1952. 

...... .... 1 

Fishing is carried on through the ice in winter, usually in February. spear-\ . 
ing is done in 13 to 16 feet of water from shanties, placed over holes in the ice, 
over large mud flats which are the feeding grounds of the sturgeon. Decoys are 
suspended from the hole. They usually resemble small fish, eight to 16 inches \ 
in length, painted a variety of colours, but many other objects are used, includ- ~ 
ing oranges, lemons, ears of corn, and tin canso ~ 

Before 1955, estimate of the harvest were based on creel census cards. 
Because of the poor return of these cards and their questionable accuracy, a 
registration system was initiated in 1955. Spearers are required. to register 
each sturgeon speared at an official registration station where the length and 
weight are recorded and a fin bone for age determination taken. The fish is 
then tagged with a registration tag. In addition, numbers of sturgeon are caught, 
tagged and returned to the water.. From a consideration of the number of these 
latter sturgeon which are subsequently speared by fishermen, the number of 
sturgeon in each of the lakes has been estimated, as well as the percentage 
taken each year. A reward of $10.00 is offered for the return of tags. 

The nature of ahe conclusions drawn from these studies is indicated by the 
fact that, in 1941, there was a bag limit of five sturgeon per season, but this 
has been steadily reduced until, at present, the limit is one per season. The 
minimum size of fish which may be caught has in the same time been raised 
from 30 to 40 inches, total length, measured to the tip of the upper lobe of the 
caudal fin. The length of the season has also been reduced. There is now an 
open season of 19 days every year on Lake Winnebago. On the upper smaller 
lakes there is a three-day season every other year. Other conclusions based 
on these studies are as follows:-

The occurrence of considerable numbers of young fish indicates that re
production is taking place.. A six per cent recruitment into the fishery was 
indicated by age studies of fish registered in 1955 from Lake Winnebago. Re
cru.itment estimates for Lakes Poygan and Winneconne, based on ages of fish 
registered from these lakes in 1955, 1956 and 1957, averaged 8.1 per cent, 
The recruitment estimates refer to the number of fish that enter the size-range 
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of fish harvested each year. The reason the percentage is higher for the upper 
lakes is because the size-range and age of fish harvested in these lakes is 
smaller and younger. These recruitment estimates are considered to be some
what lower than the true figures for the reason that faster growing fish of an 
age group are harvested before the slower growing fish of the same age group 
reach leg~1 size. 

The number of fish occurring in the lakes has been estimated on the basis 
of returns of tagged fisho They, therefore, refer only to legal-sized fish, that 
is, thQ,Se at least 40 inches longo The number estimated as occurring in Lake 
Winnebago is given in the following table. The first number is based on the 
assumption that none of the tags is lost by sturgeon; the number in parentheses 
is the estimate based on the assumption that 10 per cent of the tags are lost. 
The first estimate each year is based on fish tagged during the year just prior 
to that in which they were speared. 

1955 

1956 

1957 

20,700 (18,800) 
29,400 (26,500) 
12,700 (I1,300) 
15,900 (14,400) 
12,500 (11,300) 
16,700 (15,000) 

The first estimate is probably more accurate because it minimizes the tag loss. 

The corresponding figures for Lakes Poygan and Winneconne are:-

1955 
1956 
1957 

5,180 (4,603) 
3,970 (3,782) 
3,750 (3,366) 

The percentage of legal-sized fish taken each year has varied widely 
From 1953 through 1957, from 11 per cent to 14 per cent of the maximum number 
of tagged fish available each year in Lakes Poygan and Winneconne were 
caught each spearing season" In 1957, the catch of tagged sturgeon in Lake 
Winnebago indicated a 7.6 per cent harvest of legal-sized fish. 

Tagging studies indicate that the populations of Lake Winnebago, on the 
one hand, and of the smaller lakes on the other, are as- discrete as if the pop
ulations were in two land-locked lake-so This means that these bodies of water 
must be managed on a separate basiso 

From 1955 to 1959, inclusive, Lake Winnebago produced a total of 3,652 
fish weighing 169,941 Ibs .. , which is an average of a little less than 0.25 lbs. 
per acre. 

Bag limits, size limits and establishment of refuge areas are not effective 
in significantly reducing the harvest.. The length of the season is the most 
"effective methodo It is considered that size limits would be effective if they 
were practicableo Because of the difficulty of estimating the size of fish under 
water by sight, spearers reportedly spear fish less than the legal length of 
40 incheso These are assumed to be returned; many probably do not survive 
the spear wounds It is believed that 40 inches is somewhat shorter than 
would be ideal for a sustained yield, management harvest. 
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4.. Conclusion 

For reasons already discussed (see Causes of Low Productivity), the 
sturgeon will give only a relatively small sustained yield. We still do not 
have information'adequate to enable us to decide whether, under different 
man~gement policies, higher continuous yields. than those now being realized 
could be attained. There is reason to doubt, however, whether much, if any, 
larger suStained yields are possible than those now being secured in waters 
where' conditions are still essentially primitiveg Where natural conditions 
favourable to the sturgeon have been s~riously interfered with, only very low 
yields can be expected. 
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5. Fishery Regulations 

TABLE VITI. 

MINIMUM SIZE, CLOSE AND OPEN SEASON, LEGAL FISHING METHODS 
AND NUMBER OF STURGEON THAT MAY BE CAUGHT IN DIFFERENT AREAS. 

Minimum Legal Number 
Total Fishing Permitted 
Length or Methods to be 

Area Weight Season Caught 

ONT·ARIO - Great Lakes 42,,1 No closed season ) ) 

and connecting ) ) 

waters. )Pound nets; ) 

36,,2 
)Trap nets; ) 

Lake St. Francis ·dosed: May 15 to )Gill-nets; )No limit 

and Ottawa River June 14. )Set lines ) 

42,,1 
) ) 

Elsewhere dosed: May 15 to ) ) 

June 14. ) ) 

Areas as above None Season as above Angling by 1 per day 

rod, hook and 

line 

QUEBEC - Lake Abitibi 36" No closed season ) 

District ) 

)Hoop nets; 
St. Lawrence River 28" dosed: May 15 to )Gill-nets No limit 

June 14. )Weirs; 

)Night lines. 

Elsewhere 36" dosed: May 15 to ) 

June 14. ) 

MANITOBA - Lake Winni- 18 lbs. Open: June 1 to 12ft gill- No limit 
peg round Aug. 8 nets 

weight 

An area on Churchill " Open: June 10 to " Quota of 

River August 8 10,000 lbs. 

Elsewhere It Open: June 10 to .. Quota of 
August 8 25,000 lbs. 

in each of 

8 areas 

Throughout Manitoba None Open: June 15 to Angling 

March 31. 1 per day_ 

10 25" measured from the most posterior limit of the gill opening to the point 
where the posterior edge of the dorsal fin joins the flesh of the body, or 23.'" 
measured from the mid-lateral point of the anterior cut edge of the sk1n to a 
point where the posterior edge of the dorsal fin joins the flesh of the bodyo 

20 23" or 21" measured as \Ulder 10 
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Minimum Legal Number 

Total Fishing Permitted 

Length or Met~ods to be 

Area 
" 

Weight Season Caught 

SJ\SKATCH,EW AN -

Cumberland -House ) 

area Saskatchewan ) 

River ~~age and 40" )] une 5 - Sept. 30 12" mesh Quota of 

Sandy Bay area of ) gill-nets 22,000Ibs. 
Churchill River ) 

system ) 

Throughout Province None First Saturday in Angling 1 per day; 

" 
May to March 31. bag limit 2. 

ALBERTA No open season None None 
Total prohibition 

of taking sturgeon 

has been in effect 

for fifteen years. 

MINNESOTA -

St. Croix River and '30" Closed: Nov. 1 to ) 

its tributaries April 30 ) 

)Angling 1 per day 
Minnesota-Canada None Closed: June 1 to ) 

boundary ~aters June 30. ) 

Elsewhere in inland No open season 

waters and in Lake 

Superior 

WISCONSIN -

Lake ~innebago 40" Open only 19 days Spearing 1 per 

in F~bruary. season 

Upper lakes of Fox ,40" Open only 3 days Spearing 1 per 

and Wolf River in February every season 
, , 

system other year 

Other inland waters 40" Sept. 5-0ct. 15. Hook and 1 per 
and in lakes Michigan line. season 
and Superior 

" 

Wi sconsin-Michigan 30" Sept. 5-0ct. 15. Hook and 2 per 
boundary waters line season 

Wi sC,onsip-Io,wa No open season. 
boundary' waters 

Wisconsin-Minnesota 30" April 30 - Oct. 31 Hook and 1 per day 
boundarY waters. line. 

" , 
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Minimum Legal Number 

Total Fishing Permitted 

Length or Methods to be 

Area Weight Season Caught 

MlOUGAN 42" Open February Hook and } 

Inland Waters line; } 

spearing } 

in certain } 

waters }Except in 

} commercial 

Great Lakes and Pound nets; }fishing, 

connecting waters 42" No closed trap nets; )creel 

season. gill-nets; }limit is 

set hook }2 per. 

lines, }season. 
baited or } 

unbaited; } 

hook and } 

line. } 

} 

Lake St. Clair 42" Through the Spearing; } 

and St. Marys, ice. bow and } 

St. dair and arrow. } 

Detroit Rivers } 

OHIO None No closed season Angling No limit 

PENNSYL V ANlA 48" No closed season Pound nets No limit 

Trap nets 

Gill-oets 

Set lines 
Hook and 
line angling. 

NEW YORK 42" No closed season Licensed No limit 

nets not less 
than 10" mesh, 
licensed bait 
or traplines, 
angling. 

VERMONT None Closed: July 16 Gill-nets No limit 
to April 14. (mesh not less 

than II tt stret-
ched), angling. 



I. STURGEONS OF THE WORLD 

The most recent list of the sturgeons of the wodd (60) contains 25 specieso 
Of these, 18 belong to the same genus (Acipenser) as our lake sturgeon; two 
are in the genus (~) to which the largest of all sturgeons belongs; two are 
shovelnose sturgeons (scaphirhynchus); and three are, Pseudoscaphirhynchuso 

The list is as follows: 

1. Acipenser 

A •. baeri Brandt. Siberian Sturgeon 

a freshwater species, sometimes semi-migratory; found in river Lena" 
Kolyma, Ob, Taz··and lakes Baikal a'nq Zaisano ·A hybrid Ao baeri X Ao 
ruthenus is said to' frequent all the Siberian rivers tributary to the Arctic 
Ocean. particularly in the Yeniseyo 

A. brevirostrum Le Sueur. Shortnose Sturgeon 
Anadromous; 'east coast of North America from the Gulf of Maine to Florida? 

A. fulvescens f?afinesque. ,Lake Sturgeon 
Freshwaters of North America including Mississippi, Great Lakes including 
Sto Lawrence and Hudson Bay drainage basins .. 

A. guldenstaedti Brandt. 

Anadromous; found in the BI ack Sea,. Sea of Azov and Caspian Sc;a; ~nter
ing the principal rivers which flow into them inclUding Danube, Dnieper, 
Don, Volga and Kuroo 

A. medirostns Ayres. Green Sturgeon 
Migratory; entering rive~s on the west coast of North America from San 
Francisco northward; also in the rivers of China and Japano 

A. nacarii Bonapatie 

Rare in the high Adriatico 

A. nudiventrisLotletzky 

Migratory; the oruy sturgeon found in the Aral Sea; rare in the Black Seao 
and Sea of Azov from which it enters the D~nube and Don; from the Caspian 
Sea a fe~ ascend the Volga, m~re abundantly the Oura, Kura and other 
southern rivers •. 

A. oxyrhynchus, Mitchill. Atlantic Sturgeon 
An ach;omous; east coast of North America from Labrador to the Gulf of 
Mexico .. 

A.. primigenius Chalicov. 

Caspian Sea, ascending the Volga river. 

A. ruthenus Linna·eus. Sterlet 
Freshw'ater,' bUt 'enters brackish water in the northern part of the Caspian 
Sea; rivers of Siberia including Ob, Yenisey and Lena; rivers tributary to 
the Black Sea and Sea of Azov including Danube, Dnieper, Don and Volga 
tributary to the Caspian Sea; said to occur in Gulf of Quarneroo 

A. shrenki Brandt. Amur Sturgeon 
Fresh and brackish water; basin of the Amur; also in Sea of Okhotsk. 

A. sinensis Gray. 
In the basins of the Yang-tse-kiang, Min and Liao-ho in north-eastern Chinao 
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A. dabryanus Dumeril. 
Rare; oruy in the Yang-tse-kiang river of China .. 

A. micadoi Hilgendorf. 

Rare; J apanu 

A. kikucbii Jordan and Snyder. 

Rare; Japan. 

A. stellatus Pallas 

Rivers of the Black Sea and Sea of Amv, Danube, Kouban, Dnieper, Dnies
ter; also enters rivers of the Caspian, Volga, Ural, Kura, Kama; rare in 
The Adriatic and Italian waters of the Mediterranean .. 

A. sturio Linnaeus. Atlantic Sturgeon .. 
Migratory; coasts of Europe including North Sea, Black Sea, Baltic; rare 
in Mediterranean and Adriatic; entering rivers .. 

A. transmontanus Richardson. White Sturgeon. 

Migratory; Pacific coast of North America; entering rivers .. 

2. Huso 

H. buso Linnaeus. 

Migratory; Black and Caspian seas; 
Ural and Kura; rare in Adriatic. 

Beluga 
entering Danube, Dnieper, Volga, 

H. dauricus Georgi. 

Freshwater, semi-migratory; Amur basin~ 

.3. Scapbirbyncbus 

S. albus (Forbes and Ricbardson) 

Freshwater; rare; Mississippi and Missouri rivers. 

S. platorbyncbus (Ralinesque) 
Freshwater; Mississippi Valley .. 

4. Pseudoscapbirbyncbus 

P. kaufmann Bogdanov 
In the basin of the Aral Sea. 

P. kermanni· Kessler 
In the basin of the Aral Sea. 

P. fedtscbenlt.oi Kessler 
In the basin of the Aral Sea. 
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II DETAILED DISTRIBUTION OF THE LAKE STURGEON. 

- 1-

In Ontario, sturgeon were found in every part of the Province, including 
all of the Great Lakes and their connecting waters and virtually all of the 
larger, interior lakes and riversu Among Ontario waters, other than the Great 
Lakes and their connecting waters in which sturgeon have been fished com
mercially, are the St. Lawrence River; Lakes Simcoe(63) and Couchiching and 
the Holland and Severn rivers (now probably extinct in these waters); Lake 
Nipissing and the French River; the Ottawa River and its lake-like expansions; 
and such tributary waters as the Mattawa River, Mississippi River and Lake, 
Calabogie Lake on the Madawaska River (42), Lake Scugog, Rice Lake and 
Trent River, Lake Timiskaming, Abitibi Lake and River, Lake Nipigon, Lake 
of the Woods, and such tributary waters as Rainy River and Rainy Lake. Lakes 
and rivers in northwestern Ontario which have been fi~hed commercially include 
19 lakes and two rivers in Kenora District, 24 lakes and 11 rivers in Patricia 
District, and 14 lakes and f~ur rivers in Thunder Bay District. The lower 
reaches of all the larger rivers flowing into Hudson and James Bays contain 
sturgeon which migrate between the rivers and the brackish waters of the bays. 
These include the Moose, Albany and Attawapiskat (58,66). 

In Quebec, sturgeon fisheries occur on the 'lake-like expansions of the 
St •. Lawrence (St. Francis, St. Louis, St. Peter) and in the river, itself, until 
salinities too high for sturgeon are met at St. Roch des Aulnaies, about 70 
miles below Quebec City, (105). Rivers tributary to the St. Lawrence most 
frequented are those on the south shore-Richelieu, St. Francis and Nicolet. 
They are not in Lake St. John nor the Saguenay River, (105). Boundary waters 
between Ontario and Quebec in which sturgeon occur are the Ottawa River, 
Lake Timiskaming and Lake AbitibL Quebec rivers, flowing into Hudson and 
J ames bays containing sturgeon, include the Nottaway (and lakes Mattagami 
and Olga near its head), Rupert (and its expansion Lake Nemiskan), East
main, Fort George (Big), and Harricanaw, (57,66,84). 

In Manitoba, the sturgeon occurs in the waters draining into Hudson Bay 
as far north as the Seal River, north of the Churchill (51). In Lake Winnipeg, 
(45) it was in all the large rivers which enter the lake from the east but upracti
cally absent from western portions and also from Lakes Manitoba and Win
nipegosis. Its occurrence during the spring season in the Red and Assiniboine 
rivers was common at the beginning of the century and is not unknown at the 
present as, occasionally in spring or early summer, sturgeon are taken in the 
Red River below Lockport." ctStill taken on the Assiniboine River as far 
west as Brandonu" (51) Occurrence upstream, in the Red River in Minnesota, 
included in references for that state. The Nelson River, through which the 
waters of the Saskatchewan River, the Red River, Lake Winnipeg and Lake of 
the Woods enter Hudson Bay, has been fished intermittently since 1907. Peak 
productions of nearly 150,000 lbs. were attained in 1917 and 1924, (100). 

In Saskatchewan, according to F .M. Atton of the Fisheries Branch, Sask
atchewan Department of Natural Resources, the sturgeon is found in the Chur
chill River to Trade Lake, about 70 miles west of the Manitoba-Saskatchewan 
boundary. 
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Alberta.. In the North Saskatchewan, according to R.Bo Miller, the sturgeon 
formerly spawned in creeks, entering the river near Edmonton. The Edmonton 
Journal, June 23, 1923, reported a 75-1bo specimen, caught in the Saskatchewan 
River at Edmonton. 

Mro Atton has informed us that sturgeon occur in the South Saskatchewan 
River at the mouth of the Red Deer Ri ver. The sturgeon is not known to occur 
~n the Athabasca drainage areao 

South Dakota. Evermann and Cox (31) in reporting on the occurrence of 
the sturgeon in the Missouri River basin, wrote ccnot seen by us, but Mr. Walker 
informs us that sturgeon are often taken in White and Missouri Rivers near 
Chamberlain in the spring, and we have learned from others that this species 
is of .considerable importance as a food fish in this portion of the Missouri 
River. In the vicinity of Yankton, considerable numbers were formerly caught, 
but the fish is less abundant during the last few years." 

Nebraskao In a letter to Harkness from R.P. Miller Sept. 28, 1942, know
ledge of the distribution of Acipenser fulvescens in Nebraska' is said to be 
based on two records contained in an unpublished PhoD .. thesis of Raymond 
E. Johnson entitled, t~The Djstribution of Nebraska Fishes" 0 '. One record 
was made at the' mouth of the Platte River, June, 1940; the other, an adult 
female; weig.hing 64 Ibs.," 5 ftu 6 ino long, from the Elkhorh River, near Elk 
City, DoUglas County, June, 19400 

In Minnesota, the sturgeon has been recorded (29) from all three drainage 
systems-Hudson Bay, Great Lakes and Mississippio Sturgeon Hformerly oc
curred in some abundance in the upper Mississippi River but are now becoming 
scarcer each yearo" According to Surber in a memo sent to Harkness, HEvi
dently, it occurred in greatest numbers in the Hudson Bay drainage. system. 
It is reported to have occurred in nearly all the larger lakes drained by the 
Ottertail and Red Lake River tributaries of th~ Red River of the North, and is 
still found in Red Lake 0 • o· 0 0 U 0 U 0 ~ From Lake of the Woods, it spread up 
Rainy River and all its tributaries, particularly up the Big Fork River as far 
as Bow String Lake, Itasca County, from which point it may have gained access 
to the upper Miss'issippi, even within the past 100' yearso Up the Little Fork 
River, it penetrated to within a mile or two of the St .. Louis system at Sturgeon 
and Duvey Lakes, just north of Hibbing. At the present time, it is probably 
most common in Pokegama Lake, Pine County, and in the Snake and Kettle 
tributaries of the St. Croix Rivero" 

In Wisconsin, apart from its occurrence in the Mississippi River, including 
its expansion, Lake Pepin, and L3kes Superior and Michigan, the sturgeon is 
largely confined to the Fox River basin, including Lakes Winnebago, Winne
conne, Butte des Morts and Poygan, (40)0 In a letter dated September 10, 1942, 
Dr. Lloyd Smith reported that a 140-pound sturgeon had recently been taken in 
Red Lakes, Wisconsin .. 

Iowao Available evidence indicates that the lake sturgeon is rare in Iowa, 
and prob!!hly always has beeno Meek, (65) in a report on the fishes of the 
Cedar River basin, said that the lake sturgeon uno doubt inhabits the lower 
part of the' Cedar River, as speciinens have been frequently taken from the 
Iowa River at Iowa City." ccThe few; remaining lake sturgeon (in Iowa) are 
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largely confined to the Mississippi River where it is taken only rarely ill com
mercialoperations" (44). 

In a letter to Harkness; September 18th, 1942, Reeve M. Bailey said the 
species tlmay be assumed rare all al,ong the Iowa portion of the Mississippi .. .. 
I have never heard of the Jake sturgeon in the inland waters of Iowa ........ .. 
nor do I know of its occurrence in the Missouri River. along the western border 
of the State, though it may live there in small numbers.." He referred to isolated 
specipiens taken five miles above Lansing in the northeast comer of the State 
and at Keokuk at the southeast comer .. 

Similar evidence has been afforded by W.W. Aitken of the Iowa State Con-' 
servation Co~ission, who wrote, tel have spent many years on the Missouri 
River and have made many collections along the entire course of the stream 
that touches Iowa, and I have never seen nor ha.ve I ever heard of commercial 
fishermen catching one of these fish." 

He also wrote, til have also had considerable experience on the Mississip
pi River the past sixteen years, and I have never seen this fish in either these 
waters or any of the tributaries of the tlBig" River. I have talked to many of 
the commercial fishermen of eastern Iowa, and they tell me of early abundance, 
which may have been few or uianyo However, fulvescens occurs occasionally 
in the commercial catch between Dubuque and the Minnesota State line on the 
Iowa side." 

nlinois. Dayid H. Thompson, in a letter to Harkness, September 5th, 1942, 
reported that in twenty years of almost continual fishing by the State Natural 
History Survey in Illinois waters, the lake sturgeon had not been taken except 
in the Rock River between Rockford and the mouth, and in the Kaukakee River 
between Momence, Illinois, and the mouth.. It was also, he said, occasionally 
taken along the borders of Illinois in the Mississippi, Ohio and Wabash Rivers. 
It apparently disappeared completely from the Illinois River about 1900. 

As to its occurrence in the Mississippi along the western border of Illinois, 
Barnickol and Starrett (7) while collecting between Caruthersville, Missouri, 
and Dubuque, Iowa, took only one specimen, weighing 32 lbs .. at New Boston, 
Illinois. They reported that it was taken in that area only occasionally by 
commercial fishermen. 

Forbes and Richardson (33) said that the sturgeon had been formerly abun
dant throughout the Mississippi Valley, but had been "steadily decreasing of 
late years and now rarely taken in the Mississippi in our own borders ....... . 
seldom caught in the Illinois .. " 

Indiana. Besides its occurrence in Lake Michigan, the lake sturgeon 
occurs or has occurred in the Ohio and Wabash rivers, (36) and White River, 
-W.E .. Ricker letter. 

Ohio. Trautt:nan, (103) reviewing the past and present distribution of stur
geon in Ohio, refers to tithe former presence of this sturgeon in Lake Erie, in 
the Ohio River upstream ~s far as we,stern Pennsylvania, and in the larger in
land rivers of Ohioo." However, the only inland rivers in which any significant 
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number of records are indicated on a distributional map is the Maumee River, 
flowing into Lake Erie, and the Scioto River, a tributary of the Ohioo Almost 
all the other records appear to be for Lake Erie or the Ohio Rivero 

New York. Lake sturgeon in New York waters are limited to Lake Ontario, 
Lake Champlain, the St. Lawrence River and the lower parts of some of the 
larger rivers tributary to Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence (38). In Lake 
Champlain, they appear always to have been much more numerous on the Ver
mont side. 

teA large specimen in the museum of Cornell University is reported as 
being from Cayuga Lake. Seth Green informed Dr. Meek that sturgeons had 
occasionally been taken in that lake; but, so far as he knew, they had never 
been found in any other of the small lakes of central New York. No record of 
sturgeon from Cayuga Lake since 1880, but quite a number before that date"(9). 

Vermont. Once, the sturgeon was sufficiently abundant in Lake Champlain 
so that it was chosen in 1900 as the site for efforts to develop means for art

ificial propagation. Good spawning migrations were found in two tributary 
streams, the Missisquoi and Lamoille Rivers. There was also a run to the 
Winooski River, (18,98,99). 

In a letter dated Sept. 9th, 1942, Geo. W. Davis, Director, Vermont Depart
ment of Conservation and Development, stated that sturgeon were taken in both 
Otter Creek and Winooski River, both tributary to Lake Champlain. None is 
known in Vermont, east or south of the Lake Champlain drainage. 

Pennsylvania. Recorded as Acipenser maculosus from the Ohio River as 
far as Pittsburgh (76). 

West Virginia. Trautman (letter) has reported a speciman seen by Frank 
Allen at Bridgeport, Ohio, opposite Wheeling, West Virginia. 

In Kentucky, reported from the Ohio River near Louisville; Cumberland 
River near Kuttawa; and from the Tennessee River, near Paducah (30). 

Missouri. Mississippi River, near St. Louis, a single specimen by (Geo) 
Harry, R.R. Miller, letter, 1943. Recorded from th,.e Osage River, a tributary of 
the Missouri, under the name Acipenser (Huso) Rauchii (26). 

Kansas. Kansas River at Lawrence, Kansas (31). 

Arkansaso Joe Hogan, Superintendent of Fisheries, Arkansas, in a letter, 
dated Septo 29th, 1942, reports Acipenser fulvescens in the St. Francis River 
as far north as Parkin, in White River as far north as CI arenden , and on the 
Quachita River, probably a few miles north of the Louisiana lineo 

Tennessee. The letter from Co Tarzwell to Harkness, quoted under Mis
sissippi and Alabama, indicates the occurrence of the lake sturgeon in Ten
nessee. 
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Mississippio "In the Tennessee River, at least from Pickwick Reservoir 
or the Alabama-Tennessee state line up to Chickamauga Reservoir, or to the 
mouth of the Hiwassee River." Letter from C. Tarzwell, Septo 15th, 1942. 

Alabama. In addition to the information in the above paragraph, Dr. Tarz
well reported that, "It probably occurs throughout ~he Tennessee River." 

Recorded from the Tennessee River, near Huntsville, Alabama, (30). 

If sturgeon ever occur in the waters of Louisiana, the specimens are prob
ably strays from farther northo 
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III A HISTORY OF ARTIFICIAL STURGEON CULTURE 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

The importance placed on the discovery of ways to propagate sturgeon 
artificially in the United States is indicated by a statement made in 1900 by 
W Q de Co Ravenel, who was in charge of the propagation and distribution of food 
fishes for the U.S. Fish Commission (98)0 He said: "There is no subject in 
fish culture, excepting the lobster, that we have given more time and thought 
to in the last few yearso The sturgeon fisheries, from being very important on 
the Atlantic Coast and Great Lakes, have dwindled to practically nothing------
As far as hatching the eggs of the sturgeon is concerned, we need not worry 
about that. We can hatch the eggs of any fish just as we hatch the eggs of the 
grayling or trout in jars and on trays. If we can find a place where sturgeon 
spawn, we will guarantee next year to go there and propagate them. We are 
prepared to do more for the sturgeon than anything else except the lobstero" 

The first efforts to propagate sturgeon artificially in America were made 
in 1875 on the Hudson River when Seth Green successfully hatched four pans 
of eggs of the marine sturgeon (A. oxyrhynchus) (39). The fish were obtained 
from commercial fishermen, and the eggs and milt obtained by opening the body 
cavity of the fish and removing the ovaries and testes. The hatching-boxes, 
used in most attempts to rear sturgeon artificially, had been devised by Green 
in 1867 for hatching shad. 

The U.So Fish Commission did not undertake work on the artificial pro
pagation of sturgeon until 1888. Hatchery operations were not contemplated 
'when the Commission was established, but were instituted in 1872 at the in
stigation of the American Fish Cultural Association, the forerunner of the 
American Fisheries Society. The species to which attention was first given 
were the shad, the Atlantic salmon and the whitefish. At that time, the belief 
in the value of artificial propagation was so strong that hatchery operations 
were rapidly expanded until they soon overshadowed all other branches of the 
work of the Commission (95). 

In 1888, experiments were carried out for the U.S. Fish Commission by 
Dr. J 0 A. Ryder, Professor of Biology of the University of Pennsylvania, on 
the Delaware River, again using the marine sturgeon. He reported on the results 
of his work, in part, as follows: (88), "The results were to some extent un
satisfactory, owing to the difficulty of obtaining an abundance of living ova 
and the difficulties attending their fertilization by artificial means, as well as 
rearing the e~bryos-------The only ova which I succeeded in fertilizing were 
obtained from females of the common sturgeon by cutting open the abdomen of 
the still-living fish. Forcing out the ova by pressure, as practised with the 
shad and salmon, is not feasible in the case of the sturgeon, and the removal 
of the ripe ova from the abdominal cavity of the parent fish may be far more 
expeditiously effected by slitting open the body cavity. The milt is most 
readily obtained in a similar way from the recently captured and living ripe 
maleso" 

Another difficulty encountered by Ryder, which was to plague all future 
attempts at the artificial propagation of sturgeon, was the scarcity of ripe 
females among those taking part in the migration at spawning time. Even 
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among the small number found to be ripe, the eggs found loose in the abdominal 
cavity were worthless for purposes of fertilization. 

In spite of the difficulties encountered, Dr. Ryder was optimistic over the 
future of propagating sturgeon artificially. He wrote; uThe success which 
followed the usual methods of fertilization proves conclusively that vast num
bers of- embryos could be· hatched annually from eggs thus obtained and treat
edo' The number of millions which could be reared in this way would depend 
entirely upon the number of trained spawn takers promptly on duty when spawn
ing fish are taken by the fishermen, and the extent of the facilities for hatching 
them 'and protecting them against the attacks of Achlya and Saprolegnia, forms 
of fungus which were found to be ·most seriously destructive to the life of the 
ova of the sturgeon." 

A second attempt at artificial propagation on the Delaware River was 
made by Dru Bashford, Dean of Columbia College, in 1893 (24). Contradictory 
accounts have been given of Dean's efforts. According to Rathbun, (77), abun
dance of ripe sturgeon of both sexes were securedo No difficulties were en
countered in fertilizing the eggs and in holding them in good condition until 
they hatched. "With proper facilities, Dr. Dean is confident that he could have 
produced enough fry to have made his work exceedingly profitable from a prac
tical standpoint." On the other hand, Leach (55) says, teThe same drawbacks
viz., difficulty in finding ripe eggs and milt at the same time, imperfect aera
tion of the eggs during the incubation period, and the unusual tendency of the 
eggs to develop fungus" were encountered by Dean. 

An account of subsequent work on the Delaware River has been given by 
Meehan (64), Commissioner of Fisheries for Pennsylvania, as follows: teA few 
years ago--------New Jersey and Pennsylvania--------set up a co-operative plan 
for work on propagation of the sturgeon of the Delaware River. The U.S. Gov
ernment, assigned Lo Stone to assistu Experienced sturgeon fishermen were 
engaged to assist in taking the sturgeon and handling them." 

The first season's work, extending over several weeks, was an utter fail
ure. About two dozen, large fish were secured, of both sexes. Some were 
spent; some had hard eggs or milto Three of four ripe females were captured, 

. but at no time were ripe specimens of both sexes caught near enough together 
to allow the eggs to be fertilizedo 

Next year, both states made another effort, but with no better success. 
Later, Pennsylvania tried again alone but without avail. At no time, could 
ripe males and females be obtained at the same dmeo 

The first recorded attempt to propagate lake sturgeon artificially was 
made in the Detroit River area. Whether accounts, referred to below, concern 
the same or two different attempts is uncertainu 

The President of the American Fisheries Society, speaking at a meeting 
of the Society, said in the discussion of a paper by Carter (18) that one of the 
Fish Commission's superintendents had been foreman at their Alpena station 
from 1883 to 1887, and some. experiments with sturgeon were made on the 

. Detroit River during that time. They did not succeed in catching any sturgeon 
that were full of eggs, but got some that had partially spawned out, and got a 
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few of their eggs. There was no difficulty whatever in getting a good impregna
tion-about 90 per cento He had no information on hatching, but presumably the 
estimate of impregnation was based on the percentage that hatched. 

According to Post, (71) an attempt to fertilize and hatch sturgeon eggs 
was made in 1889 at Algonac, Micho, on the Sto Clair River, by Mr. Aaron W. 
Marks. This site was chosen because a caviar factory, to which sturgeon 
were brought, was located there. From early June until June 27, although 
4,0"00 sturgeon were handled, only six spent fish and two ripe females" were 
taken. One of· these two, a half-spent female, was placed across a tub, slit 
open and the eggs allowed to fall into the tub, milt was obtained by opening a 
a ripe maleo About 20,000 eggs were successfully fertilized. Of these, 8,000 
to 10,000 hatched in a dozen Seth Green shad-hatching boxes anchored in the 
river current. All were released into the river, 12 days after the eggs were 
taken. 

Another attempt to propagate sturgeon on the Detroit River was made by 
the U.S. Fish Commission in 1890. Frank No Chapman, Superintendent of the 
Commission's Northville (Mich.) station, was in charge. Altho~gh 142 females 
and 32 males were examined between May 26th, and June 14th, only five fe
males and nine males were found to be in spawning condition. Of 20,000 eggs 
fertilized, 95 per cent developed to the eyed stage. Shordy afterwards, fungus 
developed and few hatched (55). 

Much better authenticated is the work of the Michigan Fish Commission. 
Mr. Dwight Lydell, who was in charge of their work, described it in a letter to 
Harkness dated Nov. 19th, 1923. A ripe male and female were caught on a set 
line, placed across the stream with numerous hooks dangling below. To secure 
the eggs, the female was laid over a large tub and opened from vent to throat. 
The male was also opened at the same timeo After sperm derived from mashed 
testes had been spread over the eggs, they were thoroughly mixed, and a little 
water added. To keep them from sticking together they were stirred occasion
ally. More water was added from time to time until the eggs were thoroughly 
~ardened, which required about an hour and a half. They were then placed in 
floating boxes in the current. About 75 per cent of the .eggs hatched on the 
third day. More work was done, both in 1893" and in 1894, the total number of 
young sturgeon hatched and planted being 580,000. These were the only suc
cessful efforts of the Michigan Conservation Commission to propagate stUrgeon 
artificially (68,110). 

About this same time, the Ohio Game and Fish Commission attempted to 
propagate sturgeon artificially. This work appears to have been under the 
the direction of William Lanz, Superintendent of Hatcheries. The report of the 
Commission for 1891 reports that ceOn May 31st, with the assi~ance of Mr. 
Samuel Currie, we got some 6,000,000 sturgeon eggs and hatched them in boxes 
in open water about the islands at the mouth of the Detroit River------suc
ceeded in hatching about 5,000,000. Some, we planted at the mout"h of the 
river at various places, and the remainder, about the islands of Put-in-Bay_ 
The eggs placed in the Sandusky hatchery proved to be a failure." 

In 1898, the United States Government seriously considered establishing 
'1 sturgeon hatchery on either Lake Erie or Lake Ontario, but were discouraged 
by failure to find a location where spawning females and ripe males were 
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sufficiently plentiful to support such operations. In this year, Brice published 
and outline of methods used collecting, fertilizing and hatching the eggs. 

The record of attempts at artificial propagation suggests frantic rushing 
about, trying to find a place where sturgeon were abundant enough to support 
suc h an op~ration. 

In 1900, the U .. S. Fish Commission moved the locale of its work to Lake 
Champlain where good spawning migrations were found in two tributary streams, 
the Missisquoi and Lamoille Riverso Livingstone Stone, (98) who was in charge 
of the. work, succeeded in taking and impregnating a few eggs, from which fry 
were hatchedo Efforts to ripen green sturgeon by holding them in artificial 
enclosures proved utterly futile (55). 

The next year, the work was continued at Lake Champlain (99,78) and 
again a few thousand eggs were fertilized. Some, taken to the Swanton Hatch
ery, were successfully hatched, but those retained locally were killed when 

o 
the temperature fell to 45 F 0 The eggs appear to have been secured by catch-
ing them as they ran from a female as she was lifted from the water. A picture 
of the primitive nature of this early work is given by Mro Stone in describing 
efforts to prevent the loss of eggs from ripe females as they were removed 
from the watero He says "the men stopped the flow of eggs by stuffing their 
handkerchiefs into the vent. The fish were then towed across the river where 
the males had been secured and were instantly killed by being knocked on 
the heado" 

After a lapse of three years, the work was taken up agai n at Lake Cham
plain in 1904 (18)0 Although 1,500,000 eggs were secured and fertilized this 
year, they all died when fungus developed on them. 

Still another attempt was undertaken in the Lake of the Woods region 
which had been one of the most productive areas for sturgeon. In 1911, Thad
deus Surber who was then at the Fairport Iowa Biological Station, constructed 
an enclosure in Rainy River in which h~ wintered a number of adult sturgeon, 
five to six feet long. Although other specimens, caught in the spring of 1912, 

. were added, none matured and, in the following October, all were released 
without having produced any eggso Another trial was made in the following 
year with the same result (29,55). 

It has been found impossible to secure much information about some in
vestigations conducted at Put-in-Bay during 1903 and 1904. In a letter dated 
June 26th, 1942, to Harkness, Dr. Elmer Higgins, at that time Chief of the 
Division of Fishery Biology of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, stated: 
"These studies were conducted principally by members of the faculty of the 
University of Michigan who were working on a cooperative basis with the old 
U.So Fish Commission." Those concerned were Dr. Jacob Reighard, Oro Ray
mond Pearl and Oro H.S. Jennings. Efforts to locate their records were un
successfulo 

So far as the published record is concerned, 1912 appears to have been the 
last year in which active steps were taken the United States to develop tech
niques for the artificial propagation of sturgeon. 
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IV DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAKE STURGEON EGG AND FRY 

The following observations on the gross anatomical changes during the 
development of the sturgeon egg and fry were made in connection with the at
tempt by Harkness to develop methods for the artificial propagation of ·the 
species as described in Chapter X. 

The eggs are demersal. Having a smooth, adhesive membrane, they ad
here to sticks and stones on the bottom, or to debris floating in the water. 

The eggs are deposited singly or, at least, not in chain s or clumps, al
though, owing to the adhesive nature of the membrane, there is a tendency for 
them to form clumps after emission unless well distributed by water currents. 

Since development occurred under temperature conditions obtaining in the 
stream and not under controlled laboratory conditions, time alone does not pro
vide an adequate measure of conditions affecting the rate of development. 
Approximation to a more satisfactory measure was sought in thermal units 
suggested by Wallich (109). This unit is one degree Fahrenheit above 32~ 
for a period of 24 hours. Accumulated thermal units for the various stages des
cribed below are given in Table IX. 

Although several series of sections of eggs at different stages of deve
lopment were made, no detailed study of histological development was under
taken. Such sections were used in more accurate interpretation of gross fea
tures, ~d served as the basis for some of the general statements on develop
ment. 

Measurements of size of eggs and of fry were made by means of a mic
roscope with a hair line in the eyepiece and a vernier scale on a travelling 
eye stage. 

Unfertilized eggs, which are spherical and averaged 3.3 mm in diameter 
(3.1 to 3.4), may be divided into three regions: germinal disc (blastodisc) 
which is the darker area, lenticular in shape, at one side of the main body of 
the egg; the main body which is yolk; and the transparent egg membrane .. The 
average diameter of the genninal disc was 0.7 mm (0.4 to 1.0). The average 
diameter of the body of the egg including the germinal disc was 2.5 mm (2.3 to 
2.6). 

Four hours after fertilization, all eggs had undergone the first stage of cell 
division and were at the two-cell stage. The diameter of the egg had changed 
in that the diameter across the two cells was greater than that along the line 
of division. The former diameter was 3.5 mm; that of the latter, 3.2mm. 

At this stage, the egg floated with the germinal disc uppermost. It was 
dark but surrounded by a lighter border. Below it was brownish. 

Mter 20 hrs. (21.8 thermal units), rapid division was taking place' at the 
animal pole, which consisted of a large number of cells from 0.1 to 0.2 mni. 

across, while division was much slower at the vegetal pole where there was a 
small number of larger, ill-defined cells, 0.6 to 1.0 mm. across. A small blas
tocoele was evident. 
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TABLE IX 

TEMPERATURES (CENTIGRADE) OF THE WATER IN WHICH EGGS 
AND FRY DEVELOPED AND ACCUMULATED THERMAL UNITS. 

The eggs were fertilized at 4: 15 purno, June 12, 19240 

Date Time Temperature Accumulated Thermal 
Units 

June 12 8.15 p.m. 14.25 4.4 
13 12 noon 14.5 21.8 
13 8 p.m. 15.0 30.8 
14 8 a.m. 15.0 44.3 
14 7 p.m. 15.0 56.7 
15 9 a.m. 15.0 72.4 
15 8 p.m. 15.7 85.4 
16 8 a.m. 15.5 99.4 
16 8 p.m. 15.8 113.6 
17 8 a.m. 15.3 127.4 
17 8 p.m. 16.0 141.8 
18 8 a.m. 15.6 155.9 
18 4 p.m. 15.8 165.4 
19 4 p.m. 15.2 192.8 
20 4 p.m. 15.3 220.4 
21 11 a.m. 16.1 243.4 
21 3 p.m. 18.0 248.8 
22 4 p.m. 18.0 282.5 
23 4 p.m. 17.8 314.5 
24 4 p.m. 17.8 346.5 
25 4 p.m. 17.8 378.5 
26 4 p.m. 17.7 410.4 
27 4 p.m. 16.6 440.3 
28 4 p.m. 16.1 469.3 
29 4 p.m. 16.1 498.3 
30 4 p.m. 15.8 526.7 

July 1 4 p.m. 15.2 554.1 
2 4 p.m. 16.1 583.1 

4 4 p.m. 19.0 651.5 
6 4 p.m. 20.0 723.5 
8 4 p.m. 21.5 800.9 

10 4 p.m. 20.6 874.9 
12 4 p.m. 21.0 950.5 
13 4 p.m. 20.0 986.5 
14 4 p.m. 20.0 1022.5 
15 4 p.m. 19.3 1057.2 
16 4 p.m. 19.0 1091.4 
17 4 p.m. i7.5 1122.9 
18 4 p.m. 16.0 1151.7 
19 4 p.m. 17.2 1182.7 
20 4 p.m. 17.5 1214.2 
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After 28 hrs. (30.8 t.u.), the eggs were in an early gastrulation stage. The 

more numerous cells of the animal pole were from 0.038 to 0.057 mm. across; 
the fewer cells of the vegetal pole larger, 0.133 to O. 570mm. across. 

After 40 hrs. (44.3 t.u.), a yolk plug, 1. 28 to 1. 36 mm. across. had appeared. 

After 51 hrs. (56.7 t.u.), there was considerable variation in the stage of 
development reached by different eggs in the same hatchery baskets. The 
plate was broad and thick. 

After 76 hrso (85.4 toUa), the embryo, 6.7 mm. long, was apparent, tightly 
coiled around the yolk. The head and tail were becoming separated from the 
yolk. There was a considerable amount of pigment on the surface of the body 
and over the adjacent surfaces of the egg. The neural groove was distinct~ 
The egg membrane was quite tough and adhered closely to the egg; whe~ pierced 
by a sharp needle the embryo and yolk popped out .. 

After 88 hrs. (99.4 t.u.), the body of the embryo was becoming raised above 
the yolk. The whole was pigmented. 

After 100 hrs. (113.6 t.u.), embryos had attained lengths of 6.48 to 9.57 
nun. The pigmentation was denser over the head region. The tails of some of 
the embryos were beginning to tum sidewise. Depressions were appearing in 
the yolk, particularly on either side of the head. 

After 112 hrs. (127.4 t.u.), the embryo, 8.7 mm. long, lay coiled on the 
yolk. The body was free from the yolk in the tail region for about three-fifths 
of its length. The head, too, was becoming progressively freer .from the yolk. 
When the membrane was removed from one embryo, it became active and was 
still living 12 his. later. 

Fraser, (34) who used some of the same material for a study of the develop
ment of the pronephros of the sturgeon, reports that after 76 hrs. after fertiliza
tion, the embryo possessed about 27 somites, 41-42 after 88 hrs., and about 46 
after 112 hrs .• but the number was difficult to determine accurately. She found 
that a neurenteric canal, which was still present 88 hrs. after fertilization was 
about to close after 112 hrs. and had completely closed after six or seven 
days. At the latter stage, the enteric cavity was separated from the exterior 
by a narrow partition of cells, but after nine days the gut communicated with the 
exterior by an anus. 

Hatching 

The first naturally hatched fry were observed after five days (124 hrs. 
141.8 t.u.). At 144 hrs. (165 t.u.), they were hatching in increasing numbers 
and, at 192 hrs. or eight days (220.4 t.u.) after fertilization, all had hatched. 
It was about this time that the gut developed an opening to the exterior. Ryder 

(87) found that the eggs of the common sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrhynchus) hat-
ched on the sixth day after fertilization. 
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Disappearance of the Yolk Sac 

Because of the gradual diminution in the size of the yolk sac and of varia
tion amony individual fry, it is impossible to fix definitely the time at which it 
may be said that the yolk sac disappeared. So far as it can be fixed, it may 
be said to have occurred about nine days after hatching. 

Increase in Size 

The embryo and fry grew 'in length at a relatively uniform and rapid rate 
until the 18th day after hatching, when growth in length ceased. This was more 
than a ~eek after the disappearance of the yolk sac. The origin of the nourish
ment to support growth after this time is not clear. 

There was some evidence that the fry were actively searching for food and, 
possibly, taking some. It was on the 30th day. after fertilization that usually 
large numbers of the fry first died. The high rate of mortality continued from 
this time until only eight remained alive on the 38th day after fertilization. It 
seems likely that feeding, if carried on after the yolk sac disappeared, failed 
within about five days after the disappearance of the yolk sac on the 17th day 
after fertilization, and that death resulting from starvation occurred within 
another week or two, during which no growth in length took place. On the other 
hand, yolk, although not evident externally, may have been sufficient to main
tain growth for another five days after there was no longer external evidence of 
it. 

Although morphological changes are continuous, there are periods during 
which' changes take place much more rapidly than at other times. Marked 
changes follow the hatching process. The fry soon become more fish-like in 
appearance and the paired fins appear. Changes, especially marked during the 
perio,d from one to two weeks after hatching, are almost in the nature of a met
amorphosis. It is during this period that the general form changes from that of 
a relatively short, yolk-carrying fry to a more elongate form with the general 
appearance of a sturgeon. The snout becomes quickly longer, more slender and 
dorsoventrally flattened, and fins become more rapidly differentiated. 

Behaviour of Fry 

Soon after hatching, the fry huddled together in dark corners. When rough 
stones were placed in the aquarium to which they had been transferred on hat
ching, they took shelter under them. However, by the end of the first week 
after hatching, the fry were becoming less dependent on the shelter of the rocks 
and were moving about more independently of each other. This behaviour 
pattern was correlated with the virtual disappearance of the yolk sac. They 
appeared to be searching for, food, and some appeared to be trying to feed on 
material on the roc~s and .bottom. A few days later, black material was ,seen 
coming from the anus. 

The mouth opening had appe~red two or'three days after hatching. It in
creased rapidly in size and, after a day or two, had assumed something of the 
adult shape. 
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Until about two weeks after hatching, most of the fry appeared to be doing 
well but, soon afterwards, they began to die in considerable numbers. About 
three weeks after hatching attempts, were therefore made to feed them. Bread, 
soaked in milk, finely chopped pike liver, plankton and chironomid larvae, and 
organisms of similar size, collected from aquatic plants, were placed in the 
aquaria. Attempts by the fry to eat some of these materials were apparently 
unsuccessful. Some were seen to seize chironomid larvae in their mouths but, 
after a brief struggle, would release them, being apparently unable to sallow 
them. Some appeared to eat ravenously at the liver. However, mortality con
tinued. On the 29th day after all the fry had hatched, only eight were still 
alive of the many thousands which hatched from the 100,000 eggs fertilized. 
These were killed and preserved. 

Gills 

Gills were seen protruding from the sides of the head after 168 hrs. (192.8 
t.u.). After 214 hrs. (248.8 t.u.), they had begun to develop finger-like pro
jections. After 240 hrs., (282.5 t.u.), one had five such projections. 

After 11 days (314.5 t.u.), three gills protruded on each side, the anterior 
one much the largest, all with finger-like projections. The first pair appeared 
to be attached to the inside of a flap-like structure that suggested an oper
culum. After 12 days (346.5 t.u.), the operculum extended backward over the 
protruding gills. After 13 days (378.5 t.u.), the gills still protruded from under 
the operculum which was becoming hard anteriorly, wi th a softer flap behind. 
By the 20th day, the gills had become virtually covered by the operculum. 

Sense Organs 

When the fry hatched, the eyes were quite prominent. Two or three days 
later, four stubs which developed into barbels appeared. On these, sensory 
buds were evident four days after the appearance of the barbels. Ten days 
after the fry hatched, sensory organs appeared on the lower surface of the head 
in front of the mouth. 

Median Fins 

The beginning of the median fin fold became apparent during the fifth day 
after fertilization. It extended from the dorsal surface around the tail on to 
the ven tral surface. 

By the 14th day, a portion of the dorsal fold, destined to become the dorsal 
fin, was becomi,ng differentiated as a higher part. By the next day, the develop
ment of rays wa.s indicated by rows of pigment spots. By the 18th day, the be
ginning of the development of caudal rays was also indicated by rows of pig
ment spots. By the 20th day, the differentiation of the median fin had proceeded 
to the point where notches were beginning to separate the developing dorsal and 
anal fins from the caudal. By the 22nd day, in some of the fry, the dorsal fin 
was completely separated from the caudal. 

A portion of the fin fold had persisted to the 24th day. The persistence of 
the median fin fold through a period of about 20 day s was in strong contrast to 
that of the lateral fin fold which was in. evidence for only about four days. 
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Paired Fins 

At: 214 hrs. (24~.8 touo), . the pectoral fins had begun to appear as fold
like. outgrowths of the. body wall. Later, during the 14th day, continuous lat
'eral fin folds appeared which included the beginnings of both the ·pectoral and 
pelvic fins. Posteriorly, it extended to the anus. By the 18th day, the anterior 
half of the la~'eraf fin fold had disa~pe~red, ~d a~l afit dur~ng the 19th day. 

With the disappearance of the lateral fin folds, the pectoral and pelvic fins 
flattened· out,' parallel to the ventral surface of the· body. Rays. had begun to 
develop in· the pectoral fins during the 14th day, and in the pelvic fins by the 
20th day. 

~., , 
t _~ 
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